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This portfolio accompanies the PhD Thesis: Deep Flow: a tentacular worlding of
dance, biosensor technology, lived experience and embodied materials of the human
and non-humankind by Jeannette Ginslov. It is a collection of the multimodal,
qualitative, and quantitative findings from the Pilot Studies and Studies 1,2,3
undertaken by Jeannette Ginslov during her PhD studies 2016-2020.

All photographs of drawing, screenshots, graphical imagery and video created by
Jeannette Ginslov 2017-2020.

PILOT STUDY 1
Date: May-June 2017
Aims: Initial experiments in methods of somatic dance practice and visualising
techniques. To test the use of Vibsensor and Sensor Kinect, iPhone accelerometers,
attached to the body on left wrist and on core.
Location: The Space Studio Dundee
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Method of Practice: Laban’s analysis of movement
Data Collection Methods: Movement hieroglyphs, documentary video and biometric
data.

1.1 Documentary videos

Playlist: Dance videos with verbal feedback
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA7tgNOTCaPDapH7_0kpplxn

Dance videos with verbal feedback
May 2017
22 May Test 01 Laban Wring https://youtu.be/oTGPmI6inrw
22 May Test 02 Laban Press https://youtu.be/7EQekk8GL58
22 May Test 03 Laban Flick https://youtu.be/suoQ8U1TdW4
22 May Test 04 Laban Dab https://youtu.be/obuJznlG4NA
22 May Test 05 Laban Glide https://youtu.be/GT47cWDTwiY
22 May Test 06 Laban Float https://youtu.be/j2KjdHNOGRY
22 May Test 07 Laban Punch https://youtu.be/HkRZLxYtKyw
22 May Test 08 Laban Slash https://youtu.be/CnglrO714MY
23 May Ideokinesis Spiral Arms https://youtu.be/_aqkgdpngX0
23 May Ideokinesis 5 Elements https://youtu.be/GYd10RwKeFI
24 May Calm App 01 https://youtu.be/4rIHqFiTcwc
24 May Calm App Drawing https://youtu.be/jDrF8WRJA5g
25 May Guðjónsdóttir: Full Drop Score https://youtu.be/5_4i_kuxLNE
25 May Guðjónsdóttir: Full Drop Score https://youtu.be/JmK43lP4H6c
26 May Guðjónsdóttir Full Drop Score Overlay https://youtu.be/JmK43lP4H6c
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26 May Guðjónsdóttir Full Drop https://youtu.be/t6Bv8QV_KVg
30 May Laban Eight Effort Actions Hands https://youtu.be/_xuuNtr33mw
31 May Balancing Yoga and Entering Dundee https://youtu.be/G65XPgX7srY

June 2017
Olsen’s Scores and Drawings
12 June Olsen Drawing 1 https://youtu.be/tieCCetPzIQ
12 June Olsen Active Feet and Sensing Feet https://youtu.be/UQDUhxF0N_8
12 June Olsen Drawings https://youtu.be/tieCCetPzIQ
12 June Opening Arms Head and Ossicles https://youtu.be/PbXX0fQImww
12 June Peripheral & Focused Vision https://youtu.be/q5j2d4ZVG6Y
12 June Salamander https://youtu.be/5HygY4t9iSY
12 June Olsen Contour Dance https://youtu.be/BFu_pwDuOvQ

Ginslov’s Scores
13 June Score 01 Warm up Entering into the city of Dundee with feet
https://youtu.be/fFp2nskvK-0
13 June Score 02 Warm up https://youtu.be/If-efQokHdg
13 June Day 2 Contours Throws Bends https://youtu.be/xIFSwiPtVLI
13 June Right and Left Foot https://youtu.be/0YKJXnxkNyQ

1.2 Transcriptions of verbal feedback
22 May Test 01 Wring
This is going to one of the first tests I'm doing up at The Space and I'm going to be
using two different sensors. One is called Sensor Kinect on the other one is called the
other Vibsensor. First test I’m going to be doing Test 01 and I’m going to be doing
wringing. It's got to do with indirect space, strong weight, sustained time and bound
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flow. I’m going to be wearing the Sensor Kinect on my left arm and I'm going to be
using the Vibsensor on my lower back.
<dances>
Right another mistake I made this little one (indicates Sensor Kinect) to go on to delay
instead of using only duration. Alright I think I've got it now. Let's try again
<dances>
So its as if I’m twisting, wringing, slow, bound, sustained, moving, twisting, a cloth of
some sort, like a sheet, moving in a big duvet, or blanket , trying to pull and push as if
moving through tough landscape of strange carpet like stretches, and could be like
playing mini golf. Very strange, twisted spirally, shapes and heavinesses. Not very
comfortable. Moving heavy tension. Producing some sort of heaviness in my heart.
Not a very good feeling. As if an anguished twisting. Smaller. Could be sorrowful.
Actually, going to stop. This is actually virtually impossible.
<speaks to camera>
Day one is very difficult. Trying to get used to the tools and I have to get the password
off on this phone. Ok so basically that sensation of wringing was really really strange
it's a sensation of obviously twisting you sometimes feel as if they are you are twisting
a cloth everything is kind of slow. Sometimes I felt as if I was in a landscape of some
sort, even like a carpeted land landscape and that's why I suddenly had the idea of
being in a mini-golf world and it was not soft made my heart work hard and my body
seemed heavy and very unarticulated and twisted in and convoluted in on itself and
not very giving and not very open and closed in and tight and exclusive and not very
welcoming and hidden with the drapery that felt like the earth was covering me and I
wasn't didn't have the ability of getting out very smoothly and I couldn't find a way to
get out of it, it feels like when you're a child and you're under a blanket and you get a
bit scared or you see or one of your pets go underneath the blanket and you think that
they're not going to get out. That's what it felt like

22 May Test 02 Press
There’s going to be a change of plan. I can’t open the Sensor Kinect. I can’t export
anything once it’s saved. Whereas with the Vibsensor at least I can give it a title and
save it on file and then send it. So that’s what I’m going to do.
<dances>
<apps on same places – left wrist and small of the back>
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This one was Press and that one was really about being very symmetrical, a bit
powerful, like an emperor, a bit outward, a bit over seeing everything, controlling
everything, being out, being forward, being up being down, being sure, being
confident, being pressurising, taking control and not letting go. Very bound very sure.
Very unlikely to fall. Planes of movement that were very clear to see. And very easily
balanced. Quite enjoyable, in terms of being confident and not falling over and having
a centeredness and gravity that helped with the feeling of falling and being strong.
<performs a hieroglyph, for Press, one on right hand and one on left hand lying down>

22 May Test 03 Flick
Right test number three is flick which is indirect light sudden and free in terms of weight
space, time and flow.
<dances>
<phone falls off from wrist on first small jump>
Okay this is for test number three and this was for flick and really this made me feel
like a little upstart it made me feel like a little Prancer a little Dassie, there's these little
Dassies in South Africa where they jump around in the mountains and I had a feeling
I had a little fluffy rabbit tail which I was flicking around and trying to be as light as
possible a bit like Trisha Brown my joints were very light feeling well-oiled and landing,
I wanted to jump a lot and my landing was good plain and simple but there was a lot
of randomness with sparks of energy sort of flying out at various places and not a very
like… my gaze right now is not very very direct and the experience is just one of
haphazardness and exploring dimension that's pretty safe but it's very very enjoyable
and like a flick of flight

22 May Test 04 Dab 1
This is going to be Dab, that is Test 04, which is direct light sudden and bound.
<dances>
Attempted three times but the apps kept on stopping because of all the movement I
was making. Abandoned test.

22 May Test 05 Glide 1
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Right this next one is going to be Glide and that is something that is direct, light,
sustained and free.
<dances>
Hmmmm. Gliding was great. I had a feeling as if I was on a… skimming a lake that
had a lot of water on it just a little sort of layer of water on top of the layer of the iced
water actually like in like an iced Lake and skimming and seeing and being aware of
time passing especially time and pressure because of its lightness it was very difficult
to move kind of slowly without feeling that you were attracted by the weight of it and
had to put in a lot of pressure so somehow it felts a lot like a Glissade, which is very
light and yet it's very firm and direct. I suppose it's pretty Balletic kind of way of dancing.
It's the one that were you trying to concentrate on being strong but using an economy
of effort and I think that that's probably what comes closest to my way of dancing and
probably to ballet unless you playing a character role and certainly I think a lot of the
time in some contemporary dance works on contemporary dance styles that there is
an economy of effort so it's a directed movement although it's kind of still free it's got
a sort of surety about it and it's very pleasant to perform. It really feels good on your
body because you could possibly do that for a long time

22 May Test 06 Float 1
Okay the next one is going to be float. And here I’m using indirectness, lightness,
sustainment and a lot of freedom.
<dances>
Right for float in the beginning I sort of thought of floating like it the eddies of a pool
sort of in a stream and flying around the rocks and the water cascading and being very
floaty and bubbly in that way and then I realized that I was going a little bit too fast and
that what we normally associate with float is something like, ummm yeah it's like
American Beauty with the packet that's floating upwards and the eddies of the wind
and then comes down again and floats again but you can float in another way as well
and it's like clouds and I looked out the window at one stage and a little feather down
of a you know a bird's feather down floated upwards and I thought ah that's another
way of floating so I think there's different sustainments and different ebbs and flows
for of floating. Floating for at least this part was about at least three different kinds of
floating. I think that sometimes floating can also be a bit like you're floating like a ghost
or like a zombie you're floating in a zone where nothing actually really changes but I
6

think that the more playful ones where there was a bit of weight and playing with time,
seemed to be the most enjoyable. I couldn't connect this to any dance, any particular
dance style. Floating was just very sensational and it reminded me a lot of the
environment of the weather of climate and I suppose synonymous with clouds so we
have a tendency to think of that or the American Beauty bag in the wind

22 May Test 07 Punch 1
Right this next one is punch and that is direct strong sudden and bound
<dances>
Okay we all know what punches are. It's always sudden direct and takes a direct
pathway and it's kind of heavy and it can also be light but the direction I chose was
pretty light short and straight to the point. I used a lot of emphasis on actually punching
just because I wanted to push the sensors as much as possible and then I also did a
lot of downward jumping down into the ground. It felt a bit silly but um I just wanted to
push the sensors just to see if I can actually see the difference between the punching
and the floating and just to see if I'm relying, like this last time I was relying less on
dance and looking at probably a lot of, sort of cliched movements but really trying to
see if I could use that to explore and see what was actually happening with the sensors
and if there is any difference. It was a strange feeling and not to feel as if there I could
complete… I'm sure I could do a lot better but I'm sure other dance movements could
be seen as “punchy” hmm but I at this point I just wanted to look at, to see if what I
could do to the app as much as possible and just to really see as much data gathered
for the intention of the punch.
22 May Test 08 Slash 1
Right this one, number 08 is Slash which is indirect strong sudden and free which is
probably
quite synonymous with generally the way that I like to move anyway.
<dances>
Ek kannie nou meer nie as will ek. Oh my god! (Afrikaans) I cannot carry on even if I
wanted to. Oh my god! Okay that was / there was a lot like how I like to move using a
lot of space using a lot of direct and indirect energy and quickness and variation and
possibly everything. Generally, it's meant to be quite light but I also see it as being
heavy it's like the final thing. It's very dynamic it's very like release of energy, gather
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energy, rise and fall and umm it’s like Doris Humphrey fall and recovery and probably
a lot a lot connected to the way that I normally like to work. A lot of breath, a lot of
falling and rising and didn’t manage to do a lot of floor work because I'm kind of out of
shape but I would have generally included a lot more up and down and getting in and
out of that at the moment it's just proving to be a bit difficult. I am using a lot of my
legs. I do also have a shoulder injury so I have to be aware of that. But anyway it's the
one that I find the most liberating and the one that I probably connect to the most. I
don't know if I've got all the dynamics and the efforts absolutely right on that one let
me just double check that. So this one.

So slash was the aaaa, it's indirect it's strong sudden and free indirect strong, sudden
and free. That's a bit like me and I think that that's probably the most wild, the most
dynamic and the most liberating because one is reliant on a lot of changes of weight,
space, time and flow and some body parts can take you somewhere and other body
parts can take you elsewhere. I do feel a lot of tension in my neck I'm not released
enough I know that and I'm certainly not fit enough in order to go up and down on the
floor like I said. Um but that is probably the best way for me to it's like being in a…. it's
like being in a wild sea and having swum in a wild sea in South Africa in Durban, it just
kind of reminds me of that and you're in complete control, you're not going to drown
but it's just actually letting go to all the forces and their dynamics powers and gravity
that's there and working with it or against it and always trying to find a solution and I
think this is where probably postural synergies probably count the most because
where through experience one can then throw oneself into weight space time and flow
and know that even though you have some sort of perturbances –is that maybe a bit
worrying or but off-putting you know that your postural synergies are going to call you
back because you have attuned your body and you understand all the forces and the
dynamics of those and the dynamic changes of those and possibly this could be the
inroad to looking at something and at a bit more depth trying to figure out balanced
motion in terms of this particular effort of Laban’s analysis of effort in the “slash” one
because that's one of the most dynamic movement and I think was the one where a
lot of experience counts and where a lot of built-in understanding or intuitive reflexes
that have built in through postural synergies, have had time to develop with the dancer
who's had a lot of experience and also if you’re fitter you probably would have even
more probably creative output and chance procedures as you throwing your body
8

around trying to challenge yourself with different quantities of weight space time and
flow. A very satisfying end to the day.

23 May2017
Method of Practice: Todd (1930’s) Ideokinesis.
Spiral Arms Score
Attempting to use Todd’s ideokinetic imagery of lengthening the body using moving
lines from the centre of the core reaching down the legs from the sit bones into the
ground. Lengthening the spine upwards toward the head. Lengthening the neck and
sending the head upwards away from the centre. Lifting the arms to the side from the
base of the spine and visualising spirals emanating from the armpits out though the
fingers reaching out into the room as far as possible. All lines reaching away and out
form the centre or core, lengthening the body as much as possible.

23 May 2017
Ideokinesis: Test 01 Spiral Arms
And this is using Ideokinesis again in order to move probably with the notion of
lengthening in the body. I know she (Mabel Todd) developed nine movement images
in your body where you could use this to get a perfect posture. Whether or not I did
this successfully or not I have no idea because I realized there was a lot of tension in
my body however it does give you a notion of feeling very long in your spine and long
in your arms. All I merely did was lengthen my spine, my legs and my arm is up to
second (Position in Ballet). I wore the sensor on my left arm so I was very very aware
of the relationship between my right hip and my wrist and lengthening the distance
between my right hip and my left arm, and I just felt as if that there was a lot of tension
in my back and my lower back trying to spread the lower part of my back as much as
possible, connect up through my spine and then out through the shoulder blade and
then out through the arm and the fingertips. I'm sure in the video it's quite visible that
my arms looked like they got longer they certainly do. The irony is that one is used
to… one is meant to use this so that you feel as if though you are working with an
economy of effort does however in the beginning feel like you're using a lot of effort
but I suppose in our normal everyday movement we don't we don't really think of
lengthening ourselves to such an extent as a dancer wants to but definitely there was
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a feeling of growing, a feeling of distance and space between all the bones and my
vertebrae…as we say in in dance we want to “put air between the joints” and suddenly
the arm that was being raised up to the left side and to the right side certainly, they felt
like… as if they were getting sort of longer and I felt as if my neck was growing ummm
and suddenly one becomes aware of the relation relational way of moving between
the core and the peripheries and trying to find a way whereby they are connected and
feeling as if though there's a lot more power and a lot more engagement.

I've looked at the footage and from the sensors the data, the raw data that's been
collected and the beginning of it is that there is a lot of activity with the raw data and
then suddenly the vibrational the vibrations seem to become a little bit smaller not
actually understanding one of that but diagrammatically they're also very very
interesting and yeah…that’s about it.

23 May 2017
Ideokinesis: 5 Elements
Using ideokinesis and imagery rather than Laban’s more formalist effort actions. The
imagery is elemental and has been used before by many somatic dance practitioners.
These could then be analysed using Laban’s qualitative effort actions. The test
however is instigated by visual imagery and not effort qualities per se, and place that
in the body. You become sensorially aware of becoming that image you are thinking
about. It’s an experiment of holding an image in one’s mind and responding to that
somatically, corporeally. Working organically rather than formerly. Done in one “take”,
moving from one image to the next all in two minutes to train myself to learn what two
minutes performance feels like. I will then read the biometric measurements and
evaluate if these shifts within the two minutes are evident and ho these shifts in
changes of qualities of movement are captured in data of these apps and devices.

Five elements: moving to thought images:
a) A plastic bag in the wind outside – my outer skin layer will become like a bag
b) Sand in the body which I’ll be moving around
c) Water
d) Air
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e) Ice

Ideokinesis: Test 02 5 Elements
Right this is Test Day number two out of the whole series of test one that I'm doing
here at the space in Dundee and Angus College and today is the 23rd of May 2017.
Today I want to work with the notion of using moving imagery or imagery whilst I'm
moving and this is part of the whole research with connected with Ideokinesis. So it's
about a somatic process whereby you thinking of moving your body not through a
formalist manner as with yesterday in test 1 using Laban’s Effort Qualities. Right now
I'll be using rather something far more imaginative. Their properties that are probably
elemental I've chosen that because it has been used before with somatic dance
practices and hopefully these will elicit movements that one could then actually
analyse using Laban’s qualities of movement but largely this is done this doesn't feel
as technical as yesterday because one is reliant just on a visual imagery perhaps in
one's mind and trying to place that within the body so that one is becoming sensorially
aware of becoming that image that you're thinking about.

So I've moved, I'm going to be moving out three different properties or three different
sorry five elements sorry, so I'm going to be moving five different elements within my
body or moving to them as I think about it.

The one is a plastic bag whereby that my skin, skin layer is going to become like a
bag, the next one is I've got sand inside my body and I'm that around my body then
it'll be water, air and ice. So basically it's pretty elemental apart from the first one but
it's really I just wanted to experiment with the idea of holding an image in one's mind
and trying to relay that into the body and seeing if that is far more organic than working
yesterday. And umm I also wanted to do it in one take so that I'll be moving in the two
minutes that I’ve been operating with, moving from plastic, sand, water, air, ice, one
into the other, for that take of two minutes, so that actually all I can do is see the
biometric measurement in a graph like format changing and I suppose it's in a way just
to get used to seeing how these different qualities of movements are captured within
these apps and devices.
<dances & draws hieroglyph>
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23 May 2017
Ideokinesis: Test 02 5 elements
Alright this is the feedback from test two for the use of ideokinetic imagery and the
ones that are used was plastic bag and that at first I was feeling like an old white soft
plastic bag and then it became like one of the yellow ones that we had in Checkers in
South Africa it was a plastic bag that was had been used a lot with lots of funny little
folds in it and lots of funny little crackles in it. It was definitely a used bag. I felt that I
was using a lot of my supinators. Definitely the longitudinal arches in my feet and I
was aware of my lower back and my pelvic area and also the back of my arms. It was
really a strange kind of embracing or emptiness that I felt in the front side of my body
and the back part of my body was pretty much wider than the front part of my body.
So felt as if though there was an encompassing something.

Then I moved on into the sand which was quite difficult at first because I sort
of tried to imagine myself pouring the sand and I was very aware of the data being
measured on my left hand pouring with the device so I was sort of pouring quite selfconsciously from my left hand into my right hand and then vice versa and then into my
head into various parts of the body. So, I didn't find that one very very successful. It
was really far too representational. I didn't get very far sort of in terms of feeling what
parts of my body I was using for postural synergies it didn't seem to help at all.
Then I moved on to do the water one which actually felt very playful and this water
was like little eddies. It was like a little river you know rippling and running throughout
my body and I thought my fasciae being very light, the joints feeling very light my body
feeling very bubbly and I felt as if though all my joints were moving, all discriminately
apart from each other and working together, away and apart. I didn't feel as if I was
following any line or had any idea where the movements were going to go. They were
kind of sequential but also very indirect and quite light and snappy.

The air one was also very satisfying. It was very very floaty. I felt the horizontal lines
of my body a lot more than the perpendicular or the vertical ones and so it was quite
satisfying just to hover and be very very slow and felt as if though my skin was
incorporated and felt as if though my my spine and my core were pretty much centered
over my feet and that was very satisfying to feel balanced in such a way.
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The ice at first was reminiscent again of being very very representational and sort of
trying to show the lines of my body where the cracks were happening so it became
quite skeletal and then I sort of imagined I was an iceberg with using ice Floe, the
notion of an ice floe and feeling very very heavy and very very solid in motion being
very the flow being very sustained and held back. So felt as if though there was a lot
of muscular activity in my postural synergies and especially in my core and then I
started to evoke the image of being a cracked or nearly cracked ice cube and that
seemed to help a lot you know those ice cubes that are in an ice tray and there's a lot
of cracks in them because somebody has snapped the ice tray and I was imagining
all these little shards of glass, ice pieces and so then that then helped a lot in terms of
trying to trying to move that through my body and I became aware aware of being
trying to be balanced and all different my body from my feet to my ankles to my knees,
my hips, fingers smaller movements tight movements and postural synergies were
probably governed by what was happening in the extremities of my body and basically
the core was just listening to that.

24 May2017
Meditation Calm App: Test 01
Right this is day 3 24th of May 2017 I'm going to be doing some biometric
measurements of various states of meditation I'm going to be using the app called
Calm it's a calming meditation app whereby you simply breathe and you can choose
your the length of time that you want to do this and focus just on being present and in
the moment connecting to your breath. So that's the first exercise I'd like to use bio
measurements for.

The second one is also a short meditation one from the app Calm and here I would
like to actually draw an Ideokinetic drawing whilst I'm undergoing the meditation and
actually placing the app on my wrist on my hand to pick up the bio measurements from
the actual drawing the representation of the Ideokinetic imagery that's happening in
my mind and in my body
the third one will be a ummmm (VIDEO CUTS)
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Right this is the exercise number one, the one that's meant to be with this app yeah
it's the app okay..This is number one exercise 24th of May and I'm going to be using
the accelerometer and I think I'm going to be placing it on my heart this time, as I've
had it on my lower back and my left hand each time, but I think I would like to change
that and basically just use the one so that I can actually listen to the Calm App on the
other one…..
<meditates>
Right I'm going to be trying this again. The last one was actually quite terrible. And
yeah so it's gonna start now
<meditation>

24 May 2017
Meditation Calm App: Drawing Test 02
Okay now I'm going to go to test number two this is day three and I'm going to be
putting the device on my right hand and then on my left hand and that is the Vibsensor
and I'm going to be listening simultaneously to the Calm App and i'm going to be
drawing a response to that sound that I hear on the app and we'll see what the drawing
then captures in terms of the bio-measurements

25 May 2017
Full Drop: Dance Score 01
Right this is day number four and I’m busy working again at the Space. It’s the 25 May
2017, and I’m going to be working with the scores of Margret Sara Guðjónsdóttir,
whom I’m going to be working with in July and August in Berlin together with Susan
Kozel on Somatic Archiving. I’m going to working with Margret Sara Guðjónsdóttir’s
scores that I recently heard about when visiting her Copenhagen where she talked
about flow, plasticity, fascia work and release, shifting energy, the spaces in between,
other energy or effort quality, not fighting the way things are, stop dualistic thinking
and experience versus performance. So I’m to try that for about two minutes and run
three sessions of that, going in and out of these thoughts and measuring it with one of
the apps on my lower back and another on my left hand as I did with the other trials. I
might swop hands and might swop places, might be worthwhile looking at.
<dances>
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This next test I’m going to try move a bit slower, smaller, and place the big phone on
my chest and the smaller phone on my right ankle. And try see what will registrate
there. The previous one I felt very present very aware of the light with my eyes being
closed, I tried to play with that. That felt a bit too performative, so I tried to come back
into my body. I was very aware of rolling and sitting. All the time coming to end of a
so-called sentence of a movement. And I want to try get away from that as well. So
that perhaps I’m in constant flow all the time. And not worry about, well continuity and
discontinuity, and not think about stopping as actually stopping but as a continuation
with smaller shifts. It’s not a performance. One has to make things a lot smaller as
you’re not dancing per se.
<dances>
Ok this is feedback from the Margret Sarah Guðjónsdóttir (MSG) work the Full Drop –
using her scores from her work. I found the second time really really difficult. I had the
big phone attached to my back. I had the attached to my leg and I was thinking all the
time about how to move my body and how to move my legs and so that interfered and
started performing again. And I lost focus cos I’m in a really bad mood and I’m very
tired today. Sighs. Not a very satisfying session. Going to try again and put the larger
phone on my chest front and the smaller one on my wrist or perhaps on my foot again.
Try get used to it.
<dances>
<draws hieroglyph>
That was the final test. I had the one phone on my chest and the smaller one on my
right ankle. I really tried to move with Margret’s somatic scores. I can’t seem to
concentrate. I keep flying in and out of performance mode. My brain keeps going into
my body and into an outer viewing of my performance, for the camera, for the devices,
thinking about the data, about what it should look like, what it shouldn’t look like. I’m
going to try once more tomorrow, perhaps film myself moving somatically, drawing on
those experience and trying again with the devices. I just think they’re very clunky,
they’re big cell phones and do not lend themselves to working ergonomically with my
movements. Because I’m so conscious of them being there and conscious of making
them move. Thinking about what sort of data should be coming out of them.
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26 May 2017
Full Drop: Dance Score 02
(also used for voice over in the drawing of the hieroglyph with phone attached
to the hand)
Test with the two phones: one on my lower back and the other on my left arm, with
Vibsensor. It was the second try and lot better. I was going in and out of trying to
balance, lose balance, find my way again, think of myself moving in between things
as if I was moving between materials that were not really there, but in my mind. Like
plastic, air, water, definitely some sort of materials. I didn’t want to go down and do
floor work. I didn’t feel like I was performing, but I was definitely listening to the weight
of my body parts and also at the same trying to be free from shapes, never ending any
shapes just continually moving, reforming to my body so it would reconfigure itself,
into some map of some sort. A 3- dimensional map so I wasn’t aware of any trajectory
going through. So, it was a bit more dense. As if there were different things happening
to different parts of my body. Small movements. Very comfortable. Nothing pazzazzed
and stretched out. Very closed in and decidedly listening. And that was very satisfying
to be able to that. And not be aware of some outer voice or outer eye staring at me so
that you feel self-conscious. I think that was a good session. We’ll see what the apps
have got to say about that.

31 May 2017
New idea for Laban Score
Okay so today's the 31st of May I'm back up at the space. I'm trying out some other
ideas. I’m trying to build up an alphabet, perhaps using Laban, the eight Laban effort
actions, and I've just used my hand as I don’t know where to put the app…I'm a bit
frustrated. I'm not sure how or where this is all leading to, so I made an accumulation
of the of the following:

dab dab flick dab flick float dab flick
float glide dab flick float glide press
dab flick float glide press punch dab
flick float glide press punch slash dab
flick float glide press punch slash wring
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Sounds are all very strange but eventually I've exported something and that should be
going into the Nvivo. I don't know really know if I should do a DAB and then say I did
it Dab with my hand and then put another sensor on my back, to see the iteration on
my back. I'm not actually sure. I might do that tomorrow

31 May 2017
Balancing Yoga Position
Now I want to try out the linear acceleration app, because I just thought that maybe
this could help in terms of where the body is going in its axis terms of traveling
backwards um especially in a balance and I've been doing a balance that a yoga pose
much and I made a diagram much like your arms and legs and back are doing a big
U shape and your arms are reaching this way and your head is reaching up, umm yes
that's what I'm going to try again and I'm going to try it on my stomach on my back and
in my inner thigh because that's where I thought I would feel that there was a lot of
balance issues in fact it was all I recall.

12 June 2017
Aims: Initial experiments in methods of somatic dance practice and visualising
techniques. Testing of Vibsensor and Sensor Kinect, accelerometers on iPhones
attached to the body on left wrist and on core.
Data Collection Methods
Movement hieroglyphs, documentary video and biometric data.
Method of Practice: Full Drop and Olsen (2014) Dance Scores.
Location: The Space Dundee.

Method of Practice: Full Drop mixed with Olsen (2014) Dance Scores
a) The Salamander (Ibid., p. 4)
<dances>
<draws hieroglyph to music using right hand>
App is on lower back
b) Contour Dance (Ibid., p. 11)
<dances>
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<drawing movement hieroglyph to music using right hand and app on right
hand>
App is on lower back
c) Peripheral and focused vision. Using peripheral vision or soft vision then focused
vision and see what happens with movements arise.
Music used and app is on lower back

13 June 2017
Warm up one
Method of Practice: Ginslov Score (Mixed with Full Drop)
Warm up. Using music by Zimmer (2014) Interstellar
<draws hieroglyph>

Method of Practice: Olsen (2014)
a) Contours, Throws and Bends (Ibid., p. 11)
<dances>
b) Tracing Feet (Ibid., p. 9)
<draws feet> tracing felt expressions from within the feet – similar to felt
experiences but felt from the feet. Left and right foot.

Warm up two
Method of Practice: Olsen (2014) and Ginslov (2017)
Olsen’s (2014, p. 9) somatic score of entering into spaces in your own body but I want
to enter my body into Dundee (in preparation for next Pilot Study. Ginslov’s (2017)
score of Look at my feet, find pathways of my feet and body, imagining that I’m in the
city of Dundee and finding where that “leads” me. Using music by Zimmer (2014)
Interstellar
<draws hieroglyph>

1.3 Drawings

1.3.1 Hieroglyphs
22 May 2017_Laban’s 8 Effort Actions
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23 May Ideokinesis

24 May Meditation Calm App.
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25 May Full Drop Score
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26 May Full Drop Score
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12 June Olsen’s Scores and Drawings
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1.4 Still images: Accelerometer Sensor Kinect Graphical Exports
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1.5 Still images: Accelerometer VibSensor Graphical Samples
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PILOT STUDY 2
Date: 02 August 2017
Aims: To visualise a Method of Practice using the Motion Capture 3D Visual System
Location: LSBU Sports Science Lab

Method of Practice: A two-minute dance sequence based on the Full Drop and Flow
Data Collection Methods: Movement hieroglyphs, documentary video and biometric
data using the Motion Capture 3D Visual System

2.1 Documentary videos
08 August Motion Capture preparation https://youtu.be/hRxHbRrQBqo
08 August Verbal feedback https://youtu.be/ncrH7ripcQU
08 August Motion capture gif export https://youtu.be/MOMU6mUSGyE
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2.2 Transcription of verbal feedback
Bruno just said something quite important. He said that when you're putting the
markers on the dancers or you're putting markers on to the performers you will then
calibrate that, look at their movements and import it into the software and then you
need to have as much objectivity as possible and actually quite frankly, the thing is
that I want to put it on myself and work with this in a very subjective manner and I think
that's where this artistic and the sports biomechanics kind of like separates and I think
it’s important that they trying to work together because I'm really looking for a
subjective and qualitative experience.

2.3 Images: Tools
2.3.1 Motion Capture 3D Visual System preparation

PhD Student Bruno Straiotti prepares the Motion Capture 3D Visual System
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Markers on author’s body for the Motion Capture 3D Visual System

Visualisation of markers on body in Motion Capture 3D Visual System
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2.3.2 Motion Capture export sample frames
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STUDY 1 PRE-TRIALS
Date: 04-16 December 2017
Aims: To develop a two-minute method of practice, Deep Flow, for Study 01 through an
iterative process, using improvisations and experimental methods of dance practice

Location: Yoga Studio Dundee and Vision Building Dundee

Yoga Studio Dundee

Vision Building Dundee
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Method of Practice: Kozel’s (2007; 2010) method of “doing a phenomenology”,
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990; 2004) notion of flow and the Full Drop (Guðjónsdóttir, 2017).
Laban’s analysis of movement
Data Collection Methods: Documentary Video

3.1 Documentary videos
Playlist: Dance videos with verbal feedback
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA4SZLa-0qIHsLHLK9kHnkr9

Dance videos with verbal feedback
December 2017
04 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/xj4lApheGDI
05 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/Cat-2gaHyko
06 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/y-S0wJgxgZ0
11 Dec 2017 Part 01 https://youtu.be/ycH9YfUsctI
11 Dec 2017 Part 02 https://youtu.be/cwkLA056tG4
12 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/iq10Iah9qVY
14 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/xKp8ILYi8SA
16 Dec 2017 https://youtu.be/86X6EUb0Dhg

3.2 Transcriptions of verbal feedback
04 December 2017
Day 01: Shaking warm up for awakening the senses
Right that was the shaking warmup, then one with pricking the skin, and then touching
and that’s for gaining attention in the body. Wanted to read this: qualitative data tools:
“to measure not what I am feeling but how I am feeling…need to measure how I am
feeling, that are not emotions, but the impulsions or pre-accelerations that gives rise
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to tacit states, just before movement, possible affective shits, moments of attention to
the shifts of sensation, agency, emergent difference, in between states, shifts of the
quality of movement, shifts of intensity, that may or not be visible to the human eye,
but can be felt by the mover, to measure the sensorial affective and corporeal layers
of awareness, inner states that are recognised and that generate awareness in
movement (from Choreographic Figures, 2017). I don’t know if I’m doing that yet. I’m
still trying to figure that out. It feels like I’m still doing movement for movement’s sake.
And that I’ve gotta try and figure out a way to be in that affective state without looking
like I’m just wandering around. And also what’s difficult is think about if I am in different
places with different affordances, to figure out how they will change when I’m busy
doing movement or how they will change when I’m doing a soft meditational
performance. I’m not exactly quite sure what I’m doing but I’m figuring it out.
<dances: awakening sense of touch improv.>
Ok that previous warm-up was just about touch and about using materials and allowing
materials to provide agency for some kind of movement. I think I found something
with the keys until I discovered I got some chewing gum on the back of my leg, on my
tights so I feel a bit disturbed about that and I don’t want to put it on the studio floor.
This is going to be quick rush through because I’m not sure which avenue to go
through now.
So now I’m going to record and start some of choreography that is really just based
on micro movements and sitting on that cusp of knowing and not knowing the arrival
of movement, that interspace before it actually forms into a line or a form. So its looking
at that space of intention. And that’s where I’d like the measurements to be. I think
what’s important here is that I’ve turned off the music. It’s a bit disturbing as is
influencing my movements. Hans Zimmer and his space is really taking me outwards
instead of bringing the journey back in. I’d rather listen to my own inner space, and the
sounds in my environment. So perhaps I’ll use the notion of Johan Cage listening to
the silence and actually generating alterity, a kind of movement signal (signature)
rather than listening to actual music that’s going to dominate and influence my
movement. This is Rehearsal One for a two-minute dance sequence: dancing from the
core then seeing where those movements ant to take me.
<dances with coat on>
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Think I just found something. I thought of Trisha Brown. Her postmodern aesthetic:
just trying to find pedestrian movement, without any meaning in it. Purposeful
movement and that’s about all. And just being present with the movement rather than
fabricating anything else around it. I also put on the coat cos I felt as though my
delineations of my body was making become too aware of my shape and form. Then
I thought of being on the cusp of movement, finding the micro orientations, just before
the movement. I think it helps me.

If I think about all these in relation to each other, and trying to figure a way that I never
finish the movement so that my body is never in a stretched line, but is always just
about to arrive there, cutting it in half, maybe reenvisaging it, in it’s finalised state, my
mind’s eye, so instead of reaching here (reaches high) I reach here ( reaches lower),
and that’s enough, so it’s never really finished. And that helps me a lot in terms of
trying to find that place, that affective space. It’s not actually dance movement but its
just becoming movement. So, I’m going to do: just becoming movement. Using the
pedestrian movement as a source. Trying without the jacket.
<dances>
Now I want to try something with Zoë Keating music and pieces of paper. And see
what else can come up.
<dances>
I mustn’t do too many signs. We’re looking at difference right here, semiotics is very
important here, (signs a circle with hands but placed on eyes become telescope or
binoculars).
<dances with paper and then without>
It just really feels like I need to be soft, and aware of my balance, speeds and that I’m
not trying to “show off” and yet at the same time I’m just flopping around. I’m just
worried about the speed cos I like to move fast. Anyway, its Day One and I’ve got
these next three days to try work the choreography and this is Day one so I’m still
trying to figure it out.
Going to try some of MSG’s work to reconnect back to my body cos I’ve been working
with materials, so now I want to go back into a somatic state of presence, to see if
that’s going to help at all.
<dances: shifts of weight improvisation>
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During the dance: It feels like my hands do not want to go together. There’s a big
energy space thing between them right now. It’s actually quite incredible. I just had the
sensation of my hands, bringing them together like this, there’s tension or a space
between them, (indicates, that wide, that wide, that wide, until they are very close. And
it feels like I cannot push them together. There’s like a vibrational field. And then I
thought of, if maybe they’re separated, can my hands sense shapes, outside of me.
Maybe that can drive some of the movement as well.
That’s all for Day One. Was good. Been experimenting with a lot of things, through my
body, through materials, through listening to different kinds of music, through being in
different environments and hopefully tomorrow explore some more. And eventually by
Wednesday have my two-minute’s worth of choreography.
<dance>
In order to find new material, I’m going to be actually working with materials. This is
what we did with “Deviations from the line” workshop I attended and I’m going to be
wearing a scarf now, in the back of my pants. That may make me find some
movements that are a bit different, let’s try.
<dances>… “which is how I normally move anyway”
dances… “so this is actually basically how I normally move, lots of flow and lots of
dynamic movement. Would be interesting to see if I stop every now and again, flow
and then stop, flow and then stop…
<dances>
Make sure that I first have those first few things, praying mantis, piano voices or girls
talking, the hernia stomach massage, the ronde de jambe with the arms, falling, the
round ball, the Cuykendal “pulling the space” and then just flow.
That’s going to have be that. Something that I’m comfortable with. So, it’s about flow
and finding all those spaces that I found here. In the last studio it was very very hard.
This is a much warmer studio. Talking about affordances…this is a much warmer
studio made for yoga, a much softer environment, far more feminine. I’m feeling a bit
more comfortable in here and its’ making me work in a completely different way, than
I did the first time. I did use the Zimmer music to warm up but I turned that off and I
just been listening to the space and feeling a lot more comfortable in here. So, this is
making me produce much better work today. It feels a lot more creative, so to speak,
its much softer, much more feminine, so already there is something about the notion
of affordances. And that’s what these environments do to you. The affect in the space
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and is making me produce differently. It’s also very warm as there’s a lot of heaters in
here. The other space was very cold, very clinical, too many mirrors and I kept on
referring to myself. There’s a couple of mirrors here, and I’ve looked at myself once or
twice, or not very often. And there’s people I the building and there’s music,
somebody’s playing the piano, also heard voices sometime. It’s a much more friendly
and homely place, so I’m feeling like I can breathe here. And I can produce something
a lot more interesting.

05 December 2017
Day 02: Somatic stillness and rapid movement improvisation
Following on from yesterday, I’m going to look to the footage some of it and everything
that it looks it's better if I actually try for some stillness and then moving very slowly
and in between maybe some variability and it seems to be some sort of somatic score
possibly to go from one extreme to the other it seems like that might be a possibility.
I'm gonna do it in silence. There are just a lot of sounds around me here to inspire me
and then let's just see
what happens
<dances>
This is terrible. I keep on trying to remember yesterday’s choreography. I don't know
if that's the right way to go or not so I'm just going to improvise maybe pick up some
steps from there.
<dances>
So it feels like sometimes it becomes a bit somatic and then it becomes much more
kinaesthetic or kinetic and maybe that's also fine because I think being very aware of
my movement of being very tactile and then trying to find those tacit places could be
found with the somatic and find it with the kinetic. So I'm gonna try and move between
those two it seems to work quite well.
<dances>
I think the first exercise was better than the second one. I think mixing between the
two is quite disrupting. I'm going to try now and only do, I’ve only got like five minutes
left because it got stupid parking issues, I'm gonna just try and do a purely somatic
one.
<dances>
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Wow okay what actually happened to me there was as with yesterday, where I was
doing this and felt like there was air pressure, (indicates space between hands) even
now, there's a ball here between my hands. Like a field I can feel the same thing now
if I push against surfaces. And I was testing to see if hands could go in opposite
directions and they seem like now they can now, that I've sensitised that and then
ummmm, other parts, it can start happening to other parts of my body as well and
towards it away from each other and in opposite directions I think the most difficult part
at the moment is and trying to find it with my legs because the balance then becomes
more kinetic, you are more worried bout he balance and that's maybe just because I
need to be a little bit fitter. Or more focused. I’m more worried that a very bad night
last night. I was up making the sensor with very fine welding would have you called it
melting that metal in it whatever and then oh yeah so I'm quite tired and I've just
thought of dance class about in Invergowrie.

But um, I was soldering very very late with fine details, my eyes are very very tired I'm
very exhausted, which is also quite good for being sensitive. But tomorrow is gonna
be my last day I won't be so stressed I don’t I think. Maybe I'll just take a taxi and I
couldn't be worried about parking the car I'm busy thinking up and leave just now and
I might have to move to another building where it's free and where I mean there is
plenty of parking outside I don't have this issue.

But I think there's something there's definitely something there and I think it's best if I
move slowly and might be nice to actually try though you know going in and out of it.
Because that’s like another test actually, for myself about going about finding it and
how quickly one can go back into those states.

I am drawing again from MSG’s work which is really about working with the fascia.
And when you start to think about the fascia around the muscles around the organs
and even the bones, which is actually just compacted fascia, the way that you think
about your body and your muscles and movement becomes completely different and
you're working in a far more holistic manner and everything seems to have an even
tempo and everything seems to be quite balanced. I don't know it's very very strange
and it's a strange sensation in your body. It feels effortless and that's why I saying with
the balance it's just a bit difficult because something that bones have to they're pulling
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on with my whole weight going on my ankle and maybe I'm just a bit unstable with my
ankles at the moment I don't know why. I'm gonna have to leave it for today I might
work it a bit more at home even though despite the fact it's a very nice studio.

06 December 2017
Day 03: Full Drop meditation
I've just done a warm-up and meditation for ten minutes MSG’s methodology. I’ll I have
to film that again one day but right now I'm going to I'm going to do a walking meditation
and see what actually happens and it's about waiting for and instead of doing, it's kind
of like arriving

But also wanted just to report to but the meditation that I've just had and its about
dropping into the body so that you literally melt your metatarsals you melt your heels
into the earth they melt your sit bones and you melt your hands, which are resting on
your thighs and your eyeballs and basically that just like disappears and then it feels
like you're in this floating space and there's no more gravity and the space around you
disappears and you feel like you're floating in an environment that is very special and
very slow and you listen to your heart and you listen to your stomach. But today there
was no couldn't hear anything I think I've had my stomach do one little sound I couldn't
hear my breathing.

Basically, I felt that my head was just flying and reaching out. I think it's just got to do
this in the Zimmer music, cos every now and again there's a lot of thumping in the
room but it's from next door with people slamming doors but I think that's also because
I'm not used to having and I'm not used to this space and then sometimes it is a bit
disturbing but then it makes you kind of go back inside and really try and focus a bit
more.

So it feels like this really surreal place, don't see structure, you don's these walls
there's no hard linear places. It’s very amorphous and just moves. It felt like a body, a
unit and yet you such as feel as if your body's just floating. Today I had the feeling of
being like an astronaut, sure its the music and not really touching the earth and truly
feeling the sensation of no gravity which might have helped because of sitting on a
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ball - they're one of those gym balls yeah like I said I will actually videotape this was
only for 10 minutes I'm going to do a walking meditation and see how that goes.
<dances>
okay well there was meant to be just a walking meditation and ended up going to some
improvisation as it is felt similarly to the time when I was in Berlin with Margaret Sarah
Gudjonnsdottir’s investigation using meditation. My hands just wanted to move by
themselves with this effortless quality and this floating sensation of being of miasma,
lava plasticity never ending never reaching a goal and really rounded balanced
gestures that never really come to any real completion and no acceleration really. It's
quite calm and satisfying and a feeling of peace and calmness and just sensing the
environment and it feels very soft and there’s a softness in my body. And it’s as if I’m
fusing or melding into the environment and the impingement of the places inside me
and I'm inside the place and it feels very balanced, and I don’t feel threatened or
emotional.
I am actually quite fatigued and tired yet – goes to turn down music - yet like I said
yesterday sometimes that actually opens you up to a much more vulnerable and open
place So that you're not creating these borders of thought and thinking and feeling and
sensation So sensorially I feel completely embodied. I feel like my flesh has become
thicker and my blood has become thicker although I'm not even aware of that. I just
am really aware of the sensation of touch and again this feeling of my hands when
they come together at a certain distance there's a there's an awareness of a of a ball
or an energy that comes up between them and I sort of felt that again pressing against
the walls and trying to extend it through my back and through my feet and the notion
of being balanced and completely immersed in the environment seems to be like
Merleau-Ponty and Brian Massumi it's as if you are finding a logos or another kind of
language to be most in the environment you and the environment of fused and this
fusion or plastic place that makes one feel that you part of the Stars or you part of the
universe or you're part of the greater biggest scheme of things whatever that might be
might I’m not even religious I don't believe in God but suddenly your body just feels
like an energy force fields and the mind is completely immersed in the body and the
sensations of being inside and outside disappear and it just feels as if you're fusing
into this place and there's no effort and it feels easy. I don't have to do plies, I don't
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have to do tendus in order to work my muscles, they’re actually just there and they're
just responding to these very gentle forces in my body and that's very satisfying.

For the next improvisation this morning I want to try and move between try and
combine the two, so I'm really trying to work with the fascia. Basically the fascia are
working together with the muscles and basically my skeleton disappearing, all those
notions that MSG works with. I don't feel as if though I've practiced that enough yet to
be fully get immersed and to have my eyes open it's very difficult to have your eyes
open and be in that state and then try and include the skin in that as well and moving
the air around.

So I think the score for that is going to be the fascia, connecting the fascia, dropping
into the body and getting rid of the skeleton and then just really I'm thinking of the air
around me. That feels very satisfying moving the air around me. Which is …..cos its
also very warm in here which is really great. It will be interesting to see what happens
when I when I finally go and move outside although I be wearing a jacket probably I
don't know. It's going to be quite something else. Okay.
<dances>
Right. That was the last session where I was moving with the fascia and with the skin.
It was pretty difficult. At first I had my eyes closed and I've seen this before in my
mind's eye where my centre, as if there’s these two shifting planes who literally see
planes and meaning planes, like boards or something that the transverse through each
other inside my body and then suddenly I had my eyes open. I did open them once
and then close then entice them again because I didn't feel as if I was truly embodied
and then I falt as if though I could have my eyes open and move and still not and not
feel as if though I was choreographing or forming and shaping the movement with
volition and then it seemed to help that I had my legs moving. The balance issue with
in my ankles seemed to disappear because I was moving in such a way that there
were no you know my legs aren't doing any straight lines as in formal techniques but
really they were just moving generally and bent, a bit like my arms actually, it's like my
arms.

So I feel a bit like and it's a bit animalistic a bit like a child exploring limbs that move
quite freely through the space and that are completely ergonomic and without any
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tension and that became a lot easier. I also want also need to think about the
questions that I could categorize and ask myself about after each experience and then
then I'm not just reporting like I am now.

Questions:
What is the moment where I feel… is there a moment where I feel I move from being
present in the space as I am now to being fully immersive in my body.
What is that sensation feel like?
When does that switch happen?
Does it happen often?
How long do I think I'm staying in it?
Do I ever have an out of body experience?
Do I ever see myself from the outside or was it only an internalized view?
Am I aware of sounds outside of me?
Do feel like I'm part of the space the stars the universe?
Does it feel orgasmic?
Does it feel transportative?
Do I see images in my head?
What happens to the effort qualities the weight qualities of my body?
Am I aware of a skeleton, my bones, my tissue, my organs?
Am I aware of language? Are there are there words in my hand or are there just images
what are those images what are those words?
Is there an emotion, what sort of feeling is it?
Does it pop up from any ideas, anything from the past in your memory?
Are there repeats in these feelings or these sensations or these images
Do these images resonate later afterwards or are they disturbing or are they just there?
Do meet the many times?
Am I aware of the camera? Am I aware of being recorded?
What does that do to my movement? Am I moving for my tools or are my tools servicing
me?
Or can I use the affordance of the dance so that the tools also become part and
enmeshed in these gestures and this resonance?
Do I feel like that I achieved that each time?
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Am I thinking of an endpoint? Am I thinking of a product? Am I thinking of a
performance When am I in the mode when I am performing?
Do I hear the music all the time or does the music disappear?
Do I hear the sounds around me or do they disappear?
What fluctuations in temperature do I feel?
Do I hear myself breathing?
Do I feel my heart?
Do I feel intentional? Is there an intention to my movement?
Is there a sense of completion and satisfaction?
Are there moments of surprise and are there moments of just continuity or discontinuity
How easy is it to come into these situations? When are my eyes closed and when are
they open? Am I aware that?

Oh! This last time I actually thought I was seeing through my eyelids maybe it's just a
memory of the place so as I close my eyes I can actually distinctly see the space and
move in it and is that about visual memory?

It would be interesting maybe to do something with my eyes blindfolded and not know
where I'm sitting up. Ha! Wow that would really be interesting those are the questions.

Okay yeah I think I'm gonna try another another improvisation because I think with all
this footage what I'm gonna do is I'm gonna take all of this footage through the improv
and then have a look at that and then select from those during the weekend and then
come back next week and then try and formalize the choreography but still keeping
and using this idea of being immersive and immersed

And trying to be on that cusp of forming and yet un-forming that's always in a state of
flux. So it's a bit like being in a contact improvisation when you dance with somebody
else. There’s this feeling of giving and taking and you’re not really sure who is actually
directing the movements like direction is something on the edge of sort of awareness
one is very very aware of what one's doing and yet at the same time it's not a logic,
it’s not a logical sort of phallocentric way of thinking in a language so that is of the
logos and it's really just about what it what it feels like what if the sensations are the
sensorial qualities are and it's certainly not about try to define things as line and shape
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it's really just sensing constantly sensing and being in this feels a bit like you're in
water and the air becomes very thick and the air becomes quite something that you
can move.

I mean I feel like right now shifting the air that sounds a bit strange but so I thought
about well if I'm shifting the air around me what about that is a kind of improvisation
as well and then that could be that could then include different parts of my body. So I
think sensorially you become very aware of the arts of my skin and being able to shift
through that through this not the space so to speak not this room but the actual air in
the room so it's about generating, moving and immersing myself in the air that's
surrounding my body and in making sort of waves around me.

So it's as if I'm shaping the air and the air becomes plastic and there becomes pliable
I feel like I'm part of that air and yet I'm able to move in it just like really really thick not
even mud it has a certain quality of thickness there is as thickness around it and that's
because my skin is suddenly becoming so uber sensitive to that sensation of being
open to the to that sensation

And I don't know what those words are but it's about registering that connection or that
porosity because it's porous there's no inside and outside and yet I'm registering
something and I'm feeling as if there's a thickness in the air that's about the best thing
that I could possibly say right now the thickness in the air.
<dances>
No gone in my bones. Start again.
<dances>
Right sure stop there. Maybe I went too fast but I definitely felt as though I was pushing
the air. Yes, I felt as if though I was pushing the air it certainly is a lot better to do to
the hands because they're very…I feel as if they can feel through the hands very
difficult maybe because I've got these clothes on. Probably interesting to see if I did it
naked, if it would be different. It was very very difficult to do it with the legs and the
feet back is easier and one really has to hold on to the image of really moving in the
in that thick air. It's as if you separate is like you dividing the air. It's like you're slicing
through it but not slicing you just pushing through the air and it's always forever forming
itself in front of you and behind you so once you've gone through it it closes behind
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you and you're just going through the air and it keeps on opening. It's as if it's like
(demonstrates hand going through the other hand) It's as if you’re going through it, it
opens but it closes immediately once you get into it closes behind you and it's very
open it's very very open.

That one seems to work I might be able to generate something out of that.

Also again it's never-ending you the effort quality is really smooth there is no real effort
and it just feels like everything's quite sort of balanced and soft and just makes your
tissue makes my bones disappear don't know my skeleton disappears and it feels as
if you're just dancing with your senses new sensorial sense of the space it's really
peculiar that's really enjoyable. When I'm balancing on my feet though I can
sometimes hear my hip click and that's the difficulty of balancing so it's quite difficult
with the feet to lift but I managed to do a sort of kicking motion feels very a bit like Tai
Chi and there's no pointed feet there's no long sort of straight angular lines at all and
it's not relying on gravity and I think that probably is the most important thing there's
no gravity it really just feels as if and then you only become aware of gravity when
you're standing on an ankle and you're trying to do those balances and become very
I became very aware of the calf muscles trying to accommodate what I was trying to
do . Okay I'm going to try again and try and think of another way I want to correct the
camera. It’s very crooked.

11 December 2017
Day 04: Meditation and one-minute choreography
All right so now this is the second week I'm coming into and to do rehearsal today's
date is the 11th of December and yeah I'm gonna start out with a rehearsal, but before
stat I’ll do a meditation bit of a warm-up and then see how that then develops into a 1minute choreography after speaking with Zoë Boden, and that is I wanted to
choreograph just one minute and then improvise for one minute in the same location.
At the same time I’ve also found an assistant to help me with my shoot so that I'm not
sitting there stuck with all this equipment because now I'm going wearing a Go Pro on
my head, a heart monitor on my chest, and camera on the other side as an outside
eye and I'm not sure whether at the moment, whether my actual accelerometers will
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be ready. Dr David Martin is not going to be at the Makerspace today so that's going
to be a bit of a problem and I have got all the equipment and all we do have to do now
is to actually put the whole thing together .
<dances> warmup
Okay so I've done like all my warm-ups and my sit-ups and all these things and I'm
going to still a bit warm up now with just moving a bit more freely, in a somatic way but
not too actually with the fascia and dealing deal that kind of sensationally but just trying
to be sort of free.
<dances>
I'm going to be doing a meditation just based on MSG technique and that is just to do
a Full Drop so that I drop into my body into my fascia, melt my bones and breathe and
then just see if I need to move maybe I won't move maybe I will move I'm not actually
sure.
<meditates on big gym ball>
Wow but that was absolutely fascinating. There was once there in rehearsals in and
Berlin where MSG said you must slow down so much that you do nothing and suddenly
things will arrive at you. So I've been challenged with this because normally I usually
move quite quickly in too swiftly and I'm far too emotional in my responses and these
are more reactions and responses and so the meditation which I find with this Full
Drop where you fall into your body and you think about the eight points which are you
heels or the bones of your feet your sit bones the hands resting on your thighs and
your eyelids or your eyeballs they should all be connected. Your feet are connected
down into the ground and your head is connected up into the sky and basically once
you've got those foundations and you're connected to those points, it's the strangest
and hardest thing because it's kind of a immateriality that starts to happen to yourself
but as you breathes deeply and start to think of losing the bones going into the fascia
connecting the fascia and even having an outside a very cool observant outside eye.

You feel, at one point you feel very grounded and you feel very heavy and once you
past that point and you are you've let go of all the emotion you've let go of the socalled eight points, it's just the sensorial that starts to happen and it's the strangest
thing and time seems at the moment for me very expanded and seems absolutely in
time in the state of presence in my upper torso anyway I haven't managed to move my
feet yet but my upper torso seems to be moving in such a way that I feel disembodied,
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I don't feel I'm making any shapes…. I just feel I'm just feeling this….(moves arms) it's
as if my body just it just disappears I can't describe it it's the best way to describe….my
body disappears. At one stage I thought I was just like a page of fibrous tissue and
I've had this vision before… where there's no substantiality in your body. It becomes
immaterial and yet it’s just in flow and this flow is absolutely… this sense of flow is
completely vital in this kind of work and if you go to fast it disappears and if you go
too…. because I think if you go fast you have to change there's a transference of
weight or a redistribution of weight in the body and I think that that that sense of flow
and being absorbed in the time that it takes is what possibly is what makes that sense
of being at one with everything.

I also found at one stage I was thinking about reindeers and reindeers having you
know big horns and Margaret saying the one time that ummm, I don't know where I
was when I heard.. No I saw a film with Marina Abramovic um recently and she spoke
about the reindeer and the horns and I suddenly thought of aah horns bones they were
actually compressed fasciae. So in a way these reindeer with these big horns are like
big antennae and I had this image of being a big reindeer and with these big antennae
and then that melted away and then I was just nothingness within the space and I
could feel I don't even recall feeling my feet actually my feet didn't move
Breathing I’d lost my breathing, must have been breathing not sure but this utter giving
into and melding into the sensual, melding into… it's not even really feeling anymore
it's like the immaterial and yet you just…there’s a sensation of moving but everything's
moving at an amazing not knowing what is guiding what. I had no external view of
what it might look like. All I know is it's just the sensation of moving in complete
freedom. I feel completely free. It's the most exhilarating amazing feeling just to feel
completely free and not hindered by an outside eye and just to feel presence and
resonate with their presence.

I feel very low in this seat (shifting on fitness ball). It just feels like the brain and the
body…it’s a fusional space and again this I wanted to try out, earlier on when I was
sitting on the ball, was to find out if the hands if my hands in the state could, (places
hands up in shape of ball and closes eyes) that moment there. There it is again. And
I tried was actually in the chemist and with my gloves on and it still works. This little
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space here. There! Ooof! There's like a little ball inside my hands now and I can't push
it further. It's very much the sensation of pressing against that little space, pressing
against my hands so there's definitely some sort of receptors there that of sensing
that. So there is a thing of sensing, being present, expanding, resonating, fluctuating,
flows really, which then ties in very much with a phenomenological state of presence
and state of awareness and hyper state actually Margaret also talks about a hyper
state and it really is a hyper state actually.

Margret also talks about a hyperstate. I think that's why it's a liberating because there's
absolutely no other… there's no other thought or feeling or idea or construct or
language there's known there are no words in my head when I do this absolutely none
whatsoever it's a very liberating place to be and I suppose that's what meditation gives
you and it frees you to be present and absolutely aware so it's a hyper state.

So I do remember or recall where I had one of two movements something in the back,
like this or something… so you do recall some things. We’ve been trying to work out if
it's about archiving somatic presence and if you archive it somewhere in your body but
I don't I don't recall. There was once or twice and I said oh I'm going down you know
this action or this one where you want to go like that which is such a dance like action
and I need to uncondition that kind of work and it's just because I think everything that
I did was new.

When I improvise end up doing the same common mistake or the same common
patterns, habits and in this work seems like there's no memory my body. There’s no
memory in my body. It feels like it’s all completely new, it's like a new exploration every
single time.

I also had the idea again of piercing the space as if this is a material outside of my
body material and it's as a few your piercing it and yet at the same time, there's no
inner and there's no outer between your body and the air. I wasn't not in the room.
I think I opened my eyes once. I looked at the floor. Saw my feet. I closed them I went
back in and I was literally floating I think it really helps to sit on the ball there's no
solidness underneath you and I feel like if it like maybe Frank Zimmer connection I
don't know, Interstellar, but I feel a bit like I'm an astronaut floating in the sky and as if
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I'm in this position for at the beginning and then it just feels like I'm in this not in a
spaceship but in this position just floating up in space. It's as I said it's a very very
liberating feeling or sensation and and then that sort of idea then faded away and then
I became nothingness which is also very gratifying.

I'm very pleased to have discovered this technique in order to move on with my work
and this seems to be something there. Although when she talks about it they spent
two years meditating like this with nobody being able to move and I feel as if they're
very quickly adapted to the work possibly because I've done the other Alba Emoting
work and maybe just because I'm a bit more mature and maybe not questioning so
much. I know that she's worked in that the dancers that have you know the
professional dancers quite young and the question is was it think it's too slow very very
strange. I've not dance properly for years apart from teaching with Classical Ballet and
I think that has helped me to not have a real technique anymore and that has helped
me to being much more open to finding something new when it's time because with
my body as it is now I don't expect to, or I don't really want to have to be able to lift my
legs but it's not at all necessary it's not about the shape of my body it's about what's
happening in the interior together with the outside world.

So, it's a two-way dialogue and that definitely I'm feeling, I'm finding. I wish I could find
a solid state chair because when I was in Berlin I actually at one stage ahead my arms
my legs were flying and that was very liberating in that was also the same sensation
where, they just started moving. I don't know there's like a point where you're in your
meditation and then suddenly it's as if you have no volition over the over the time that
it starts but everything connects and everything feels weightless basically and it feels
right that you start moving and that happened to me in Berlin in September and I've
never forgotten that sensation and I don't know who was leading who. I certainly was
not intentionally leading my body in that state and …. And there's no language it's just
this free fluctuating flow and totally disembodiment and totally floating free and like I
said that the other day is like floating in the cosmos or being part of this the cellular
mixing with the other carbons and that the oxygen and all the gases and as far as far
more elemental. it's got nothing to do with the rational world that we look at. And I'm
sure that that's there and it's not as scary as one of the things that it actually is it's
awesome another just struck me is that
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<cut>
another thought just struck me is that it's the environment is very very affective and it
affects one. I think the studio's been very very good for me if you look at the ceiling it's
soft there's no real hard long lines in here and it makes one just feel like you're in a
womb and it's very good one. It's a very very soft environment and it's very very
suitable for this kind of work. So, the environment is going to be quite a good
discussion point and that's what I'm trying to test is to see the affordances of the
environment.

I mean this environment here if you look at the colouring, I'll just flip the camera around
you can see this soft lighting. There's a softness around everywhere even the windows
have been blacked out, with the ceiling covered with white cloth. So, there's no
intrusion from the outside world and I think that this helps a lot in terms of trying to find
a state of presence, in order to find the somatic state. It's are very important to find a
space where you're not hurried, not rushed, where you can take time and it's soft and
I think that's how we actually are as human beings.

Especially for me as I'm very tense. I get very emotional very quickly. Just to come
down here and slow down and be in this envelope, in the soft environment allows me
to find my body time and I think body time is something that we're losing
consciousness of and with us so conscious in our bodies that that that that's never
given time to express itself. We’re so busy with doing hair, doing nails and driving in
traffic, having meetings, putting things down on computers, looking at updates on
social media that actually the state of presence the physicality the body time itself
which is actually incredibly slow as hasn't got time to be aware of itself.

So it's very important to come down in an environment like this and just feel this in
enfleshment again and feel embodied and slow down and be present with this
processes in the body that actually are changing, at a very slow pace. I mean I'm not
rushed, not meeting any expectations, not in the survival mechanism mode, you're not
feeling like you're escaping something. There's no hurry and that then allows you to
step into the body and just allow that to find itself within the space and that also takes
time and that's very very good because there's no competition. There’s no outside
awareness. There's no comparison with anything else. You just are, and I think that
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that's a very a rare place state of presence - that's very rare to find that place of
presence in today's world. We are always gauging and engaging in evaluations and
competing in terms of space and time and knowledge.

Right so I'm gonna do just a little bit more of a complete body warm-up just some
physical exercises. I'm not going to record that really as it's like sit-ups push-ups
stretches just to get a mobility in all my joints so that it is actually ready for the somatic
work because I think the more present you are in your body the more you have to work
sort of in the backstage so to speak and so that you are ready so that your body is
ready. If your body's not ready and open wide it's not flexible if it's not strong it's not
functioning properly you can't actually jump into these hyper states at all and so that's
what I'm going to do now.

11 December 2017
DAY 04: Meditation and one-minute choreography
I’m going to try the fascia and somatic work today and try and keep my eyes open and
be aware of the sensations when I move through the space and the motions and try
to feel rather than seeing my body from the outside, and making shapes. The minute
I start making shapes that’s when it becomes dance like and representational of what
my inner state is? It’s about formlessness and continual movement not hitting a point
every time or revisiting it perfectly. It’s about being present at that time. It’s not about
being perfect. The perfection lies in being present all the time and being totally aware.
I’m going to try step into it. Meaning that I have to meditate and then step into it, a bit
like Susanna Bloch, you can just step into your state more or less quiet quickly by just
having that click moment.
<dances> no music
It is a lot harder having one’s eyes open as one is looking at one’s skin, hands but
there were times that felt very effortless and I felt I had the same starfish phenomenon,
as I had in Berlin where things were just moving of their own accord. And that kept
slipping in and out and also because I was just trying and I thought let me just try and
lift my leg. Then I became aware of the clicks that were happening in my ankles as my
body was adjusting with the weight. So that means the synovial fluid was between the
joints was working and that was also interesting as it makes one aware of all the
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adjustments one needs to make all the time and releasing synovial fluid between the
cartilage. I just hear the sound, but the word cartilage does not appear in my mind.
And that is a big step forward. I wasn’t aware of the shapes I was making and was
aware of the plants…the plants also seemed to be giving out some sort of sensation,
like an aura coming out of them….I tried to do that with my legs but it’s very difficult. I
know that the palm of the hands are very sensitive so it’s easier to receive that
information from the environment. Otherwise it was just about the sense of flow and
trying to keep it even tempered and not speed it up and also not to listen to body drops
and listen to gravity and I think there is also something about just keeping it spatially
aware and not relying on gravity too much. Then speeds of flow tend to be rather slow.
And I’m aware of a dis-focus, although I was aware of my arms and I thought oh they
are ageing, with age spots but what can I do? Then that thought dropped out. It used
to make me very sad, but it doesn’t anymore.
<laughs>
So it’s about being completely attuned, being aware of the flow, and the sensation of
that movement which is very slow and enjoyable and there’s no erratic sudden fast
movements and there’s no strain on my body. And it all feels effortless and that
effortlessness is what is so enjoyable and that is what I’m attracted to. Next trial using
Frank Zimmer’s music to see if I can step into that place. I’d rather call it a step into
something and not using the Full Drop, step into my body, melt my bones and then try
to do the Fascia Release and Meditation.
<dances>
Right that was only six minutes. It was really peculiar because I was suddenly thinking
of my “ex” with whom I’ve had a relationship over the last year. Sighs. Which I’ve been
very depressed about for the last six months, and then that thought disappeared and
then I was back in the flow again. I was very easy to get back in. I find it very difficult
to walk or step or move my legs, but this it was if I wasn’t really seeing but really just
sensing the movement. It was only towards the end when I start to lose focus and
concentration that I suddenly start thinking rationally that my arm should be going up.
The minute you start to think in that discourse you are no longer present in the moment
so to speak because when you’re in the movement there are no rational thoughts
going on directing where the movement should be going.
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I also felt that my tongue in my mouth was right dropped down and I had a lot of saliva
in my mouth and my fascial skin felt very light and pulled back. I’ve recently done a lot
of frowning, lines, a lot of downward turns around my mouth. I felt like it was an instant
lifting sensation on my face. I felt very very light. I don’t know if just all the muscles
relaying and contracting equally with the same amount of tension to make this type of
sensation achievable. But then that really is just the point where you are in a sensate
state…
I did tend to speed up a bit which is what I normally do. But I tried to keep it really really
slow. Obviously not as slow as when I was meditating. So, it seems that that persistent
flow is what I’m going to be setting for the one-minute choreography. Which I need by
Wednesday because I want to meet Niamh my assistant on the Thursday. And start
before she goes away, at the first location with all my different devices: don’t have the
biosensor but have my phones, drawings, hieroglyphs, my camera, my GoPro, and
I’m going to try get my HRM to work as well a little microphone that I could put next to
my mouth although I breathe in and through my nose, I’ll have to test that out as I don’t
think I breathe very loudly. I don’t want to verbalise whilst I’m doing it. That doesn’t like
that should happen.

12 December 2017
DAY 05: Developing questions
I have been reviewing all my footage from yesterday. I've been meditating. I've been
working on questions to ask to give to Zoe and understand those in this evening and
they're questions that have surfaced or ideas actually that have surfaced over what
questions I could ask whilst I'm busy doing these meditative dances, these somatic
dances and supposedly these questions could determine what partly my research is
all about because I think yesterday I opened up a whole lot of reference points for me
and I think they were they were pretty relevant.

After reviewing that all the questions and all the ideas I then looked at some of the
footage that I really enjoyed was really moving in a very harmonious manner and I
think it's really time now that I start to choreograph the one minute I was
choreographing something at home in the flat and I think I nearly had something there
and that might work my fear is that I feel like I'm choreographing. However the
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movements do come from the times here working in the studio so I've actually I've
taken moments from possibly mostly from yesterday because I think yesterday was
the most was the better improvisation where I was really really present I've have
borrowed from that and I'm putting together those movements and I think what it then
needs is that.
Whenever I do the movements is that I am in that somatic state and in that type of
state so that then I could just enter into it and start to do them the movement it'll be for
only one minute and the next minute as I said in the different locations I will improvise
then use the same idea of dancing with them with that hyper state and see how the
outside affects my movements because obviously the movements been derived from
a place that's very very soft as you can see the lights of the environment is very very
warm. I think I've changed all my movements and have become very soft and not
emotional at all so that's all very good. I want to choreograph that and then take a
video of that. I don't know how long it is but I'm just going for the state of flow
<dances> a one- minute performance of flow
My immediate response to that is that it's quite difficult and this there was actually quite
difficult to do um because I'm trying to remember the choreography and until I kind of
really know the choreography then I can really go back into. It's also very difficult to
balance on one leg more or less find that completely impossible. I don't know if that
should be included in the choreography. Maybe it should be because it is just somatic
presence and doing completely MSG’s choreography. So, it's already a hyper state
and I don't know whether it should be. Maybe I should stick to my guns. I don't know
I'm very tired today

14 December 2017
DAY 06: Development of One-minute dance sequence
Trial run for setting 10 seconds for choreography for Top of Tay Road Bridge with all
the traffic moving past me. Concentrating on getting the mapping or cartography
through my body rather than…I have a tendency to demonstrate the space….I don’t
want to demonstrate the space, I’d rather be inside, the journey is inside my body. At
the moment it still feels a bit extraneous. I think I need a bit more time to figure this
out. At the moment I feel like I’m representing the actual sensation of being on the
bridge…so the idea is to find 10 locations in Dundee and re-interpret them through the
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materials, through my body, through the space in my head, and that will enable agency
for some kind of movement that runs through my body rather than just looking at a
space and arbitrarily or physiologically trying to fit in with it, like I’ve just done now. Or
I could work with it in such a way that I work with it affectively rather than viscerally, or
somatically. My fear is that I don’t do enough movement and I don’t know if I should
try and let that go, as I’m looking at micro movements as well as large movements…
that kind of progression through my body is maybe the best option. At the moment I’ve
got ten locations Top of Tay Bridge, Under Tay Bridge, Side of Tay Bridge with the
graffiti painting, Law Hill, Wellgate Shopping Centre entrance, a park bench, the
pebbles near the railway, the Railway Bridge, Tentsmuir Forest, Monifieth Beach or
Broughty Ferry Beach. These give completely different affordances, sensibilities,
affective echoes. I’m sure they’re going to be realised in my body and choreography.
I’m going to move in these different spaces and obviously the set choreography is
going to change. I might want to slow the choreography down. Let me try that.
<dances>
That felt much better. It was more or less like an improvisation to, visualisation of the
energy of the cars coming past on the bridge. Unfortunately, they always seem to be
coming towards me but they actually go in both directions. So that’s very interesting.
Got 15 minutes left so going to try that again and work with the two opposing lines of
the cars…there seems to be a notion of time and rhythm on the bridge with these
figures going in opposite directions, the materials flying past me.
<dances>
This reminds me a lot of future and the past and the present, in the moment. So, there
is a lot of stuff going towards and past you, and lot of stuff coming from behind you.
<dances>
That seemed a little bit better. I slowed everything down. I was trying to focus on the
perception of time passing and becoming aware of balance with the influence of time
and being aware of time passing. And that seems to be what the bridge conjures up
for me. And finding stability in the noise that is forever shifting, never still, and so it’s
about finding that centre, that vortex, and so that seems a little bit more appropriate
than re-iterating or representing the fast movements of the cars.

The other option is to go to these locations and find the choreography instead of
standing here in a studio. That’s quite interesting because it’s in my head as I’m
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working with the imagined space, which is probably providing me with qualitative
choreography. I should try actually going to the places so that I can figure out the
affective score, rather than stand here and imagine each place. I think that’s going to
be the next step, rather than stand in a studio. And then when I come back to a studio
I can refine it. Do it the other way round. This was actually just a test.

16 December 2017
DAY 07: Development of Meditation techniques & development of
Deep Flow
All right so this is a Saturday morning 16th December. I'm down in the vision building
in Unit Five. I couldn't work in the other studio anymore and I just felt stressed closeted and it was always smelling of incense and it was just getting too
claustrophobic for me. So, I decided to come down here this will be one of my places
that are will perform in probably next week at some point after being at different places
in the city. As you can see it's a very industrial place it's got a lot of offices, open plan
offices but it serves me fine for now for today.

So, this is like a practice run I've done the two-minute dance sequence. Unfortunately,
I had the sensor on this arm as my accelerators aren't really ready yet. I'm possibly
gonna have them on Monday and the heart rate monitor might also be available for
when I start on Tuesday, that's the plan anyway. So, I've got a list of 20 questions
which I then will answer after every location and then transcribe them for my notes.

Questions:
How is the physical body experience during the performance?
Well as I said the service was very very tight and because I had that elastic band and
I was very very aware of that. Fortunately, the camera (GoPro) I couldn't actually feel
that on my head. I didn't feel restricted by that technology I would say it but I wasn't
even aware of it sort of as an eye. It was just something on my body. My physical body
how did it feel. Well it felt at one stage it felt very loose and it felt comfortable it's very
warm in here and I don't feel, there's no, there's no, no difficulty in performing in the
space so my body feels very grounded in this space.
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What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
I must say I've challenged myself with the piece because most of the time it is basically
in flow and that is the physical choice that I've made. There’s three balance points just
to try and challenge myself in terms of doing this work because if you do balance
correctly physically you actually can do it with the least amount of effort but each time
I hit upon the one particular balance which is the third one in the piece, my ankles that
keep on clicking and it's gets very very difficult and also feel like my stomach starts to
not be my center is no longer engaged when I lift my foot off the floor and I'm very
aware of lifting my foot off the floor because the challenge is then working against
gravity in trying to maintain the balance. So I'll have to use my eyes in order to maintain
the balance or using my center my core as well as my eyes and to try and keep the
flow going and rather than thinking of the balance as a static point. I should rather
maybe think of balance as being an ongoing growing point. In fact, this was something
that I brought up with my students in my 40 Plus Ballet class on Thursday. When you
balance if you're constantly thinking of expanding in the space you are no longer aware
of your skeleton. Rather the postural muscles tend to all be activated more less at the
same, time so the sense of flow never really disappears. So, I really felt kind of it's a
minute that you're aware of balancing you're no longer aware of your skeleton and
then you’re working from that deep internal place.

How was the choreography experienced?
The choreography went fairly smoothly and there's sometimes when I'm not aware of
moving from one section of the piece into the other. There was a moment or two where
I thought oh that was wrong and there was towards the end because I soon realized
this hand was not in the right place after the balance and it sort of came down and I
thought I don't know where I'm going now oh yes it's over here so I went in and out of
the choreography for a bit. I think perhaps I need to rehearse it a lot more so that I'm
not thinking of the next thing and I'm not losing my way however seemingly if I am if if
I was completely in the flow with Margaret's work for instance it was if I was in that
hyper state of MSG I’d probably not remember much of the choreography although it's
I'm trying to get to the point where I'm actually when when I'm in meditating is to know
exactly what you're doing anyway so you completely present and I know that her
dancers work with choreography so they're completely hyper aware anyway of what
they're doing. So I did slip in and out of the choreography.
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How was the location experienced during the performance?
The location as I said is a very industrial. The floor is quite cold. I was aware of the
floor being quite cold, but I'm pretty warm. I've got socks on, the floor is metal so that
does make it very stable. It's fine. It's a big open space. I can expand into it. I don't feel
as if this plants here as well so that's and there's a number of computers and things
but it's still a there's all these raw elements here there’s wood. It's kind of still elemental
I can still look at green things outside. It's not really affecting me. Plus, there’s nobody
here. There is somebody sawing outside in another part of the building but that doesn't
seem to be affecting me either so that's absolutely fine.

How was time experienced during the performance?
No answer

What did you see during the performance?
Oh my gosh I think I saw my hands getting stuck and I was very very aware of this
tightness of the elastic band. I kind of saw internally in the beginning especially when
I’m doing this motion with my head. I call it the sort of lizard or the fish. Actual it’s more
like a lizard motion and also started to see I feel as if they're pushing the space, the
air becomes something that is malleable is like plastic, was like plasticine. I don't
actually remember seeing I think I see my hands. I think the outside world kind of
disappears and that's because I think it is quite a warm space and I think I was aware
of the camera in the beginning and I was aware of the ceiling I think that's the moment
when I call this “ecstasy” and I lift up like this and I'm aware of seeing the ceiling and
the bricks and the paint and the metal air ducts but apart from that all of this other stuff
is this choreography - I'm in such a state of flow I don't really recall seeing much and
it's all kind of a blur. It will be interesting to see the GoPro footage.

What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
I think that's more or less the atmosphere here is very calm apart from the banging
next door there's nobody here. There's nothing to interfere with one, the air is relatively
warm and fresh

What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
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There's no smell in here. There's the banging. Apart from that it's very very quiet and
that's actually very very good for concentration. So maybe this is a good place to do a
rehearsal because I can just focus in on the so-called performance of the task
How did you experience the meditative score in the body score (“full drop”,
“bones melting”, “connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
Well as think I was in it at one stage. Right in the beginning I’m always in it. I think
when it goes away is when I do the balance points towards the end. I dropped out of
it when I realized that this elastic was very tight and I really tried to focus in on that
little ball and that space. I think is very important that once I click into that with that
space between my hands, I then can then, I feel as if I can drop into my body. The
balance of the beginning was fairly difficult so it was I was vacillating in and out of that
and then I kept on thinking you know maybe you should just go into flow rather than
trying to think the MSG way of the full body drop. I think maybe you can do that in the
meditation prior to the performance and then just concentrate on the expanding
moments of flow.

I'm still vacillating between the two. Is this work about registration of flow and how that
fluctuates and changes with the resonance of a space or should I try and concentrate
or really work on a body drop trying to perform that. I think it's pretty extreme is going
to be pretty difficult and I'll be very interesting to see that how that actually works
outside and freezing-cold locations because it is pretty cold outside.

How was the hyper-awareness state experienced?
As I said I didn't feel very hyper aware. I was very aware of this locking and my fingers
actually throbbing like the blood and my fingers kept on pumping in this hand. It was
very difficult to be in that state. I felt once or twice my tongue dropping and the saliva
in my mouth coming up welling up and then I know that I’m in that state when the blood
swells up in my mouth and my tongue thicker and a more I get more saliva in my mouth
and that means that I'm in that hyper state.

How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind-body and location?
Very very well actually and that's what I said when I go into when I go into the lizard
or the fish, the lizard-fish um I think I then I connect with my spine and I connected
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well with my center. I popped in and out. I don't know….there is a fusion right? The
air in here here is just so “pushable”. I can push the air and I feel as if there it is a
material and I can push it very very gently it's not it's not something that is okay it's not
it's very pliable it's very plastic and I felt connected very much with my hands, my arms.
My legs not so much. I find that a great difficulty and I'm still trying to figure out why I
don't know what to do I don't know whether should walk. I don't know I don't want to
change the choreography because this feels like this is right this is set. I'll just have to
work harder at being grounded through my legs as if seeing my whole body connected
with the fascia. Maybe should concentrate more on fascia connection and do a body
drop before I even start so maybe even in a minute just have that time I going in my
head and then start the piece. I think maybe that'll actually help me with the fusional
thing the flow.

How was the state of flow experienced?
I think I've spoken about this already. It really flowed but got interfered with physicality
of the elastic. Questioning whether I should do flow with I should do MSG Body Drop.
So there's a lot of noise in my head still, talking about this. I must just be confident with
the actual performance so that if I did my meditation first then the flow would actually
happen. So I think I need to do the body drop for a minute and then go into the MSG
state, Fell Drop into my body and then I think the flow will actually happen.

What was the state of presence experienced?
As I said vacillated in and out the state of presence was between still questioning what
is this is that….. I was actually very present what is this moment right now? There was
no other discourse of dialogue going on in my head but yesterday, relationships,
memories, in fact there were no memories which was great. I was completely present
completely aware completely in this room and just aware of trying to work with the flow
that I thought my attentional skills were very much present and alive and awake and I
don't even get irritated by the banging which is going to be quite interesting. I think I
heard it but it didn't to irritate me.

What if any images came to mind?
As I said only images that came to mind was that of the air being malleable and plastic
as if I can actually see, there’s like a wall I don't know how to explain this, but it's as
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if the air becomes a material and I can actually push it. It's like not even a gauze it's
like ummm like the skin of a balloon actually, just for want of a better word. No it's just
something that I can push and move through and that the body really isn't really there.
The skeletons not really there. I don't know if that's a binary or not it just feels like they
I'm pushing and swimming through as well balancing. No images came to mind. I'm
not actually aware of images which is really interesting. Hmmmm.
What if any memories came to mind?
Didn't have any memories either. As I said was completely present. So it’s like you
detach completely from the past you completely present and involved in the task with
what you're doing and just being immersed and finding a harmonious way to move
within the space and that feels very healthy and it feels very smooth and light and
giving.

What emotions come to mind?
Well the emotions were very calm, cool, being aware, being soft, being gentle and at
a pace that felt comfortable so there was no stress there was no outside interference
with a reaction in that way at all. So, it was very calm.

What affected levels of concentration?
It was disturbed, because of the balance factor and because of the elastic around my
hand. So basically, it has to do with balance, gravity and pressure. I think pressure on
my hand and the blood flow in my fingers that really affected my performance and
concentration.

How was the experience of this performance different from other performances
and other locations?
I don’t know yet. I haven't done this performance anywhere else.

Do I feel different after this experience what has changed in my body mind
feelings and sensations?
Yes I do you feel always bit after these experiences. I feel much more relaxed I think
it's because I've concentrated on something even though it's only ten minutes. I feel
that's a very calming thing. Well this morning I did a meditation this morning again at
home and I did one here prior to starting and I think that the meditation puts me in a
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place that is much more comfortable and much more calm. A much more present and
aware place.

What else do you want to say about this experience?
It's a very healthy endeavour. It brings one completely close to oneself and how you
feeling exactly at that point in time. Everything else disappears, all memory, all doubt,
self-doubt. It's a very positive life-affirming thing and that feels good and that feels like
the right thing to do in a project like this because everything else seems to be
extraneous. One is not connected to possessions, one is not connected to people, one
is just connected to the ultimate presence and putting that all in flow and being satisfied
with that and what could be better than that? To experience something like that. I think
just makes me feel good. So yes feel like you're expanding in the universe and
nothing… very empowering and gives me confidence.

I just wanted to say very quickly um it's strange because today I didn't feel that
sensation of even during the ecstatic moments normally sometimes I'm doing this and
I feel as if I becomes ecstatically sort of in a sexual manner, and I can feel it sort of in
my groin area um so it's quite an erotic feeling but today I didn't feel any of that and I
don't know why maybe because I concentrated, so very neutral, a very neutral
emotional state. If I'm gonna base this on the emotions of Susana Bloch then it's one
of the six basic emotions and that would then be the erotic and often when I'm doing
this work and I really feel grounded and in my in the times of my flat or when I've done
it in the dance studio.

I actually felt quite erotic and that did not happen today so I think that that's quite a
significant thing. There was no rush. Maybe it’s this place is just because….That's
interesting um the yoga room was incredibly, felt very womb like. I actually felt… that's
why I had to leave. It felt a bit like a vagina um also the smells when people come out
of there… it smells of women's vaginas. I don't know. That was the impression when I
walked in there and then this place… here….is very maybe…. it is just cold… maybe
its just the metal floor because I don't feel any emotions in here and despite the plants
that's really really interesting because I didn't feel erotic at all I've just felt very neutral
and that's a very interesting thing actually. That's why I couldn't go back to working in
in the yoga in the hot yoga studio um at Madiera’s place because that was just feeling
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too enveloping. I feel like I've pushed myself into a womb like place, I felt like I was
going into vagina that's what it felt like and this place is really well….. there's a lot of….
there's people that come and work here on their computers every day and they're very
heady and intellectual and I don’t think anybody moves their body yeah they just come
and sit in front of their computers that's very very interesting and that has definitely
had an effect on me and my emotions being not erotic whatsoever.
This work is really about subtlety and it's not about…. yeah it's trying to be really really
refined and trying to be really really…. it's about the subtleties of experience and it's
very rare that we actually go into that state and that's what's so overwhelmingly difficult
but that's also what's so liberating is because one is hardly ever in that state and it's
incredibly subtle and gentle and um, it makes and you are feeling very very vulnerable
because you're very very gentle and I think that subtlety and the nowness of being
present without any judgement, without any criticality, without any conditioning, without
any outside eye, it's a very freeing place and it's very rare to be in that place. So it's
going to be very interesting to find out if I can find that subtlety in those nuances of
flow in other environments. So I'm at you know and going down in the High Street and
I'm going down into the Wellgate or the Hell Gate as they call it, a place that I absolutely
despise, I can’t bear that place, as well as the bridge. Um traffic. I hate traffic and hate
being on the pavements and having traffic coming past me. So it’ll be very interesting
to see if I can still feel that vulnerability and that subtlety and that softness that I've
experienced in here, even though I've just said that it was very neutral. It’s still is very
very soft. I wouldn’t call it tender but it's really really soft.
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STUDY 1
Date: 20-19 December 2017
Aims: Study one set out to explore, describe, interpret and analyse the effects of affordances
(Gibson, 1979) on the phenomenological aspects of experience such as the chiasmic
(Merleau-Ponty, 1964) relationship of the Körper and Leib and its entwinement with the flesh
of the world and embodied biosensor technology.

Location: Dundee Exterior and Interior Environments
Location and description
1)

Under Tay Road Bridge – a
noisy damp location on the
banks of the River Tay.

2)

Top of Tay Road Bridge – a
noisy and windswept bridge
used by cars, cyclists and
pedestrians over the River
Tay.

Locations
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3)

Chandler’s Lane –
previously home to Harbour
Metal Workshops in 1837
and 1850.

4)

The High Street of Dundee –
a busy street filled with
pedestrians

5)

The A92 opposite the V&A
Design Museum on a busy
road linking Dundee to other
cities
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6)

My home – a flat in Eden
Street, the lounge

7)

Broughty Ferry Beach – a
popular beach

8)

The Dundee Law –
the highest point in Dundee,
situated on an extinct
volcano with a war memorial
at its summit
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9)

The Vision Building – an
empty office space

10) Edengrove Close
stairway to a flat

–

the

Method of Practice: One-minute dance sequence based on the Full Drop and Flow
and one-minute improvisation
Data Collection Methods: Movement hieroglyphs, documentary video and biometric
data from an accelerator

4.1 Documentary Videos
Playlist: Dance videos with subjective and objective POV videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA4O0gxhW3a-T3PuCeKobR5D

Playlist: Verbal feedback
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA7Fv3pJJzN8OhXHGdYljqRY
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Dance and improvisation videos
December 2017
20 Dec Under Tay Road Bridge Dance https://youtu.be/fhNThmsJH8E
20 Dec Under Tay Road Bridge Improv https://youtu.be/7Vg_pwLCB8A
20 Dec Top Tay Bridge Dance https://youtu.be/vspYVGDpj7k
20 Dec Top Tay Bridge Improvisation https://youtu.be/ZyMR9NkCU9s
21 Dec Chandler’s Lane Dance https://youtu.be/7l4PA4X_KbE
21 Dec Chandler’s Lane Improv https://youtu.be/-BjHx1tMQa8
22 Dec High Street Dance https://youtu.be/lpqeW3yWp0Q
22 Dec High Street Improv https://youtu.be/KWiz70Srar0
23 Dec A85 Opp V&A Dance https://youtu.be/ys5Aw1gAgBY
23 Dec 20A85 Opp V&A Improv https://youtu.be/mH-1CGS6dVA
24 Dec Home Dance https://youtu.be/kWCAvmdOu4o
24 Dec Home Improv https://youtu.be/RGXJaxIppms
27 Dec Broughty Ferry Beach Dance https://youtu.be/iom_eZW2f38
27 Dec Broughty Ferry Beach Improv https://youtu.be/X22eF6P6UN4
27 Dec Law Hill Dance https://youtu.be/u51BU8ciqDE
27 Dec Law Hill Dance Improv https://youtu.be/te1bQ2tOa5I
28 Dec Vision Building Dance https://youtu.be/fz8LGR-m0B4
28 Dec Vision Building Improv 01 https://youtu.be/H3wl6Tuztao
28 Dec Vision Building Improv 02 Noise https://youtu.be/TjxxIqofYLs
29 Dec Edengrove Close Dance https://youtu.be/joCpALDvz7E
29 Dec 2017 Edengrove Close Improv https://youtu.be/Tkfz_SB_YrI
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Subjective and objective POV videos
20 Dec Under Tay Road Bridge Dance https://youtu.be/uXVlt4VoRBM
20 Dec Under Tay Road Bridge Improv https://youtu.be/-TpXgRnT_V8
20 Dec Top Tay Bridge Dance https://youtu.be/AHyfLrfw9LQ
20 Dec Top Tay Bridge Improvisation https://youtu.be/p6lbAQcAnXU
21 Dec Chandler’s Lane Dance https://youtu.be/pZrZLW6ay_A
21 Dec Chandler’s Lane Improv https://youtu.be/3GPbyXSGUbg
22 Dec High Street Dance https://youtu.be/4Fs0O3momo0
22 Dec High Street Improv https://youtu.be/AOpd-vJbX4A
23 Dec A85 Opp V&A Dance https://youtu.be/GjUIFW-usFQ
23 Dec 20A85 Opp V&A Improv https://youtu.be/KqWlXMz309c
24 Dec Home Dance https://youtu.be/ZOOqsWZ3EZs
24 Dec Home Improv https://youtu.be/zUaJ4u-LEi0
27 Dec Broughty Ferry Beach Dance https://youtu.be/5-yWbqhn-7I
27 Dec Broughty Ferry Beach Improv https://youtu.be/WZHoGSN68I4
27 Dec Law Hill Dance https://youtu.be/6FSz_AjSDh0
27 Dec Law Hill Dance Improv https://youtu.be/Iv4m0D6TdaI
28 Dec Vision Building Dance https://youtu.be/ErjqE9tVmAs
28 Dec Vision Building Improv 01 https://youtu.be/oG--WdKaXyE
28 Dec Vision Building Improv 02 Noise https://youtu.be/Me1GA_e60hs
29 Dec Edengrove Close Dance https://youtu.be/c232HFrvNpY
29 Dec 2017 Edengrove Close Improv https://youtu.be/pVuXohOERco
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4.2 Transcriptions of verbal feedback
21 December 2017
Location 01: Under Tay Road Bridge
This is a for the test one on the Tuesday. The experiment with the GoPro and two
accelerometers on my body and this device for capturing my breathing and this
objective camera. So let's go through the questions and the questions are:

1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
Well in the beginning I was very very aware of the cold weather especially on my arms
and I felt as if I was worried I didn’t feel really embodied, my body my skin my presence
and I didn't feel connected to the space at all and that's was pretty different to whatever
I had experienced in the studio because of the heat, so I felt very much like I was
encased in my own skin and my bod.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
I started seeing the lines the performance and I don't know if it was because of the
rush of Getting here, going to the shop driving in the car, find parking. It's the first set
up so, that was pretty challenging. Although I did do a couple of seconds of meditation.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
I felt like I was doing a lot of lines, and I certainly didn’t achieve the same state that
I've managed to capture in the studio previously in the other test. I didn’t manage to
capture the same hyperstate that I achieved previously in the other test.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
Not answered.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
Not answered.

6) What did you see during the performance?
I became hyper aware of the location, the sounds, the people walking by the traffic
making this thundering noise…the Sun oh that was really really interesting. At one
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stage I closed my eyes, and I registered the sunlight on this side and darkness on the
other and registered differences in my “sight” however that didn't affect my balance
and that balance was never affected and I felt quite solid in my balance and quite still.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere is pretty cold and damp today but I didn't feel really really, once I was
in the state I didn't feel as if though, I didn't feel like it really affected my performance
on a conscious level but probably on a subconscious level with different states of the
sunlight being aware when my eyes were open and where my eyes were closed but I
don't think I achieved the hyper state that I achieved before in the studio. As I said it
just feels I feel like I've shrunken in my space, my space feels as if I’ve contracted into
towards the centre of my body and I’m not in the space, located in the space located
in the atmosphere. Its too cold.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Well no it wasn't aware of any colors, any smells sounds above me but when I became
of the thundering above me, when I got into the dance that kind of disappeared into
the background and I was more aware of just creating a time value that was one of
flow, and softness in my body rather than trying to find any lines and that really became
appropriate when I was and when I had my eyes closed and it was easier then when
I did that. That was not significant enough as nothing really jumps out at one here. Its
all kind of the same neutral grey blue green colors so that they didn’t really jump out
at me.
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
I forgot completely about the eight connected points and I didn't do a body drop
completely although it did my bones in my feet and then the rest of my body but as I
said it was rather contained and I didn’t feel I was merging with the air around me.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
So the hyper state -awareness state wasn't really achieved maybe because it's the
first one and I'm pretty nervous I'm really anxious with the setup.
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11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
It didn't seem to happen. I didn’t feel fused. I didn’t have that fusional feeling that I had
prior to this.

12) How was the state of flow experienced?

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
It was embodied but it was rather shallow, it was comfortable but not entirely and didn’t
feel like I was spreading myself out into the space.

14) What if any images came to mind?
So no images came to mind as where as in previously and other times that I've done
this where I've had lots of imagery that pops up and

15) What if any memories came to mind?
No memories came to mind. I think I was just concentrating on getting through the
piece in the two minutes that I'm that I've allocated for the work.

16) What emotions come to mind?
…
17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
It seemed to be there, although because towards the end of I've changed the last part
of the choreography, I thought what am I doing and I lost the last part of the
choreography. It wasn’t as defined as the first parts which I have practiced in the most
part a
few times.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
I feel a bit agitated in my stomach because as I said it as the nerve, and it’s the first
time and it might be just be the cold, this man screaming on the side, it’s very irritating.
Possibly it’s the cars it might just be the cars the cars rolling around at the top because
they kind if make you feel a bit unstable and don’t really did you grounded within the
location, not a very inviting place despite it being in the sun.
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19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
As I'm talking it through I’m feeling a little bit better because some because the devices
were working

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
Well I'm glad it's the first one that it's over and that Nimh was here to help me with it,
the Setup. It’s challenging to try and get all the devices to work as I said the heart rate
monitor I think we're gonna leave that out for this session but I certainly feel that
perhaps the location has made me, which I was hoping for, made me feel somewhat
very different to the space that I was in, in unit 5 where I was completely absorbed in
that fusional space and here I had to really concentrate on the formations of my body
rather than the exterior of ten experience of space. So I think the cold with the noise
and the resonance of the place it makes one kind of contract and it might be illusional
but it's an interesting thing, maybe it would be good to revisit it over the initial hiccups
of this experience.

20 December 2017
Location 02: Top of Tay Road Bridge
1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
Yeah again I felt as if I was very aware of my skin, basically my hands have been very
very cold, my face being cold, all the devices of my body, and not very grounded in
the lower part of my body and certainly not my centre, I don’t recall my centre being
involved at all, in fact just my arms.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
Shapes and forms were…… if I try and recall the shape of my arms they were in the
choreography, but I was just really trying to focus on…. I wasn’t really aware of them.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
Again, I came to the end part and I don’t think I’ve settled into it properly, I need to get
back and rehearse it tonight so I feel it’s completely exactly the same each time.
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4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
The location was really quite demanding as it made me really crawl into the centre
of my body, because of the location is very very noisy and it was very cold.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
Short, choppy, sporadic, could not focus on a state of flow

6) What did you see during the performance?
I didn’t see the cars only heard the cars and I could see the top of the bridge there is
a sign saying to Aberdeen which is quite interesting, so I actually popped out of the
experience into sign reading.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
As I said it was very very cold and very very noisy and I was thinking maybe then that
would help me probably with my concentration to really concentrate on the somatic
process and the flow. I started to think of forcing flow but gave that up as it seemed
wrong.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Not really aware of colours, wasn’t really aware of sunlight, until somebody cycled
pass me and I was aware of a lot of yellow colour, maybe there was a lot of yellow in
her wheel or something…so I did see a cyclist. I must say I don’t see the camera in
front of me, I didn’t see Niamh, I didn’t really see the cars and that is interesting
because I didn’t really “see very much”, a lot of the time my eyes are closed and I’m
just really…ehm… my… it’s a sense of disfocus, I’m not focusing on the distance, it’s
a sense of disfocus, and I just see cement and cement walls.
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
The meditative score was…ehm… I did a little bit of full body drop, it wasn’t a full body
drop, I tried to melt my bones…ehm…I didn’t really feel my 8 connective points, I keep
forgetting them, I think I’m just trying to get into the flow and maybe I should give
myself some more time to find the 8 connective points and do the whole process that
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Margaret Sarah Gudjondottir practices, that she does, melt my bones and then give
into the fascia. But because I’m really not doing that properly at the moment, so I didn’t
really come to this hyperaware state. I really think it’s got to do with the atmosphere,
the temperature. and all I know is that I’m hyper aware of the temperature and the
cold and this very noisy place.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
All I know is that I’m hyper aware of the temperature and the cold and this very noisy
place. So, it was very much an experience not of the internal but of the outside
coming and forcing in on me.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
So There was no a real state of the fusion of the state of mind and body in location, I
feel I’m really in my body as in the location I don’t feel as if my somatic presence is
really in the location if that makes sense, I don’t feel I’m fusing with the state.

12) How was the state of flow experienced?
I think my flow is now no longer about my fascia flowing it’s about connecting again
with time and that’s really interesting because it’s not about sensation, it’s about trying
to measure with time, it’s not…ehm….it’s really strange, I don’t know how to best
describe that, I’m just focusing really on time issues rather than the sensations of the
movement, as if wanting to hold onto something to keep me going, but its interesting
though I didn’t fall over in my balance as much as I did the other day, I don’t know why,
maybe it’s because I’m holding on so dearly to try and keep the flow.

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
I still feel very scattered, it’s quite difficult to try find any images.

14) What if any images came to mind?
It’s quite difficult to try find any images. At the beginning I didn’t find my previous
images of my bones disappearing, of feeling like my body was disappearing or finding
like that flicking, waving piece of cloth or whatever is that I find. I didn’t find any of that.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
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There were no memories this time, nothing popped up.

16) What emotions come to mind?
17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
Obviously not very good as there was the woman passing, the sounds of the cars, my
hands being very very cold, in fact just too much noise going on in my head, too many
words in my head and…so the challenge was just trying of being absorbed fully in the
moment and be in my body and that then suffered as consequence because of the
location.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
So it was very different to the one downstairs to the one on the bridge because of the
noise level and that really became really clear in the improvisation.

19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
It’s interesting that during the improvisation I really tried to not listen to the cars and
not listen to the exterior shaping my body and then I gave up, I just thought, agh, to
hell with this I can’t actually hold onto my state of presence and state of flow, and I just
let the cars move me, it was as if they were blowing me, it was quite interesting
because suddenly a whole rush of cars came from either side it was pretty rhythmic
and I just let myself flow into that. So that was kind of another kind of sort of state of
presence, state of awareness. I became very aware of the taste in my mouth, I think I
ate a lot of garlic last night so the garlic surfaced in my mouth I don’t know why.
Normally when I’m in a state of flow there is a lot of saliva in my mouth.

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
Okay, then, so maybe this is connected to the physical part of my body because
normally when I’m in a state of flow the tongue in my mouth drops down, my jaw
becomes very relaxed and I get a lot of saliva in my mouth and my mouth feels quite
parched and I felt as in the tongue was up in my mouth and this taste of the very heavy
garlicy soup that I had last night had resurfaced. And I feel very pinched and very puffy
in my face. I don’t feel sort of emotionally comfortably very well today maybe it’s
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because I’m stressed and last night I didn’t sleep very well because I’ve been worried
about all these different devices, if they were going to work, how were they going to
work and I think this really affected my performance but this is also part of the whole
process, how to figure out how time past affects your present state and the not too
distant past, how it affects you. And just in terms of long-term mood I have not been
in a very good space so I think maybe this has affected it as well. However, what I
think is important is that this kind of meditative work is supposed to relieve you from
that and to help you move away from any associations of the past. We will just have
to try tomorrow, going to other places, maybe less noisy, I must achieve a better focus
in my mind, I’m feeling that probably that is the case.

21 December 2017
Location: 03 Chandler’s Lane
Note for thesis: material interface of body, embodiment of technology and history. The
visual here seems to very important as is the experience of the past. Not yet internal
visualisations as I was registering the affordance of the space. So this is test number
three and today's the 21st of December on a Thursday and here we are down in
Chandlers Lane that has a history probably associated with the Mills of Dundee and
chosen because of its historical impact. The story of the Mills had an impact on the
history of Dundee and development of Dundee is quite significant and I thought maybe
that that history would transpire itself into me or it could generate some sort of dynamic
(material) where I could find or explore movement or feel myself embedded in the
history of the of the place.

The first time I did it and then when I started again, was very interesting because there
are these cobbled streets here and that then affected my physical presence because
there was kind of that wobbled and then that threw me off completely and then I
thought well, let me start again because hadn't turned on the GoPro and up comes
that thing about balance again which is very difficult in the state of flow because one…
because the minute one starts to balance in a state of flow it becomes mechanical
because the skeleton has to rearrange itself in another way and you become skeletal
in a structure rather than muscular and the bones the skeleton has to balance the
bones one on top the other, so I think that requires some work in terms of flow and
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maybe balancing has to be more of a dynamic thing than a static thing and I think it's
I think probably that has to do with postural reaching and constantly in a state of flux
and flow even though you're standing still that's quite difficult when you're trying to sort
out the affordance of the, say for instance the cobblestone because your foot wobbles
and suddenly your whole skeleton gets put off and your postural synergies sort of hurry
up and go, oh I have to find a balance knocks your sense of being embedded in the
place, so that meditative space completely gets knocked out by a mechanical thing.
I then restarted the piece and immediately I went into thinking about the history and
what surfaced was a memory, that we did in Copenhagen, I did with Susan Kozel and
a dancer there, and she was dancing in an old, next an old building, an old church and
we couldn't get her to resonate with the space and I thought about that a lot and she
had this one gesture which went like, like this: I don't know what that is but it just kind
of surfaced an in my head. Yeah so it took me it took me back to some place.
So physically I'm gonna go through the questions.
1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
So I've just explained the physical body. Like I said I felt very mechanical in the
beginning and then I tried to do the full drop into my body. I didn't feel as cold as
yesterday and I wasn't so aware off my extremities, I was quite aware of seeing the
space around

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
Well shapes and forms in the choreography were exactly the same as yesterday. I
think if ironed out the end piece and in the improv shapes and forms were very much
to do with the linearity of the space although I tried not to allow… try not to allow the
linearity or the shapes to inform my choreography because that's not what this is about
it's not about a visual experience it's about sensation, it's about feeling the space rather
than seeing and letting, allowing that to inform you and I kept on going back into the
history of the place and imagining that there were lots of people running around here.
If there's a Mill it would be rather busy and I kind of tried to interpret the energy of the
space which is different to what I thought it might be in the beginning when I first came
here. Maybe it's because it's a brighter day, I felt as if that could have been quite a
bustling busy street possibly because it's on the port edge here they might have been
ships coming in. I don't know there's a lot of memory that was activated in this
performance.
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3) How was the choreography experienced?
Yeah so the choreography was performed in the same way, that was fine, but I don't
think I had a full drop into my body and also because I'm worried about the recordings
again whether they going off or going on so maybe I should try and lose that problem
and just try and embed myself in the environment and then go home. And if I don't see
it they come back again and revisit.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
Answered in the beginning

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
I was time experienced I was very aware of time in the improv trying to make it longer
and not shorter. I think time is always an issue because of the apps and they kind of
get in your way because now the audio app that I have only records for 2 minutes or
159 so I'm trying to really get into that the time frame of that. So I'm very aware of time
although time has to do with flow so that's pretty good as well.

6) What did you see during the performance?
The one time I remember there was a lot of blue sky. I saw the ground a lot I tend not
to look upwards. I think it's just because of the issue of balance and trying to keep up
with the notion of flow and it feels kind of a lot more meditative when your eyes are
down rather than opening out to the environment. It feels as if you can involve yourself
into that sensorial space by lowering the eyes. A bit like you do in meditation and with
yoga so that you're not presenting to the world because not about my outside gestures
but it's about my experience of the space.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere as I said just now it felt as if though it belonged in the past and it's
because of the architecture. So I tried to revisit that with my performance as well as
with the choreography and the improv. and the choreography. The atmosphere is
definitely one that is very peaceful very calm there's no traffic and it comes from a time
that probably was bustling and busy but there wasn't a sense of traffic and
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overwhelming noise from a lot of machinery. (yet the Tay Road Bridge traffic can be
heard in the background)

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Colours again today as I drew last night. They were grey green blue. Sounds are from
the traffic from the bridge which is just across over here. Otherwise, sometimes, when
I go into the performance, I don't hear sounds anymore and I'm not aware of it,
because I’m just trying to listen to my own body as much as I can. And smells today…I
wasn’t aware of any smells today as I just had a peppermint gum and I could taste that
in my mouth but then that… Those senses kind of tend to disappear during the
performance as well as with the improv, that's only now that I feel like I'm a bit hungry,
so my stomach's saying “feed me” but during performance that that sensation is not
there.
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
I think it's very difficult to do this this methodology of Gudjonsdottir because it requires
really such a lot of practice and I just feel that every time I go into it, I get into that first
state of breathing, going into my body, it's very quick when I do it inside I can drop it
into my body quite quickly and then I start to think about the apps and I start to worry
about you know the timing… and that then interferes with the full sensation and then I
go back into it again and then I go into the choreography. So, it's a bit sort of jumping
in and out and possibly it might get better. It could be because of the space and it
could be that one requires quieter spaces in order to achieve those moments of
(“women to flow” = algorithms of You Tube!) even though I think that kinetically I'm in
a state of flow I think sort of I'm still analysing everything, I'm still in a logical frame
rather than getting into a beta state. But then with Gudjonsdottir’s work one can also
stand out and look at oneself, so you're not lost completely. It's not like you're in a
trance you’re actually in a performance
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
So the hyperstate, didn't I didn't achieve that today and the fusion of state mind body
and location… it happened as sort of vacillated I went in and out of it and history and
the difficulty with the choreography… sometimes I thought oh this is pretentious why
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am I doing this.. and I don’t want lines to tell me how to move. I think that's the trick is
to.. that’s such a habit of dancers, they tend to go into environments and say there are
square shapes, there's lines, let me perform those and I think it's a condition and we
so conditioned to perform like that and it's an un-conditioning to just feel the space
and I think it requires more than two minutes quite frankly. I think the set of rules that
have been thought about need to be changed and that perhaps at another time I will
explore the space rather using an appropriate body time that's really really slow so
that I can really sense the space because two minutes is not long enough and body
time is very very much slower than “performative time” or “danced time”. Dance is
always performing and conditioned to perform to a regular beat or listen to gravity and
those kinds of kinetic flows. This is not a kinetic flow and not a kinaesthetic flow. It's
a sensorial flow and it as a kind of different time value and sensibility.

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
yeah just talked about number 12 which is a state of flow state of presence and present
but I was present in the past.

14) What if any images came to mind?
Images like I said came from a project called Affexity: a project that I did in Sweden
and in Denmark. So that’s funny because it's us about history so quite pleased about
this location how it can make you go back in time and think about other projects where
you might have explored similar things. There were images there were images of
people hustling and bustling in sort of maybe late 19th century clothes, kind of worker
class people coming out of a factory going into the factory, laborers carrying things.
That's what came to mind.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
Have discussed this.

16) What emotions come to mind?
Anxiety again. An anxiety about: is this project worth it, what am I exploring but also
feeling that perhaps this is uncovering because as discussed with Zoe it's a bit of an
excavation and it's about excavating something inside me and excavating and
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exploring tools basically sort of unravelling of these different these different
experiences

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
That came and went. Like I said it dipped in and out of it….then maybe that'll get the
better of time.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
It was different from yesterday. Yes definitely. The bridge up there I can see right now
is very very busy that's how it was yesterday and I was completely fraught and it took
me a long time to calm down. My fingers were so cold to my core and I felt kind of very
rattled My diagram that I drew was full of sharp lines and today I just felt that (omitted
by YT) everything was much much softer and it was about the past even though I was
slightly anxious about the tools and that.

19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
I feel different after this experience in terms of my changed body mind and feelings. I
just want to go onwards and feel quite confident that eventually this testing will lead
me somewhere to finding something. I think today was quite valuable as opposed to
yesterday there's a difference

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
I just think and I think I just want to say that it takes practice and like I said maybe a
different methodology needs to be applied in terms of duration. So either I learn to
concentrate a lot and learn how to drop in and stay there for two minutes and really be
disciplined with that or else I just come into an environment and then I move for maybe
10 minutes in and then explore that like I did in unit 5 where I did that and I dropped
into the body and it was very very satisfying.

22 December 2017
Location: 04 High Street 01
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1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
My physical body was really really cold. I really didn't feel my toes, didn't feel my actual
fingers

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
This was really much exterior because a very very aware of how cold it was and yeah
I was also aware of the shapes my body because of the exterior and the external point
of view.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
Not answered

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
It's very busy as you can see today. There’s a lot of people passing by so I felt a lot of
actually breezes from the people walking past and also very very aware of people
stopping or staring or looking, like I was a bit strange. Actually more men looked at
me like it was a bit weird and only one woman sort of stopped and said wow that looks
very interesting what are you doing? And for the rest yeah they really just thought I
was very strange.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
I felt as if though I’m managing more now to do two minutes, so I think that's becoming
better. I'm not really fussed about overstretching or becoming completely merged to
two minutes but I think the notion of trying to figure out two minutes of my body's
movements quite worthy.

6) What did you see during the performance?
I saw a leaf on the ground actually, which was interesting. I remember the blue sky
quite a lot and there were nice people, this blue sky, a leaf on the ground and the
bricks and I also remember seeing some dog poo. Not really the people: that was
really interesting. I think I'm just so focused in on what I'm doing I don't really we
see anything else.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
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Not really answered as I think I stated it was so cold and this affected my performance.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Smells and sounds there are none because it's so cold today sounds of people walking
colours as I've already said was blue sky and cement and the black and bricks
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
It kind of worked the very first time I did it and then and then I seemed to be in it when
my eyes were closed so I had the same feeling of being fusional with the space and
that was also good and then and then that later changed because I started worrying
about all the different technologies
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
I don't think it was achieved today it was only once or twice right at the beginning when
my eyes are closed and then apart from that I'm really really aware of today was really
particularly frustrating because I just couldn't get the technologies to work. The apps
kept on going off and then I couldn't actually use them. So, I'm very frustrated. The
heart monitor I couldn't get working today either. The actual app I've turned it off on
the Bluetooth setting on the phone despite resetting the phone it is now not
remembering the device and I can't use it on my iPhone 6 so I'm a bit stuck by that.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
So this fusion between state mind body and location was very difficult because at one
stage I was wafting my hands around with the wires sticking out off this one cell phone
for recording the voice and then I was aware that it actually wasn't really working very
well. And then it stopped working and so did the accelerometer.
So yes I've stopped using the ones that I made with David Martin because I don't have
an HDMI cable and I have to have a TV monitor in order to do that to read the
Data. So I'd rather use the app on the phone and then I can actually
graphically see what's going.

12) How was the state of flow experienced?
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The state of flow actually wasn't too bad. Even NIMH said that the first time she thought
the performance was better. I think the state of flow is getting stronger, in terms of
movement and time that seems to be stronger and balanced forces are also good. But
when I start to do something like the internal state of the hyper awareness state, I don't
know whether to cut that out of this project because that's actually not working maybe
I have to enter that and then go into state of flow.

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
State of presence yeah that actually works every single time because I've got the
breathing and I've got my eight points and actually feels like my space my aura grows
quite significantly when I when I move with that state of presence.

14) What if any images came to mind?
There's no images today. However interestingly enough in the in improv section, I just
felt there was a lot of to-ing and fro-ing and I think was guiding my movements. It's
just business. But it's not it's not irritating at all it's just a flow on the outside of me.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
No memories came to mind

16) What emotions come to mind?
The only emotions that surfaced were that I was just a bit agitated because of these
technologies and the difficulty in trying to make them work and in trying to set up
something that can actually not interfere with my performance. So maybe it is a
question of: do the tools follow the choreography or does choreography follow the
tools? At the moment I don't know…. It’s choreography following the tools because
the tools aren't working and then I have to dump some tools so it's a bit of a hit-andmiss affair at the moment and it's very very frustrating this is test for and feels like
those problems haven't been ironed out yet .

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
Levels of concentration came and went and the first one it was pretty good and then it
started getting really really cold and so the concentration kept on coming and going.
Although mostly I think concentration is actually okay. The only time that the
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concentration disappeared wasn't when actually when I suddenly thought oh god
these absent tools and whatever, aren't actually working, and that's what's irritating
me.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?

19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
So actual performance wise that's strong and that's good. The experience of the
performance? Well like I said there is a lot of to-ing and fro-ing, and it was different
because of the fact that these technologies aren't working, so it's a bit of a difficulty
there and I just had one day I can actually iron that out. I still have six more tests to do
so I need to find another way of attaching the cell phone to my body without it having
been destroyed by my putting it into a glove, because that tends to stop the advice.

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
It is that it's just very very difficult to do something when you're when your technology
is not actually working and I feel it's completely inadequate as there are many different
types of tools and devices that I suddenly have to have that needs to be up and running
and working and that for me is just really really frustrating me. Although then it forces
my concentration and forces the flow, as Naimh and I were saying that there's this
notion of forcing flow and forcing concentration when things are going bad. Then your
attention really works at a higher rate and you're trying to force flow basically and force
concentration. So in that way it's working. But I don't know, I just don't have the devices
and the technology is really really really difficult apart from the GoPro that's working
very well and the camera obviously. My drawings I think are working. The drawings
are being a bit problematic because I'm still trying to find the lexicon for that and the
reasons why I'm doing certain things. Hopefully somehow there'll be some sort of
generic way of recording this. I'm doing hieroglyphs as well and a generic impression
afterwards in the evenings when I come home and I try to digest and remember
everything. Whilst some here it feels as if though I must do another hieroglyph as to
what it feels like post the performance. Very frustrating day. It's terrible because the
technologies are not working and that makes me very upset because I've worked very
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hard to try and get all of these bits and pieces together and yet all the new the new
bits and pieces aren't actually working and I've spent a lot of time and a lot of money
in effort getting it all together.

22 December 2017
Location: 04 High Street 02
I just thought I would report a little bit now that I'm home and the way I was walking I
was walking home, and I suddenly thought when I was dancing I remember seeing the
huge big surveillance camera because I remember one of the questions was: what did
you see? I remember seeing the big surveillance camera and my head immediately
went: I wonder what they’re seeing whilst some busy performing because a lot of
people actually stopped and had a look to see. I saw somebody coming past on his
mobility vehicle and that that was quite good and then also I remember seeing
somebody: I was moving in my improv through and with him. So today was very much
about moving through and with.
So those were the things I saw in addition to that: my images right in the beginning…
it's funny in the beginning I have a feeling whenever I drop down into my body I see
these enormous big claws or something I'm going to try and draw them they sort of
look like the end of my feet (gestures hands in a claw like fashion) and that's very
peculiar. And I don't know why that happens I see it a lot, every time like this at the
bottom of my feet they're, kind of golden colour and then the rest of my body
disappears.

I haven't seen the waving cloth anymore and the mesh the thing that I've seen before.
I do remember like in this one section where I'm moving to and fro I do have a
sensation of moving between and within the immateriality or the air or something. So
that definitely is there and therefore it’s not reliant on skin because at one stage I
thought it was maybe because I needed my skin for that sensation. I think it's more of
a mental thing rather than a sensational thing so that's very very interesting and I think
I'm holding on to images that I've used prior to this experiment especially the one down
in one done in Unit 5 where I actually felt as if I was in the warm space. Also in the
initial experiments in the yoga studio where everything was a lot warmer and I didn’t
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have a top, the long sleeves. I felt as though there my skin was feeling the warmth and
I could feel my skin moving against, moving against the air. Now I'm holding onto those
images and even though I've got my big fat jacket on the big down jacket that had on
today I'm now holding on to these images inorder to be able to move.

So there's a construct that's happening in my head in order for me to capture the same
sense of flow. I'm not at all worried about however what my body looks like I do
worry about balance although in the last try out just now my sense of balance has
definitely improved. There's a sense of a sense of growing upwards rather than sinking
and holding on to the balance because I really believe that balance is not just
something that's static and where the bones are stacked one on top of the other. I
really think that balance even though you're not moving is a dynamic posture. The
more that you rise up against gravity the better you going to be able to hold the
balance. That is a definite for me.

What else?
The other thing is that I was very aware of people looking but I didn't become
performative. I am also very well aware of Niamh who's my assistant helping me and
I've been talking to her a lot about the actual work and she also works with authenticity.
I've been thinking about her whilst she was filming and I thought I wonder if she can
see whether I'm being authentic or not? I think that balance of going in and out of
authenticity has become quite an issue, especially in a big noisy place.

I think that the timing of my movements and the smoothness and the flow is there, now
I think it's about and we'll see tomorrow…. but maybe using I've got my heart rate
monitor to use on my Fitbit although it's not on the actual Garmin strap itself around
my chest I can't seem to get that going but I will again attempt to use the one
accelerometer on my hand and then have the recording device for my for my nose and
my breathing in my back pocket. When it's not in my back pocket or it was put into
that little bag that I had, then the device went off so that was very irritating.

I've had a lot of issues today and like I said with making things work. The minute that
I put them into a device or strapped them up to my body the cell phone with the
accelerometer app kind of dies. Um but I really want to use it because I just want some
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graphical information for January when I sit and start making comparisons with the
material as I said because I don't have this mini HDMI and I don't have an HDMI TV
monitor so it's going to prove very difficult.

Anyway, I've got some sort of digital monitoring of internal states and then from
tomorrow I will have a heart rate monitor on me and then hopefully I'll be able to
actually look at that and then see how what variability there was before and after.

23 December 2017
Location: 05 A85 Opposite V&A 01
All right today is December the 23rd 2017. I've just finished with Naimh test number 5
which was scheduled to have happened just off the High Street in Dundee but it turned
out that they wasn't enough footfall and people traffic. So we went down to the station
and found something in front of the Discovery Ship that has just been renovated as
well as the V&A. So it was actually a good location. It was one of the ones that I had
selected anyway and it was a very good spot and reasons being I suppose will come
out in my answers and the questions.

1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
I was really really cold the wind had come up despite it being 13 degrees centigrade.
I was really struggling to find and my hold my balance and I felt as if the wind was
blowing through me so I was incredibly cold. It was very difficult to complete the task
so I became incredibly physical and there was no real kinesthetics. So I really felt my
physical presence, my entire body trying to cope with the elements as well as with the
traffic that was moving on both sides of me quite swiftly. There were two stop streets
as well, so the cars were stopping and starting with loads of trucks, so this made me
aware of my physical presence.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
In the choreography I experienced the shapes and forms as really physical I did try
and do a body drop, how I usually stand for a good 10 to 15 seconds, just trying to
centre in and get into my physical somatic hyper state but that was very quickly
stopped. I didn't do that for very long and then when I started the performance. I
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performed with my eyes closed and then I had to keep them open because I had to
find my balance. It was really destabilizing and so the forms and shapes were more or
less the same as normally do. I don't think there's actually ever been a real problem
apart from when I rise. So the issues of balance arises every time. It seems as though
during the states of flow, it's very difficult, as I spoken about this before: when you rise
and you've got to balance and hold the balance.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
I was true to the choreography. I had no hesitation it just flowed actually. I didn't have
to think beforehand what comes next what comes next. As I do and revisit the
choreography every day I'm not pre-empting it I'm not thinking about it beforehand:
Oooo my arm goes here. I'm ready to actually just performing the choreography, the
dance and so then it allows me to feel the other senses that are there around me and
to think about other things as well.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
Sorry I was checking something. So I was feeling that “bouleverser”. There's a hustle
and bustle and the traffic's going past one and one is just trying to force the sense of
being in this flow. So forcing flow again is constantly on my mind at the moment not
that I'm saying those words but because of the location and its influence on one…. the
louder it is… it was really loud there's lots of cars lots of traffic… I was very much more
away today of the sounds and mostly traffic. I didn't hear any birds. There were a lot
of seagulls as well but I didn't actually hear them unlike in town the other day.

So it felt like bubbling and tumultuous and then it would calm down with the traffic and
then suddenly the traffic would then go off again and then together with the wind which
was blowing, just blowing into my back, so I was working against the wind and one
side of the traffic was going this way and the other traffic was going this way….So
there was a lot of forces going backwards and forwards and flowing supposedly
through my awareness and through my consciousness as well as, it felt like through
my clothes so literally my body was stopping the wind

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
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Quite well actually did the first performance for three minutes so again it's this idea of
suspended time and really trying to force the sense of flow and one really can really
work at it. The more difficult the environment is, it seems as though one really
challenges oneself to function in the way that is making you survive because you are
working against the forces so much around you that your focus and your concentration
gets even stronger and so this the sense of time was nice and long.

6) What did you see during the performance?
I saw the blue sky. I saw one seagull float passed me. As I said there's a little area
they've made outside the new V&A, I saw a little pond with the structured slats of
cement so there was a lot of structure. There was shining water they were cars and I
remember seeing very big tyres of this one truck. I saw the face of one gentleman
pulling up in his car and he just glared at me and then he very quickly looked away. I
saw some other woman you know staring at me from the car sort of very inquisitively
and I wasn't aware of the people on my right-hand side maybe because that that traffic
was always moving on that side but whenever they stopped, I was really aware of the
cars.

The ground was very grubby and grimy and oily and shiny, very very shiny and very
wet wasn't raining but I think because of all the dampness that we've had around us
with this heavy fog we might have had a bit of rain last night it felt very muggy.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere was very very cold and very very dusty and very polluted and I could
smell I could smell particularly that track and I think it annoyed me I sort of I had a in
my nose I had the sense of this polluted air and carbon monoxide, and I thought oh no
dancing in this and I and I probably coughed I don't really know I sniffed I think this I
think was quite noisy and vocal in my breathing mainly because absolutely hate traffic
and I hate polluted air and because it affects one's life so badly.

So the atmosphere but the atmosphere also felt excited because I know that there's a
lot of development there. So that as sitting in the back of my head and I thought in the
improvisation I thought wow I can actually feel and that's all just hindsight so that's
memory affecting my performance and I said I thought this is a place of development
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this is a place our refurbishment renewal and excitement because of this new V&A.
It’s going to bring energy into the city and it already is. I felt a bit as if I was also on
the ship at one stage. I was sort of standing it bit like this (gestures) like the Titanic
and I was allowing… I turned around my back to the camera and allowed that the wind
to blow into my face and so that must be the sensation what it's like to be on a ship
and to have the wind blow through you and just take you away on a journey of freedom.

So windy for me: a lot of people report that when wind is very disturbing to their
sensibility but for me wind blows my hair and it makes me feel liberated and it gets rid
of like these bad thoughts, it cleans my cleans my brain. But it was so windy I
eventually I thought it's not so cleaning it just feels like you're trying not fall over.

The that atmosphere was one that was quixotic it was crisp and it was excited and I
had a sense of the future whereas in the other cases because of the architecture I
suppose I was thinking especially in Chandlers Lane I was thinking about the past and
this is definitely about the future.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
So yeah the colors the suns and the smells I think I've really spoken to that. Very
different because of the keen air as well as suddenly thought I could smell the petrol
fumes and then I thought can’t actually smell very much because of all the wind. So it
was shiny in black I think a lot of black and gray and shiny shiny black not many colours
any colour I saw was the blue.

24 December 2017
Location 06: My home 01 & 02
Okay so, today is the 24th of December and this is test number six. I actually wanted
to go out and film in Monifieth Beach but the weather is bad, despite it being 12
degrees, the wind’s absolutely freezing cold and my equipment would have gotten wet
with the rain which was coming down in buckets but certainly can’t think of taking down
my equipment outside in the cold with rain. So, I’ve come home, to my house, to my
home, my place, and performed in the lounge. I’m going to go and fetch my questions.
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1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
My body today feels very very relaxed, I slept a long time last night and my body feels
as if there is a little bit of tension, I think even from sort of yesterday from the cold,
yesterday I felt accelerated physically, instead, today I don’t feel accelerated, I feel
quite hungry, it’s quite late, its much later than all the other times that I’ve done this so
my stomach was rumbling, I could actually hear my stomach. And I feel quite heavy,
possibly because I didn’t sleep very well last night. But otherwise, it’s very warm in
here, it’s very soft and very comforting and so I don’t feel erratic I feel very calm
physically in my body and that calm I think it comes from my space, my home, yeah,
my body feels calm, rested and quite grounded even though I live on the first floor.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
Well the shapes are different in the dance work, I felt quite restricted because I was in
a smaller space but my shapes and forms were very much…they weren’t so large in
the room and the air feels a lot thicker here

3) How was the choreography experienced?
So I felt as if the choreography in time values became very much more contracted, I
don’t know if I performed…I need to look at the video to see if I performed faster and
that is interesting because when I was out in the freezing cold I was forcing myself to
become calm and stretch time, I’m not actually sure if I my time is two minutes in the
space. However, because I was standing in a corner, I think that that restricted me
although I did all the choreography. When I did the improvisation everything felt very
very soft, I felt like I didn’t really have to move very much and the air in here
feels…like…I was…the choreography for the improv was really just based on what I
was feeling, the lights that came in through my eyes because I had my eyes closed
and I just had my soft centre and I was really trying to focus on…and it seemed to
work to make me not want to extend out into the space or use time, just very soft and
floating and that was a very satisfying experience.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
So, like I said, the location I could hear the noise of the traffic outside, there is no
apparent smells in here, there is a few lights, there is natural light coming from the
outside on my right hand side and on the left had side and above me there is two
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electric lights on, so it feels very warm the location, as I said it’s my home and I feel
very connected to the space and I feel very soft as if the softness of the space and the
light and all the colours I’ve chosen for my place of living is very soft and that I have
done intentionally, I’m usually quite a stressed person so this kind of environment
calms me down and so the location is just like that despite the traffic outside I’m not
always aware of it when I’m living here.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?

6) What did you see during the performance?
What did I see during the performance? Funnily enough I didn’t actually see very
much, I remember seeing the ceiling, I had my eyes closed a lot I could actually focus
inwards a lot today and it was because the movements were much much smaller, I
think I was focusing on what was happening internally, yeah, I really didn’t see very
much, actually I don’t recall seeing anything, except, I saw my top sticking out, I was
a bit worried about that but that was all I saw.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere like I said is very very calm here and because it’s my home I feel very
centred I don’t feel scattered. There is always a little bit of stress to set up all the
equipment and when to know when to turn all these things on, I’ve got a lots of devices
and some of them are very fiddly. So, I don’t know what I’m going to do when it’s cold
and I’m outside and I’ve got all these things to turn on its going to be really interesting,
I had Niamh helping me the other day and now I’m inside here and I took time, I can
always feel the stress start to happening, some tension in my chest I think. So the
atmosphere here is very calming as I said and it keeps me grounded, even my voice I
think it is not as sharp as normal which is expected.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Colours, sounds and smells? Like I said not many smells, I could hear the traffic
otherwise it’s very very tranquil in here, there is a lot of blue and white and cream and
grey, I’ve just selected those colours to keep me calm and centred. Funnily enough I
never even saw my plants which is interesting because there is a lot of green colour,
I never actually saw that.
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9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
I thought I was actually going to do a little bit better because I dropped into my body, I
saw the melting of my feet, I keep leaving out the fascia but I think I got into that, and
then I felt as if the air was very very warm, I think I need to do a full body drop, I need
to this meditation, maybe later on I will do a full one. Margaret has given me a sound
file of the meditation, I need to go and revisit this, as I said I don’t think I’m doing the
practice enough. I’m concentrating just on the flow, maybe because I’m just very
hungry right now and I feel very heavy put it that way, I don’t have much energy.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?

12) How was the state of flow experienced?
The first time I did the dance I had the phone in my hand and interestingly enough
when I do the bubble between my hands I could actually feel it and I’m sure it was the
radiance from the phone, whereas in the cold yesterday when I had the phone in the
top of my hand and I was doing this (the bubble) I couldn’t feel that space between my
hands so there was nothing radiating there and I think, possibly, it got to do with also
the heat but a phone will also give you some waves coming out of it, there is a big
battery there and it’s a transmitter and a receiver so I’m sure there is a whole lot of
things going on, accelerometers, jar scopes working and that really does affect your
sensibility to be able to…that palpation that you have, with the outside, this material of
air that is out there and this can happen in the space between your hands. So, I didn’t
really become hyperaware, I just became very very soft, I think I was just incredibly
soft and the state of flow was very present, I could feel I could balance very well, I
didn’t really worry about the choreography, I just felt really really calm, very centred
and very flowy.

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
I was completely present, I did pop in and out once or twice. I just received a Christmas
email from my sister so that was good, she said she’s got good news but I haven’t
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read it yet, I have purposely left it so I read it after this experience so I didn’t get side
tracked and unfortunately I saw the email coming my phone that I was putting on my
wrist, so that’s were technology and sort of messages and social media comes in and
disturbs one’s performance because, suddenly, I saw her and South Africa while I was
doing the dance suddenly I thought oh I wonder what Caroline’s good news is and
then thought I must turn that off and come back to the performance and concentrate
on that.

14) What if any images came to mind?
Yes, I saw my sister, I saw this waving air again sort of feeling, pushing thick air, the
thick air concept that I found yesterday. And because it’s so warm and my skin feels
very warm yeah I didn’t feel rushed. It’s as if the air becomes almost like silk and you
can feel it and touch it and you can move it, and that came back again apart from
thinking about the email from my sister. Then I heard my stomach growling.
I didn’t worry about the technology today when I was performing, I just concentrated
on the performance which was very light, very small but that’s fine. There is another
part of me that sorts of wants to go, no, you should extend more and you should be
dancing more but I think it’s more about attention, focus and flow. Then I really find it
very helpful in the improvisations, I think that’s when it really comes to the thought,
that’s when I feel the hyperawareness state. I don’t feel the hyperawareness state so
much when I’m doing the choreography, it tends to feel like my mind slips in and out,
although I’m not thinking about the choreography I’m sort of not going oh this was
better than yesterday, oh I’ve missed this part or I should slow down. I never think that,
I never think oh I should slow down or I’m going too fast, I’m just in the moment which
is great. But in the improvisation today I really felt as if though I was just feeling the
softness of the air and I didn’t have to move very much, it was very much like a floating
sensation and I felt completely…the top part of my body was completely soft in a way,
I didn’t move my legs I didn’t have to and, again, I felt like this big round radar.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
I thought about Susan Kozel in that project we were shooting at the lighthouse. I kept
seeing her overlooking the harbour in Malmö. That was in the improv where she gazed
and looked out and that’s also just being in the moment and having that
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phenomenological time, you know, she calls it “doing a phenomenology” and it’s about
being present in that space and really recognising how are you feeling, sensing, the
thinking, sensations, perceptions, all of those sense making as we are, sense making
processes that be are using at that time of being and being present suddenly become
alive and I feel as if that during the improv. That’s when they all come together for me.
It’s as if I don’t have to move much because I don’t have to prove something through
the choreography or movement or achieving the same movement every time, I’m
actually just opening my ears, opening my eyes, opening my heart, opening… opening
my pores of my skin allowing me sensorially, completely be alive and present and
awake right there and then and feeling.
Not being that this is a strange thing to do because one could judge it like that, but it’s
just about being as I described yesterday, it really feels like a gift, it feels like you just
are floating in the space, as if your feet aren’t touching the ground and you’re
completely just absorbed and the level of absorption…and I don’t think…it’s not even
about concentration, I think you just sort of go into it and start this connection with this
soft air, all the palpations, all the space, I don’t want to use the word “energy around
you”, it’s been used such a lot in dance but it’s about this materiality of the air, which
is a force, really do really really believe that.

16) What emotions come to mind?
Very soft, very calm, I did a meditation this morning, I was quite irritated, but it went
away. I did see my ex-boyfriend and that went very well today in the meeting with him,
I gave him a Christmas present, I didn’t cry and I wasn’t angry when I left. So, I feel
very calm emotionally, calm in my home in my space and all the fear of not being able
to collect the data disappeared. As I said, like yesterday I just wanted to concentrate
on the performance.

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
Well, like I said, it was the email from my sister that came in and that disturbed me
and, I mean I heard the traffic but that doesn’t disturb me because I hear that traffic all
the time, it’s quite a busy road Arbroath Road and, yeah, I wasn’t affected by much
more, I mean I’ve been speaking softer than I did yesterday, the tone of my voice has
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completely changed, so I feel in a very nurturing space in what I think my performance
was very nurturing, yeah, even my fingers feel fatter today, it’s much more home.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
Yesterday the performance made me feel sharp, and, I did this a lot yesterday (pulling
hair upwards), my hair felt just like flying and I was flying and excited and
whatever…then in here it’s just, I feel as if I’m in a warm cotton wool, you know? In
this room, womb like space and that is not even an exaggeration, that’s just the way it
is. It feels good and it feels homey, you know? This is why we make a home and that’s
why we make it as warm and as soft as possible or I believe anyway because it
conjures up the notion of being connected to your past, being in a womb like condition
with your mother in the relation with the maternal and those maternal instincts I think
are always…you are always engaged in that in order to take care of yourself and the
self is a very vital, vibrant thing and I think it is actually…I think we are very permeable.
I think we absorb a lot of information and it’s subconscious, it’s conscious, it’s
unconscious and we give out as well and I really just think that things go through and
in between us and that we are far more porous than we believe.
I think we are actually very very highly sensitize sensitive human beings and I don’t
think we give ourselves enough time to explore that and that is possibly why I want to
do this project, to figure that out and why…you know? If we became locked and
blocked nothing can stream through us and we can’t get rid of bad occurrences or
events or ideas or states of flow, things won’t flow, things will get blocked and when
things get blocked that’s when you get ill right? So, the more we practice some sense
of letting go, the more we practice about being present and not being so afraid of being
vulnerable because really if you’re sensitizing yourself you are making yourself
differently very much more vulnerable and not a lot of people like to feel like that, they
put a lot of walls in front of themselves so that emotionally they don’t feel anything to
keep a distance so they don’t get turned out emotionally.

19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
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I feel very different after this experience and my body is now really really hungry but
yeah, my mind, my feelings as I said I think I’ve explained all that for question number
twenty.

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
It just brings up again, I think it just brings a lot of ideas that maybe I need to think
about in terms of the epistemological issues that are going to be brought into the
project and anthological ones as well. And that sense of sort of being present and
open and in the world and engaged in the world in a way that is not dictating but there
is an equality between the two…between the two, between the self and the other,
between the self and the location, that there’s some sort of harmonious balance that
should happen between those two and that the more one tries to engage in a forthright
manner one can’t really control the future, one is actually just in the present and I think
we are obsessed with guiding you know? Finding ourselves controlling the future, we
can’t control the future, to a certain degree what’s going to be your next meal but you
can’t actually control all this different people that come into your life, the locations that
have effects on you and think that you can’t do anything about them, I mean you can
do something about them but they do also something to you so it’s about balancing
and realising… and I think it’s also about the experience and the experiential, I think if
you are more open, if you are listening more and the experiential has an effect on you
that’s very very subtle and you have to be as sensitive and as open as possible to
allow this affective exchange that happens because you too are giving to the
environment, you have an effective engagement with the outside and the outside has
an effective engagement on you and I think there is a range of these going from the
sensate to the affective and those engagements are changing constantly all the time,
interestingly enough I did a graph. Yeah. So it is about presence, awareness, listening
and about sort of spiritual wellbeing I think, and making things good and making things
open so that you feel as if you have purpose and you can only do that when you have.

26 December 2017
Location 07: Broughty Ferry Beach
1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
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I’m out at Broughty Ferry Beach although it’s a beautiful sunny day. Its 2 degrees and
it's very cold. I saw a few people that came along to the beach today. My left hand
tends to get a lot colder than my right hand for some reason (can’t hear because of
the worn on the mic)…something about holding the phone?) The cold is blocking my
flow….worrying about the technology I can't actually perform so that's where the stage
I think I became again quite somatic.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
Could not hear … it's really the cold that's really my hand is actually aching

3) How was the choreography experienced?
I had to keep on thinking what was coming next. It kept on slipping away and lots of
thoughts kept coming up.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
I saw a lot of sand, blue sky. I saw few people on the beach but otherwise its very very
quiet.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?

6) What did you see during the performance?

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
Yes I love beaches. Coming from South Africa the beach has always been a place of
tranquillity, openness and always makes me feel as if I can find centre but his wind
chill factor however, affected me in the fact that I want to let go, you know its nearly
2018, I feel as if thought the wind, despite disturbing my performance in the improv, I
felt I want to let go of a lot of things. So letting go has become very apparent today.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
I can’t smell anything, as its far too cold today. I can hear sounds of the sea on the
beach and there’s a lot of nostalgia there for me. The beach always makes me feel
tranquil.
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9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
I did experience a full drop and felt as if my body was melting. Yet I was still worried
about the accelerometer that I made at the maker space that keeps on turning off. I
had to do the test again as the tape kept on falling off and I can’t see the little light. Its
far too small. And somehow it keeps in switching off. So I had to stop and start again.
Again the interference of the technology. So somehow I may have to redo this test
again. It keeps on interfering with my performance. So if I’m worrying about the
technology I can’t actually perform. So that’s highly irritating.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
I became quite somatic, jut dancing really, the hyperawareness state only happened
when I had started. I suddenly dropped into my body. And I think that’s my process
now. To drop into my body and allow for flow to happen. My balance was pretty good
give that I was standing on beach sand. But like I said its really the cold that my hand
is actually aching and I wasn’t thinking of the choreography very well.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
Ja, I think that definitely happened in the improv. There’s always a sensibility of
reaching outwards into the sky, at one with the universe. I think I become quite
“spiritual” at the beach, and the beach has always been a place of renewal, letting go
or and seeking something else. So I felt like these three gestures going down my legs,
which is normally associated with letting go and getting and getting rid of and finding
a new place and that seems to be a symbolic gesture. I didn't haven’t done that in any
other improv and maybe it's just an association where I've been here before with my
ex-boyfriend ….also a time with my son where he filmed me dancing at the water’s
edge and I did these very short choreographies on camera here on the beach as well
as forest. So the location and my mind my body were interweaving with each other
and definitely locations stimulate memories

12) How was the state of flow experienced?

13) What was the state of presence experienced?
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niggling behind in my head about my in flow and I not in flow, why am not in and that's
because there was too much stuff going on at the front of my head and then I thought
I'm going too slowly and my speeds kept on changing and I think because my hand
was so cold and I'm holding this… I can’t put on the accelerometer into my glove. I
don't knowhow to do that, so again it the tool that's hindering (big sigh) the way….It’s
very very frustrating it's very debilitating it just stops you from finding a way into the
state

14) What if any images came to mind?
(Noise from camera) Dancing here with my son filming.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
(Noise from camera) Dancing here with my son filming.

16) What emotions come to mind?
One of frustration because of these apps that don’t work. There’s a tiny little light here
pointing to switch for accelerometer) barely perceptible. So got irritated, start again
and calmed myself down. I thought I'd feel a lot more at peace here but I think the
agitation of the devices not working again and hindering my state of presence is
becoming quite increased and I don’t know what to do about it. I’m very frustrated.
This is the seventh test and …..(noise). This one is quite frustrating and it very different
to others. When I had Naimh to help me it was a lot easier. Now I’ve set up a routine
about how to switch them on and off, the I worry about is it still going? Then if I check
it I have to check the Go Pro and the other devices like the breathing monitor. Maybe
I’ve got too many devices? Trying to do too much. Maybe it would have been better to
have just had one – maybe a Myo sensor on my wrist? Perhaps one mobile Axivity
sensor, that really works! I’m more worried about this thing that I made…It just feels
very ad hoc (shrugs) and sort of stuck together and and I’m just hoping that each time
it works. I have no idea. I can’t even access the data! Actually I’m quite furious.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
Not answered.
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19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
I'm just sort of left with well it's another day. I feel like going up somewhere else but
actually I'm so cold my left hand is really freezing and I need to go back upload all the
media

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
Well you know if the technology's not really working and you're worried them, that
thinking keeps on invading you and interfering with your performance and that’s not
good. One should actually try and let go of that worry so that one can just perform and
do the research correctly. This is just too guerrilla-style and makeshift and it's not
actually working. Well it’s working but I don't think it's enhancing my performance put
it that way and that's very..It makes me very angry very sad because I've kept this long
and far in my journey…

Maybe tomorrow I'm gonna do another test and just drop all the technology, drop all
the accelerometers and then just do a voice recording even though I think that that
sometimes is not really working very well because the pitch levels are so high, because
the nose devices are right there (indicating) and there's nothing to do about that
because I moved further away they're not designed to exactly for that. I don't know
maybe I should drop that as well and then tomorrow just do a filming one like the one
we thought about after that first meeting. And then see when I went to win see actually
what happens to the qualitative data maybe I'll come back and revisit here and then
see what changes and see you know…thi thing of attention and states if flow, trying to
push and force flow. I couldn't force flow really today because I was so worried that
things were going to not work. Then I had thoughts going on in my head Arggghhh,
just let it go. Just carry on (laughs)! So I’ll try come back tomorrow, I’ll take a
photograph and then do it on a qualitative basis and then continue the next day, just
so my levels of anger can subside because I'm really I'm frustrated. I was going to take
a day off, because it is Boxing Day, the weather is fantastic so I thought it would give
me some advantages of being out in this space.

21 December 2017
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Location 08: The Law Hill
Video: 01
Today is the 27th I believe, I think… it is test 8
I’m sitting in the car because it’s just way too cold to be outside. My hands are
absolutely freezing and my nose is running and everything. I don’t know where to put
the phone in the car either, maybe if I made it wider and put it on the dashboard, can
actually see myself, yeah I’m just going to talk from here, it’s a bit weird, anyway.
Dance number one, this is test day 8. It’s a beautiful sunny day in Dundee and I’ve
come up to the Law which is a monument to the deceased soldiers in the second world
war and a memorial but it’s also the top of an ancient extinct volcano, one of the
highlights of Dundee is to come up to the Law, it’s one of the highest points in Dundee
but just the idea that it is an extinct volcano is very very interesting as well and that is
why I specifically chose it and you will see in the video footage the reason why,
because you get a complete 360 view of Dundee and that’s absolutely spectacular,
there is not many cities were you can get that. Okay I’m going to go through the
questions because it’s very cold and I need to get home and get some hot cocoa.

1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
I was absolutely freezing, my fingers are still absolutely frozen solid and the Dundee
Law is right on top of a hill, law means hill, so the wind was blowing extensively, I think
it is about zero to one degree right now so that hit me like a cold….it was very very
cold and I went outside of the car but my physical body felt like it could expand in
space and that is what was so brilliant.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?

3) How was the choreography experienced?
They felt very…the shapes in the dance didn’t want to expand into the space and I
knew the choreography, I just did the choreography because basically I wanted to get
it over and done with.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?
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I think the time experience during the performance was very very fast and again, it
was a sense of contraction even though I’ve done a good meditation for half an hour
this morning I feel relaxed but, again, is that cold, that sharp bite of the wind.

6) What did you see during the performance?
I saw the beautiful sky, I saw the top of the monument, I saw Dundee, I saw the sun, I
saw the sun reflected on the river. I came here ten years ago with my son and I had a
lot of memories but we will talk about that later, so, I saw a lot of Dundee to put it that
way.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere is, obviously, one of openness, it feels like everything has the ability
to fly, there is lots of birds and seagulls flying around, everybody comes up here and
the feeling is one is exhilarated people go “oh I can see this!” and there is a lot of
nostalgia to where I live and it puts you…you can find yourself geographically on a
map and I felt as if I was flying for a little bit, that really was a great sensation and
yeah, that sense of opening up in the ribcage I had the sense of opening in the ribcage
and specially in the improvisation I wanted to just grab the sun and take it into my body
and go away with it because it just really felt…the sun is really quite warm but…yeah…
I just wanted to grab hold of those wonderful moments of just being absolutely floating
in the space, in the sky, and being at one with everything and just filtering, and not
thinking actually about anything really except of the sense of being free and open and
exhilarated and that’s what the wind does, that’s what the sun does and the sense of
being connected to the earth through the extinct volcano, I think this’s quite a powerful
spot in Dundee and it has a great attraction for a lot of people, the birds all come here
and they hover in the sky, the use the currents of the wind that come up of the hill and
hover around and… there is a sense of volatility here, even though the volcano is
extinct I think it is an exciting, exhilarating place so I’m left feeling quite up about
everything and I even want to go and take a photograph of myself, ha! The meditative
drop was very difficult, because I’ve done the meditation before I felt I didn’t have to
do that and I went very quickly into my body, but my arms felt very very small and
because my fingers were so icy cold the choreography got cramped and quite short
and small.
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8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Well there was blue of the sky and there was the white of the sun, the greyness of the
buildings, the blue of the river, and the monument the cement colours. Sounds? I just
heard a car actually and I think I must have been conscious I could hear the seagulls
and the smells I didn’t smell anything, it’s too cold.
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
The full drop? I’ve already done that; I really couldn’t do that.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
The hyperawareness state? Yeah I was really hyperaware, I was very hyperaware of
the cold but the state of being hyperaware and being fused within this cold space
is…yeah I think it’s just about letting go and because I was so softened by Margaret’s
meditation I feel it was quite challenging at the same time to suddenly come out and
brace oneself with the cold because of Margaret’s meditation one just…the less one
does, the softer you get, the more powerful you are. So maybe, maybe there is
something in there, so maybe if you let go you find yourself completely embodied you
can take…you can actually do it even though you might… so I don’t know about this
pushing and flowing anymore, I’m very confused, because if you push flow what does
that happen subconsciously? Or does one focus go like this? Because in my improv.
I didn’t focus at all, what I was doing was just flying around and reaching a lot whereas
in my dance I still concentrated on the choreography…I just wanted to get it over and
done with as quickly as possible.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
I’ve already said something about the state of mind-body in location, yes I felt like it’s
quite easy for me to feel, to fuse this state although my mind was in my fingers a lot,
the sensation of cold.

12) How was the state of flow experienced?
I flowed in the second…the second improv. but not in the dance, the dance was not
flowing, I was balanced but it was really truncated and really held and I felt as if I didn’t
reach the maximum extension that I normally do in the performance in a warm space.
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13) What was the state of presence experienced?
So state of presence was really present, hyper-present because of the cold and
focused on what I was doing, there were people walking around I know that but I really
never see them or feel them or hear them when I’m performing and it just seems like
you go into your own space and sometimes I even don’t see the camera, I’m not
actually aware of people, I’m just aware of myself in the space.

14) What if any images came to mind?
There were no images apart from the thought of…no, during the piece there were no
images.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
Only had memories when I came up to the space when I drove up in the car, as I said
I was here ten years ago with my son, other than that…not really.

16) What emotions come to mind?
I just feel exhilarated and I think it’s the cold, I think it’s the vision, it’s the… and I knew
today was going to be good because they said it was going to be sunny and you can
see from miles…I mean it’s absolutely… what a brilliant spot, you know?

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
I think my levels of concentration were really high, because I just wanted to get it over
and done with I was trying to get into the car and make this report so my levels of
concentration were completely sharp and clear and crystal focused. I didn’t feel hard
in my body and as I said it’s because of the meditation and maybe that’s why I got so
cold so quickly.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
Different from other performances as I just wanted to get it over and done with. I think
the improvisation was two minutes but I think the choreography was two minutes so
that was strange, I think my enjoyment of the space made me perform a lot longer and
I just wanted to reach out into the space and be there and do the work.
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19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?

Yes, I felt very different and very changed and my mind, body, feelings and sensations
feel very awaken and I feel a lot more elevated, a lot happier and yeah…

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
I don’t know what else I want to say, I don’t know with this research…. yeah…it seems
there is two states that are being revealed at the moment, one is just letting go and
one is forcing flow, maybe concentration and the other one it’s just…maybe that has
to do with temperatures, to do with spaces, definitely temperatures. It’s going to be
very interesting doing this in Australia, it’s about 33 degrees in Summer, and see what
happens there and if that state of flow or that fusion with the space…. I think it
definitively has to be warmer, with Margret’s meditation we always wrapped up very
well, we had lots of blankets on us, even if we sat in a chair we would have blankets
under our feet because if you do soften ourselves I think the body temperature is lower
and you do feel a lot more vulnerable so I think, somehow… yeah, but you know? You
can also be short and truncated and feel free in this kind of cold conditions like I did in
the improvisation, where you feel part of the location, I mean I felt completely liberated
and part of this bubble, because it’s like a 360…it’s a like a snow ball, if you shake it,
there is no snow but….like one of those snow balls that’s what you feel like you are in,
it’s such a kind of very ludic environment, you feel as if your soul can reach as your
eyes see far, I think it’s very good for you to see far, I think it’s good to see different
locations, your body feels connected to those spaces and you feel as if…your sense
of belonging and your sense of being present and being here marks it, and I think
that’s why probably people come up here to have a sense of identity and have a sense
of purpose, so I think coming up a place like this and being elevated elevates the
mood, elevates the spirit and seeing somewhere connects you, you know? I think
everybody here goes away feeling a lot better and that the effect of the place is that
of… there is a vibrational tone here, and that vibrational tone… we are all affecting
each other and it’s a sense of excitement and thrill and of course, all the sunlight and
the reflection on the River Tay has an effective sense on one’s mind, on thinking and
on sensations in your body and the sensorial, and I think it all gets kind of wrapped up
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in each other and everybody becomes very present and very aware of where they are,
what they are seeing, so I think effectively everybody gets drawn into the location,
that’s why it’s such a super spot.

28 December 2017
Location 09: Vision Building
Video: 01
All right, this has been one of the best experiences that I’ve had, since down in the
Vision Building, it’s test number one, it’s whatever date it is, I don’t really know, it’s put
me in such a state.It’s warm, its bright, as you can see the location here and I feel like
I’ve been dancing in liquid, I’m very still at the base of me quite anxious just because
we were told they were going to do some fire testing in here and there is going to be
sirens going off at any moment so the niggling down all the way even through to my
performance I was thinking I’ve got to really just focus then I said to myself just let that
go and really just do the performance. There were a few niggles here and there, the
onetime my cell phone stopped working and I only recorded six seconds of the breath
so that was the first improv and on the second improv the camera wasn’t on and then
the last one I think everything was turned on and everything was working but then
these fire inspectors came in and started walking around in the environment but it just
actually did quite good for my performance because I just kept on being in the sense
of flow, I’m going to start again because I want to get my questions.

28 December 2017
Location 09: Vision Building
Video: 02
Okay, let me answer the questions. So this is test number nine, this is the Vision
Building, I think this is room six or unit five, unit six I’m not sure.

1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
My physical body today felt just like liquid, I felt as if I was like water, my bones
melted, my breathing was even, I didn’t feel the cold for once and I just…I think I had
a little smile on my face all the time so my body felt perfectly in tune with the
environment as if I was in a liquid swimming pool.
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2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
Shapes and forms just felt very liquid like, even on the performance of the
choreography and both on the choreography and on the improvisation everything was
just rounded, felt very soft, I didn’t have to extend very far and there was no fear.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
The shapes were completely executed well in the choreography, I didn’t feel as if
though I was missing anything, my speed was much longer in both the dance and
choreography. In the improv. I think I performed for three minutes instead of the normal
two as opposed to yesterday I think I performed in one minute. Even the tone of my
voice is gone down and I always know when I’m relaxed so I did a body drop before
starting the exercise, was very quickly stablished, I reached the eight points of my
body and basically dematerialised and I felt myself fusing with the environment
basically swimming in the air and the air just came completely liquid, I’ll get to that
now. I think it’s the location, it’s very warm, it’s very bright even though it is industrial.
And the air is very still in here and I’m just loving the warmth and the sunshine, I haven’t
had that for a few days.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
The time experience felt like I was just luxuriating, I couldn’t spend enough time doing
it and I think that is the value of being in somewhere where there is a sense of peace
and quiet basically, it’s not stressful in here at all there is nobody here, it feels very
elevated and light and because of all the light streaming in there is a sense of
buoyancy, I don’t think I felt my feet, I didn’t feel my fingers. So this location affected
my time of my performance and as I said I did feel a bit stressed with this idea of the
alarms going off at any moment and then I just blocked that out.

5) How was time experienced during the performance?

6) What did you see during the performance?
I saw the accelerometer because I was worried about that, I saw a lot of grey, I saw a
lot of white, I saw lots of silver and shimmer, I saw lots of shimmering, I just felt I was
on the edge of that shimmering notion of…that bubble where you are just in that
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moment of moving, you are not sure where that movement is going but it’s going
somewhere and it just feels fantastically satisfying and that’s good, I feel like my whole
body is resonating and buzzing right now, it’s a wonderful feeling.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
Atmosphere and how that affected my performance? As I said the atmosphere here is
very very mild and warm and harmonious basically, so it’s very grey and steel but very
very light and so the atmosphere gave me that kind of performance where everything
was just melting one into the other, I didn’t feel my bones at all, I just felt I was
swimming through the air, in fact, the air became thick and liquid, it felt as if the…I
was…even now…the air was thick and liquid and my notion of the ball…I still feel it
now, ha! this is my ball, I can feel that…uff…it’s really really palpable this little space
between mi hands is like an energy field and an energy force there, so it’s very
conducive to a line, that experience that happened here

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
Obviously the colours were all grey, bright, white, this luminous white, when I closed
my eyes I saw a lot of pink so that was interesting and that is very comforting and very
very soft. There is silver, there is grey, there is black but it feels amazing, it feels so
nurturing and warm…you feel like you could just ooze into the space and…very
serene, I felt very serene and very comforted.
9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
I did the full of the meditative score, I went into it immediately even with the things not
working and being irritated because they weren’t working and when the inspectors
came in I still continued.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
So the meditative score was immediate, I dropped into my body, hit the eight points,
breathing, I must say the first time I did realised I had the tongue up in my mouth and
I should have dropped that, I didn’t get the saliva taste in my mouth though today and
that happened on Wednesday and I think it was definitively achieved today. It became
a truly hyper-state awareness place today even though there’s been interferences
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people coming and going I still managed to maintain it. I did feel like I was performing,
maybe once or twice it felt as if I was performing but very quickly I went back into
it….and that’s really great that one can pop in and out of being aware of what’s actually
going on in the outside and then being totally sensorially aware of what’s happening
to you in the engagement with this atmosphere so it feels as if you are walking through
and within the environment.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
Completely fused, I feel as if I’ve been in this…part of the materiality of this
environment and it’s gone through me, ahead of me and I feel completely immersed
within this environment, it wasn’t making me shrink in.

12) How was the state of flow experienced? 13) What was the state of presence
experienced?
So the state of flow became very much circular, I felt as if I was doing lots of figures of
eight, very rounded movements and completely…the time…the notion of time was
always the same, the speeds was generally the same when I did the improv. I did try
however to push the speed a little bit and then I though no, I must come back, so, I
was quite aware of playing with the time and being aware that sometimes I think,
obviously, flow has to do with a certain harmonious speed in all parts of your body. So
it feels that the whole organism has been working, so even though you are just using
your arms in fact your torso is moving, the feet are configuring themselves, your body
centre is configuring itself around…together with the movement so you’re feeling
completely working very harmoniously and when you are working harmoniously you
feel very light, I felt incredibly light in my body, there was no effort and when I closed
my eyes for once in this whole time I’ve done this I was back in that time when I was
in Berlin experiencing this feeling of flow and then it just happened again now where
you can actually lift your arms where everything…you lift your arms completely without
any effort and then it feels as if your body is off on its own without any muscular effort
whatsoever because everything is so synergised and everything is so working together
that there is no effort required at all and it just feels the most effortlessly thing in the
world to do, there is also no… so that state of flow leads to a state of presence that is
completely and utterly in that time, in your body, in the soma, in the fascia, in the bones
that are melting away, in the space. I had a mind holiday, I mean my whole body has
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just taken a holiday and I feel as if though every cell of my body has been renewed,
ha ha!, it sounds ridiculous but it really feels like that.

15) What if any memories came to mind?
No memories came to mind, I was just enjoying completely the time that I was here, I
think I had one or two memories beforehand, something about the space…wanted to
come here before but that quickly went away, otherwise, I was completely free of
memory.

16) What emotions come to mind?
The only emotion that I had was one of peace, of gratitude, of tenderness basically if
I look at it in terms of Susana Bloch’s emotions, I think that …because I was aware I
had a little smile in my mouth, that notion of tenderness where everything just felt good
and I didn’t have to stress. It’s being so good not to have to dance like a dancer, you
know? and have this notion of…it’s like un-conditioning yourself to perform and just be
free and be embodied in the time and space that you are actually in and that is very
satisfying, very womb-like like I said.

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
They were fine, at the beginning I think in the one time I thought ugh I don’t know if
this accelerometer is still on, still a fear sometimes because it’s just annoying when I
think the accelerometer has gone off because I think, you know, it comes in and
niggles. What did I see? I saw the accelerometer because I was worried about that, I
saw a lot of grey, I saw a lot of white, I saw lots of silver and shimmer, I saw lots of
shimmering, I just felt I was on the edge of that shimmering notion of…that bubble
where you are just in that moment of moving, you are not sure where that movement
is going but it’s going somewhere and it just feels fantastically satisfying and that’s
good, I feel like my whole body is resonating and buzzing right now, it’s a wonderful
feeling.

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
Is referred to in question 19.
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19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
So, obviously this one is completely different to all the others, especially in the last few
days where I’ve been out in the freezing cold and I think that’s why I wanted to come
here, was, again, to experience this very womb-like harmonious place where there is
warmth, there is…I mean, you wouldn’t think that it’s nurturing but because I’m
embodied and embracing an attitude of…meditation, basically. You just let go of
yesterday, you are completely present and you are not like…in the other days I’ve
been completely retracted and trying to get things done as quickly as possible and
sniffing…you know? the cold and I was basically trying to deal basically with the cold
and trying to really focus and forcing flow, and I just somehow think that forcing flow,
you know? we are not supposed to think like that I think you are just supposed to be
the flow. Once you are into that, in the flow and the conditions are right it’s just very
very wonderful place to be, it’s just a mind trip, you are in another bubble, you are in
another space, as I said yesterday, you are in a virtual space, you are just virtually not
here anymore, in one way you become immaterial, it’s a place of flight, it’s wonderful,
you feel like you are floating in the space, and that is what I’m feeling right now, I feel
very light…I feel bit hungry but I didn’t feel that in my performance, all those bodily
things disappear, so I just feel very very light and harmonious and I feel like I’ve rested,
feel very rested and calm.

20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
So, I think, I still don’t really…haven’t got the complete idea for where the work is going
but generally through this practices’ research I think this work is turning maybe more
into an examination of flow and where and when other states of flow are achieved,
when there is a harmony between the location and the body of the person and the
mind and what provides that fusion, what conditions do you need for that fusion to
actually take place …because it’s very inviting and I’m dying to do it every day, every
morning I wake up I think I’m going to go out again! and I’m going to try and do this
and becomes kind of very addictive to have this mind holiday or this body holiday
where you are not really achieving anything but you are just tuning in to drop out,
where you are just listening and you’re vibrating and shimmering and flowing and there
is just intensities that come and go, you are at one in harmony and peace, I mean, I
sound like a new ager but really…I can’t help it but that’s what the experience has
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given me compare to, you know? when you are always dancing where you are trying
to achieve something, you know? your desire, and your goals and your confidence it’s
about speed and perfection…and this is all about letting all that go and the more you
let go the better it feels, it’s such an irony and it just given me another insight as to
how else the body can express itself and maybe through finding these conditions in
order to find this kind of expression, maybe that could be a lead through to the degree
and maybe find a visual outcome that then visualises that kind of experience.
Yeah, it’s about letting go, allowing the flow, trying to find that fusional space and what
are those conditions that allow for that and gives us those precious moments where
you feel you are back in the womb and you feel protected and not so vulnerable. I’m
very grateful again today, I feel...it moves me it really really moves me being able to
know that I can really do this…yeah…it just makes me want to do more and makes
me want to figure this out trying to find a way forward so that I can make a performance
piece and share this experience with others and hopefully within…I don’t know which
kind of visual experience it might be, I think it might be visual or/and oral, that they too
can experience this because I think it is.

29 December 2017
Location 10: Edengrove Close
Video: 01
Right this is Friday the 29th of December. This is the last day test 10. That was quite
novel. I was in my Close (passageways in Scotland Flats), that was the location where
I live. The buildings I think it was built it's a tenement building, that was built the turn
of the 20th century. I chose this location today because yeah just minus 2 degrees
outside this morning and there was a prediction of snow so I just decided I didn’t want
to be cold anymore like to be in a place that was neither inside or outside the trust
doesn't have a closing door to the road so there's the sign of traffic outside. There's
the possibility of people…so it's a it's a walkway basically so I thought that would be
quite interesting and also I wouldn't be so cold, so I’d be able to concentrate more in
the fascia and the flow etc etc I’ll talk about the problems later.

1) How was the physical body experienced during the performance?
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Well I couldn't feel myself much physically. I wasn't I was very much in a precarious
position I was standing on the stairs and very much aware that I had to twist my way
in order to work with the choreography which gave me different visions of different
seeing the space and felt very very enclosed. So my physical body still felt very light.

2) What shapes or forms of the body did I experience?
During the improv I felt very sort of spiralled and a lot of up and down and that's
because of the affordance of the space and the associations of going up and down
the stairs. I really tried to be in space. I was restricted by twisting and going up and
down around different levels because it stopped the recording of the breathing so that
became a restriction to my performance. I couldn't change my levels. But what I could
do was really just find the spiral like movements and also move my head in terms of
that that the notion of being in twisted within a spiral is like. Feeling the air moving up
and down and the passage, the stairs in the close.

3) How was the choreography experienced?
I actually forgot something I think I was so concerned today about not falling over so
that when I went to that side I just thought ooh what happens next as I was quite
worried about falling down the stairs. I was quite worried about leading with my head
which is like my salamander or my fish movement and because usually I do that with
my eyes closed because it's a very satisfying movement for my spine to be twisting
and bending like this this motion…. so I kind of hopped immediately into going with my
elbow coming in and my head going out before reaching upwards to the sky.

4) How was the location experienced during the performance?
So I kind of jumped that bit of the choreography mainly because of safety issues and
I didn't feel like tumbling down the stairs. That's quite interesting in fact as the
choreography for the improvisation was largely about movements about are trying to
generate movement about either minding out of the way or sensing the flow the space
that is spiralling up and spiralling down and leading towards my front door…not so
much the stairs really. Not so much of the rhythm going up and down but rather just
the flow of going through and around the spiral and trying to sense that, so that
shaped my choreography. Although the choreography was blocked in the improv
because again suddenly my sensor wasn't on as the battery pack had stopped and
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the phone had only recorded for six seconds. That was because the first time I did
the improv I was bending and dropping my torso and my pelvis and as bending right
down that tends to stop the phone from recording, which is the limitation of that
technology so I'm going to find..If I’m going to do this again I’m going to really think
about what kind of technology I could use. Somebody said perhaps put it into the
GoPro but there's no access there in terms of putting a microphone in there. So my
choreography felt very limited today in terms of the improv as well as any of the set
choreography and that was because of a limitation of the space.

So it's a level of again I suppose it's about safety not wanting to fall so I one is preempting what the next step would be in order to create a safety net for oneself. So one
is actually thinking in the future and one is not very present.
5) How was time experienced during the performance?
The time I noticed was very short. I wasn't cold so physically I wasn't cold but I think
the level of fear and my body about not falling over, being precarious on the stairs
which is an affordance was interesting because again you’re just trying to navigate
your way through the movements through the space and trying to create a safety
mechanism in case you fall.

So very much I think from my core I was feeling a bit unstable in relation to my head
feeling a bit unstable and knowing that if I move too much forward, I'm going to fall
over. If I move too far back, my postural synergies will possibly start working
subconsciously in order to retain my balance. That then caused me to shorten the
choreographed piece as well as the improvisation. So that is a restriction in terms of
understanding where you are in space that is providing you with some dangerous
elements: it might be that you're going to fall over, so your postural synergies and
immediately come into play and you start focusing on how can I best navigate through
the space without actually falling over. So that shortened the choreography.

6) What did you see during the performance?
I saw a lot! I saw birds. A seagull flying. I saw the outside building. I saw the front door
to my flat that's got some crazy Rastafarian picture, that's not mine Rastafarian picture
in the front, I saw the camera I saw that walls, I saw the peeling paint, I saw the stairs,
I saw the spiral going upwards, I saw my shoes.
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There was a lot of visual input and that's mainly because the space was really really
small so that became that became very apparent. This this the narrowing of the vision,
the peripheral vision is not so important, or it is important as the spaces are shorter so
one’s narrow focus and central focus takes part in relation to the peripheral vision so
that's possibly why the time was shorter because the peripheral and central vision are
more truncated and come together.

So you're navigating in a space that's much tighter and I think your navigation becomes
a lot more selective and your movements become adapted to that shortened space.
So I think you tend to seem and in order to “survive” or overcome the difficulty of that
space. I probably had my eyes wide open in order to navigate through that even
though I wasn't walking up and down. Probably in the GoPro imagery there's probably
a lot of movement with my head.

7) What was the atmosphere and how did that affect my performance?
The atmosphere was it's very mild. It's a passageway so I could feel the air drifting up
and down it's quite busy outside. As I said there's no there's no door to the outside
road so it's noisy in the passageway from the traffic going past, but still it’s a very quiet
building. So there's not many people walking up and down. So the atmosphere was
pretty much quiet. There is a bit of a draft coming up, sometimes there's more of a
draft. Today it wasn't so bad. So the atmosphere was quite calm apart from the noise
outside. I’m only one floor up so it seems to not disturb one.

8) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to my attention?
There's lots of browns, cement color, brown on the wall there's cream, all the
Rastafarian red, green and black and yellow. I saw that I saw the grey sky. I saw my
black shoes. I saw my blue carpet… and so there was a lot of information in terms of
color (probably seeing things so as not to fall over and it was warmer and I was calmer,
read warmer!) Sounds: at one stage in one of the improvs there was a hooter that went
off and that was quite interesting. I could feel it resonate to my body which I allowed
for. I didn't have to. I could have just ignored. Usually the close further done at the
bottom level usually smells quite bad but I here at the first level it's not so bad. So I
wasn't aware of any distinct smells.
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9) How did you experience the meditative score (“full drop”, “bones melting”,
“connective fascia tissue” “8 connective points”) in the body?
When I first went in it was really good. I dropped into my body and then I found the
eight points quite quickly. As soon as I opened my eyes I was very aware that I had to
keep my eyes open because I had to hold my balance because of the restriction of the
stairs and the restriction of the actual passageways because my hands and arms
couldn't, I didn’t want them to bang into the walls and so…. bones melting…. I found
connective tissue…. I found the connective 8 possibly because I'd gone over
Margaret's meditation. So very quickly I dropped into the meditative state for two
minutes today to just find the eight points. Once I've done that, then I can then move
on into a so-called performance of flow. It doesn't mean that it's so internalised as my
eyes are now engaged in the space.

However, I just feel as if that my body becomes much more sensorial and much more
sensate it's as if there's palpations or the atmosphere becomes far more palpable and
maybe it was because I've been in quite a warm environment. The heating has been
on and so one is not so retracted in one's body in order to preserve one's heat.
10) How was the “hyper awareness” state experienced?
I felt as if though I was still in the state of I wouldn't say full hyper-awareness. I was
actually in a mid-state of hyper awareness. I was very aware of the space but I didn't
feel what I felt yesterday which was about carving the space.

11) How did you experience the fusion of the states of mind, body and location?
I think definitely my mind overtook the….It was very sensorial and very experiential.
Well yes I think there was a fusion of the state mind, body and location. Because I’m
on the stairs so physically when my body is trying to overcome this idea of not falling
over, the location informed me about those physical choices that I had so did the
technology, so I had to restrict my performance. So possibly it depends on what one
wants to…. I have to find a definition of what hyper performance, hyper awareness is.

So I was hyper aware in terms of the limitations of the space however the hyperawareness states of the meditative state was more or less not there in part from when
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I dropped into my body. So there seems to be two types of states of hyper-awareness:
either you’re hyper sensorially aware (because of location) or you hyperaware in terms
of your meditative state, so that you can drop into your body. That's when you focus
on and close your eyes and you dematerialize.

Definitely specifically within this location I could not dematerialized because my
skeleton had to be there, as a supportive structure so wouldn't fall down the stairs. So
I was actually having a fusion of the of those three: the body mind and the location
They're working in cooperation with each other but not in a meditative state because
then I think you have to be like yesterday and you had to be in a very womb like place
to completely let go.
12) How was the state of flow experienced?
So the state of flow was pretty much there. I found it very interesting even though it
was restricted. It felt very calm even though I forgot the choreography. The state of
flow was there I just had to make sure that I didn't hit the walls to change my
performance and in the improvisation definitely, the sense of flow was there, I had no
difficulty in finding that sense of flow.

Except for the state of flow, I was restricted by the idea of not moving my feet not
changing my levels, that then was part of that state of flow so the restrictions were
there that informed me without me telling myself. I didn't have to consciously say to
myself oh don't go up and down. I sensed it. I realized this when I put the phone in
my back pocket. I was thinking beforehand don't go up and down and don't change
your levels so don't change your levels. Keep the choreography of movement to my
upper torso. You deal with a state of flow within the restriction that you have and that's
because of the affordance.

13) How was the state of presence experienced?
So basically I was completely attuned to the location and the restrictions and the
affordances of the location and your postural synergies are there to help you to
overcome those restrictions. And that is a state of complete awareness and being
aware of the limitations and aware of those restrictions. So I think that's a
phenomenological state. One is completely phenomenologically present within the
state given the affordances that you have. So that's the state of presence. So
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completely aware, understanding your location postural synergies are there. Your
body’s there to help you provide you with stability and you deal with the state of flow
that paradigm of that state of presence. That’s what the affordances give one.

14) What if any images came to mind?
I had lots of images. I had images of people going up and down the stairs, images of
complete quietness. I had images of the history of the place. I also had images of flight
and flying out the window and wanting to get away out of Dundee. A lot of people come
here they don't want to reside or remain here. It's a very transitory place and full of
students and the notion of traveling and moving in and out with the traffic going past
and the state of flow, running up and down stairs that definitely gave me the image of
the building…

15) What if any memories came to mind?
It's a very old building it's a tenement block…. so it's been around for many years and
I think that that sense of history also weighs me down and coming from a frontier
country this is quite yeah…. you know I've left South Africa 10 years ago but and I'm
still confronted by the idea that there's a lot of history within and weighted in these
buildings. So then those so those are the memories. None are my personal memories
but definitely memories of others…I had a good giggle at the Rastafarian image
because that's probably, I don't know who painted that, but memories of people
running up and down.

16) What emotions come to mind?
Frustration again today but I tried to calm that down. Just tried to be present, satisfied,
warm but with the niggle of the affordance of the technology again. That is something
that I don't have to deal with. Maybe I must figure out what it is that I need to really
focus on. Is it a sense of flow going into the body and really trying to find this effortless
space leaving the locations behind and really just focusing on the how is it that in one
minute one can manifest a complete state of flow without much effort!

Because the restrictions that are placed just leads to a lot of noise and especially when
the technology doesn't work, there’s a slight bubble of anger inside of me and that's
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no good for the performance of trying to find a complete state of flow, even though one
could call that a phenomenological presence.

17) What affected levels of concentration during the performance of the dance?
So the levels of concentration were definitely affected as I said because of the
affordance of the steps, the affordance of the technology: for instance the
accelerometer I think was off instead of being on. The switch is so small my eyes are
so bad and I think I'm turning it on but it's got a double click and sometimes a double
click doesn't happen and I think the battery also went off so there's something with the
battery even though the batteries on… I don't know… I’m very dissatisfied with the
accelerometer and I’m very dissatisfied with the capturing of the sounds of the nostrils.
I know a lot of the songs are completely distorted.

So that is constantly affecting my performance and I wish that would go away and I
really wish to kind of sort that out, so I don't have to worry about the technology. It was
really helpful when Naimh was there because at least she had the camera and
reminded me to remind me to do simple things like: switch off this, turn this on…

This is too much noise and interference and hoping that it works and when you stop
and you go it didn’t work, my accelerometer didn't work for some reason but Oh I’ll
turn it back on again… But what I’m really worried about is that all the data that's
collected: all that is exported is that is say is: dance one, dance two. They’re not date
stamped. So I have no idea..I don't know what it's gonna look like. I have to switched
it on before and count ten seconds before I start come to ten seconds sometimes, to
give a reference point as to when to capture the data or when the data capturing should
start. That’s also niggling in the back of my head. I don't know what to do that data.
I've looked at Excel. I don't know how to export that into MATLAB to visualise it. I don't
know how to use MATLAB never used it before….Yes so that's a little bit of a niggle
there, always sitting at the bottom

18) How was the experience of this performance different from other
performances in other locations?
Absolutely because today I was actually on the verge of sort of nearly falling over I
and also between this grey zone of being outside and inside just provided me with
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another kind of set of parameters within which to work and the set of affordances within
which to work I didn't feel the cold but as dealing with the affordances of the steps as
well as the technology and that interfered with my performance.

I don't feel as satisfied as yesterday because yesterday I was completely, felt like I
was in a womb like place and a completely found that connection with that sensorial
connection of the space and I put my inner state and that fusional place that I'm really
trying to find

Or am I trying to find this discourse or is this the discourse of location the interference
of technology, the interference of all these different places and positionings and is that
part of my research and I suppose it also depends on what at my visual outcomes are
going to be.

19) Do I feel different after this experience? What has changed in your body,
mind, feelings, sensations?
Yes lots of questions. I don't feel very changed, not like yesterday. I felt yesterday that
it was a completely altered state that I went in to. My voice, my tone of voice, I was
slurring my words afterwards and today I just feel a bit frustrated and I feel a bit like
I've accomplished something but I'm not sure what that is and I don't know. Now I'm
just left with a lot of questions again.

29 December 2017
Location 10: Edengrove Close
Video: 02
20) What else do I want to say about this experience?
I think that the affordances of locations definitely make one hyper aware of a
physicality that has to deal with in a location. It has to do with postural synergies, about
posture and balance overcoming and being embodied in that space, so the idea of the
body becoming sensorially engaged one is working in connection with the mind and
the body trying to overcome the physical affordances of the space and the emotional
affordances of the space. The affordances were the physical, another one was the
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temperature or climate, movements of going up and down, and the technology being
used.
So today I’ve brought up the idea and highlighted the idea and together with all the
other experiences, about all this data that I’ve gathered is that: should I focus in rather
on states of awareness and what that could generates in terms of being not so
concerned about the postural synergies and overcoming the physical affordances
because I think that's interesting but…

It seems like when there's less noise and less interference from that physical
affordance say for instance falling over, the idea of being completely harmonious and
having and finding yourself in a place where everything is effortless is the one that
provides you with a lot of flow. So one is feeling very satisfied and very comfortable
and this seems to be something there that might give me, where I might find value in
that so that I'm not just feeling, I'm overcoming something.

I think the challenge for me is to overcome all of those disturbances and put them
away and to find the right location in order to allow for a fusional place of being where
one is completely in harmony with the environment and feeling very satisfied and very
good and very warm and nurtured and protected. The overall feeling of a sense of
well-being and calm, I think is aspirational and I think could be of value for
humankind.

I think we live in a very dark, well supposedly we live in better circumstances that we
ever have as human beings but it just feels at the moment that…. you know with social
media and us understanding what's going on in the world and as a bombardment of
information and as an affordance right, we now people living in streets and people
battling to survive and cold winters but largely Western society capitalist consumerist
cultures, neoliberalism has given us some sort of stability, so in have to in terms of
Maslow's hierarchy laws of needs you're not running around trying to survive every
second. We actually are comfortable and warm etc.

But on the other hand we've got this bombardment of information from all our digital
spaces and actually a lot of the time a lot of us just work cerebrally and we're sitting in
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front of PCs we're sitting in front of all these tools and I think that the corporeal and
the sensorial or this phenomenological place that is so deeply satisfying is just lost!
I mean can’t believe that after yesterday I felt so good. The whole of the rest of the
day was so good. I had fascia release apparently, because this is what Margaret says
when you do this kind of work. I slept for 10 hours last night cause in bed at 10:00 fell
asleep immediately I woke up at 3:00 or 4 and woke up again at about half past nine.
And so my whole system has just calmed down. I'm still feeling quite a weighted and
heavy today but it's this (sighs) there's something through this process I can bring to
others an understanding of what the sense of calmness and peace and harmonious
sensibilities can do. I think that that's really worthy of a study.

My work has always been quite erratic I am usually quite emotional and respond and
react quite quickly and quite emotionally to things, all through my life and I‘ve never
really done meditation which I wish I had done before. So there's something about
calming that down dropping all the technology, dropping the outside world and just
focusing inwards and finding what is the strength of the inner body the sense of being
present, the sense of opening! Yes because most of the time with all this technology
this was all closed right so one has no sense of one's state of present state, of being
in the world (before Ajana and Martin Berg) .

There's theories about writing again and not sitting typing and the movement that you
create with writing which is why I want to do the hieroglyphs it creates kinaesthetic
places of movement in your body and in your mind and in your brain and I think that
those those elements we've completely forgotten. With tapping technologies there's
no flow there's no curve so there's something in there or value I think. So location is
actually not or not so important for me I think I don't want to work with the challenges
of the locations I think it's actually been done before but the challenge is to drop into
this body and find this sense of flow, in this fluidity and the thick liquid space that is
around us and make that palpable and fill that space so you become enriched and
your body becomes present and becomes harmonious with your sense of self, in that
present moment and
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Perhaps that is something and then as something as I could really then focus in on
and I could then see something. I visualize these shapes in front of me you know it's
like I'm carving the air and that's what happened yesterday: I was I was carving the air
and that for me is a very exciting thing. It helps me to understand that's what I'd like to
visualise and I don't care if it sounds corny or romantic. I think what's important is that
through the process as to how I find that and I think that's what's being lost in terms of
understanding who we are corporeally, sensorially, phenomenologically being
connected in the body with this porosity that we have, that are bits and pieces and yet
are a whole.. and yet its disappearance and appearance and present and absence
and other and not other and liminal… All of these conceptual places or concepts about
presence are a very vital for our understanding of ourselves and the betterment of
ourselves and I think that's what art should do, better ourselves.

29 December 2017
Location 10: Edengrove Close
Video: 03
This is going to be like a postscript.
I think that the body is an affordance. I think the body is a location. So I’d like to centre
in on that and I think there's enough there, rather than worry about the outside there's
so much going on inside. That could give us a lot value. It's a focusing in on the thread
of flow within oneself which is completely personal and subjective. But how can one
extrapolate that and through what processes do I need to undergo in order to manifest
that and to visualize that What tools do I need?

So this is the discussion that I had with Zoe, is that is that: do the tools follow the
movement of the choreography or does the choreography follow the tools?

I think that that for me right now in terms of finding this phenomenological place and
the sensibility of being completely aware and present, I think I think the tools have to
serve that inner work and so I propose that (maybe you know we were thinking about
wearing Six Sensors)… I don't know…maybe but then maybe I have to find another
way of using them and in a location that could be the laboratory I don't know. There is
the Vision building down here. I need a quiet place in order to do this. A controlled
environment. I don't know about the laboratory down at London South Bank Uni. I don't
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find that place very nurturing. It could be but not sure I need to find a place that is
quiet. It needs to feel warm, ambient, undisturbed. I need a place for about a week
when I finally get to the end product and I finally sort out the tools.

I think the big worry right now is if I'm just going to concentrate on the flow and drop
into the body and find those states either through choreography, through set
performance or through improvisation, then I think I have to perfect the tools so that
the data that gets extracted. I know and exactly what it's all about I know exactly what
format to put it into and I know what visual tool I need to use in order to visualize that.
I really don't just sort of the set of numbers or graphs. I really want make, like my
drawings, I would like to make at least some visualizations of, or manifest that in some
way. So it will be the body and I think I'm narrowing down the focus even more, which
I’m very pleased about.

4.3 Drawings
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4.3.1 Hieroglyphs
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4.3.2 Figuring-Figures
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4.4 Still images: Tools development

4.4.1 Development of Arduino Board and accelerometer kit

Accelerometer kit, sensors, tape and bag
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4.4.2 Accelerometer taped and fitted to body
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4.4.3 Mini Microphone to capture breathing sounds

4.4.4 Ginslov wearing a GoPro and the mini microphone

4.4.5 Biometric data from accelerometers in google drive
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1K61ULOUdumf_GIv-Zsrd_wxUPEU3i9fk?usp=sharing
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STUDY 2
Dates: 06-09 June 2019
Aims: The aims of this study were to explore the practice of fascia release as used in
the Full Drop and its connection to states of flow and lived experience. Ingold’s (1966)
phenomenological notion of formlessness was researched and attempted to explore
the notions of flow and dwelling through visualisations and movement, using
Haraway’s (2016a) notion of the tentacular interlacing human and non-human
materials in a worlding of lived experience and embodied technology (Ihde,1993;
2002; 2010). The study attempted to discover relations between flow states, HRV,
fascia release and the interpretations of verbal, visual and biometric data.
Location:

JGinslov home
Method of Practice: Two methods of practice were explored: dwelling and Deep
Flow.
Data Collection Methods: Documentary videos, Movement hieroglyphs, Figuringfigure and biometric data from a HRM.

5.1 Documentary videos
Playlist: Dance videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA7WSVTf0BhP39nmlB8_SMck
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Playlist: Verbal feedback
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA53UcbxNF1nFQn0y5OkcSCD

Dance videos
June 2019
06 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/GkdTYEDSvvQ
06 June Dwelling https://youtu.be/IzHsLpj_OB007
07 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/JR2ViegssJU
07 June Dwelling https://youtu.be/wk9tLQKE50M
08 June Deep Flow Elite Takes 1&2 https://youtu.be/aDP0DI9xB44
09 June Dwelling Elite https://youtu.be/OOSVnYl1lBI
09 June Deep Flow Elite https://youtu.be/XDtHS84tEmU
09 June Deep Flow Polar https://youtu.be/6cypOhgndQ0
09 June Dwelling Polar https://youtu.be/3Fobh0yizJU

5.2 Transcriptions of verbal feedback
06 June 2019
Transcription of feedback for study 2: Feedback on Dwelling and
Deep Flow
Dwelling
Okay so this is day one of study two. This is a feedback after I wouldn’t say it’s a Deep
Flow but it's a more of a dwelling. Heidegger’s notion of dwelling, same as Ingold,
Susan Kozel and many others phenomenologist talk about dwelling within your lived
experience and so for about eleven minutes I entered into the dwellingness of just
being within deep flow and I found that a very very satisfying experience. I felt as if
though I was listening a lot more, I felt as though I could resonate or I felt I felt as if my
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body became this big vessel that was echoing something and I was just listening a lot
more to what was happening rather than visualizing or feeling the movement and there
were times when I just let that thought go and my body would just completely flow and
not suddenly felt like I was kelp in the water and also felt like at once it was like sand
dripping out of my fingers and wherever they went there was just sand streaming out
of my fingers.

So there is definitely something, there's definitely some correlation between thinking
and identifying when you're in deep flow so that you know… I know the moment now
when I sort of start out on a session and my arms start to lift. My right and left arms lift
up simultaneously and then I either recognize the sense of flow and I can actually see
and feel the sense of flow completely and I analyse and I'm looking and I'm reflecting
on where that's actually going but not directing it at all it's just basically just happening
and it all feels light throughout my body it's still very difficult to walk and change your
direction within the location in in space or in direction I'm still going, facing in one
direction and I did even try and move down to the floor and back up again and we'll
see what the data says about that.

But largely I think the minute that I'm busy reflecting on where the flow is going and
what's happening….so called analysing it and I try and let that go and just allow
something to happen and to not analyse it and to not think, Am I in a flow? Or not in a
flow? So it's just about being with the moment and being in that lived presence.

Sometimes and I don't know why this because it's maybe got to do with something
with my stomach area or my deeper breathing that the emotional tone of sadness
comes out. Although I'm not here to analyse that, it's just very interesting and I think
that that has to do with fascia release, to do with the fact that I'm quite tired because
I was many hours last night, at least two to three hours between 1:00 and 4:00 a.m.
because I was woken up by these new neighbours and that's also sitting niggling at
the back (of my mind). I must say I didn't have as many thoughts, that were going in
the background of my mind and it's just much later in the day. It is five o'clock and I
also had lunch and I've been working on exporting all the data and I've had somebody
fitting in a stove for me so a lot of things have happened during the day and I've now
I feel a lot calmer and a lot more rested than I did this morning.
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So basically, I think it just I moved a lot slower. I found as if though the time didn't
irritate me so much. I wasn't quizzical about time passing, I was actually just in it and
I thought, I didn’t even think of the word dwelling. I hardly thought of my fascia or
melting my bones my skeleton, I basically just went into it so now it's becoming, where
I start the initial breathing and with it, before I know it I'm actually my arms start floating
upwards which is quite an interesting phenomena. I think the thing is those just try and
stick and stay with the sensorial although all those like very irritated with the watch
because it's all too loose, it kept bouncing up and down, so it reminded me of my
corporeality and….

Whereas with deep flow the sense of being in a body more or less disappears and as
if your state of consciousness takes over your entire body and your whole body takes
over your consciousness so there’s definitely this chiasmic moment that happens
between consciousness and movement and that's a complete chiasm because it's
looking the one is looking at the other, the one is referring to the other,
referring/referred, reflect/reflecting/ reflected and they meet beautifully together and
when that happens that's when that's when I feel like I'm immersed in a state of flow.
It’ll be very interesting to see if that is when my actual heart rate variability goes up.

I must say I have looked at the data and where my heart rate has gone up and where
my heart rate variability has gone down, because I was working too hard or because I
was going up and down quite a lot so be interesting to have a look at this data and
see what the flow indicates. I would like eventually to be… maybe tomorrow I'll try the
dwelling just to move incredibly slowly and see what happens and in another time,
this if the dwelling so permits or wants to, then move a bit faster but at the moment I
think I must keep on within this week just keep on going incredibly slowly and being
absolutely patient and with the moment.

Because as dancer with all my long history there is always a desire to move a lot more
and to produce line and create form rather than just waiting for the arrival of these… I
won't even call them gestures these flows to sort of take place and then correlate that
with the data and see if they do actually, if there is some kind of correlation between
heart rate variability and Deep Flow.
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07 June 2019
Feedback on Dwelling and Deep Flow
Dwelling
So this is Day two of study two, 7th June 2019.
This is a feedback session after dwelling today. Today in the dwelling I really just didn't
feel like… I wanted to test to see if dwelling is different to Deep Flow and I think that I
became a lot more choreographic. I think that speeds changed completely although I
knew exactly when 10 minutes it was up. That's really strange. The breathing was
much lighter my movements were lighter. There was a lot of fast finger movements as
if there was like sand.

The most important thing for me I think what I experienced was that I found out exactly
when I was projecting myself and in terms of form from an external point of view and I
really…So there's something that happens when you're listening to your movements
and something's switches when you're not concerned about an outside point of view.
When you're in the inside, it feels as if your eyes are in your body. I don't know how
else to describe that. I feel like I can see how my body sees that's a very strange
phenomenon but that's what I think it is and or else what happens is that you step
outside of that and there's an all-seeing eye from the outside like for instance with a
camera so you feel as if there's the audience after many is it performing that's how
you feel there's the audience I'm showing demonstrate so that's the art of the visuality
happens outside of you and the other way I can very quickly delineate when I'm not
concerned about an outside point of view.

It feels if the inside my body has eyes such as if sensing and seeing are and thus
being seen seeing and seen shouldn't say being seen seeing and seen are now
chiasmically involved with each other and that's a very strange feeling and to know
when it's slipping in and out between the two is an incredible phenomenon and feel as
if though you can engage in that very quickly so you just have to decide when that
actually happens and if you want to stay into. So instead of concentrating about flowing
, I just wanted to dwell within the sensation of being not in deep flow, really all that I
was flowing in my movements, just the sensation possibly of this chiasmic relationship
of being embodied and whether or not what this means my um my body having eyes,
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I don't know as if the senses are playing and crossing over with it with each other a
very unusual and wonderful experience.

Deep Flow
1) Describe how your body feels now, after the Deep Flow session. Do you feel
different after this experience? What has changed in my body, mind, feelings,
sensations?

After deep flow during my orthostatic test, I was very angry, as I was woken up at 4am.
With lots of doors slamming downstairs. I have to try and sort this out as I got about
four hours sleep last night. I’m absolutely exhausted. And so sometimes it makes you
force flow. So I’m feeling a lot better after this experience. And I feel a lot more focused
I think than yesterday because... I just focused a lot more. As you can hear from the
video someone sawing down downstairs, somebody delivered some post. There was
lot of extraneous noises and somehow, I felt I just caught onto an image, and when I
felt I had and image in my mind I just went with that and really concentrated on my
breathing. And tried to just quieten all that noise, all around me in my lived experience.
And went into the sensorial rather than perceiving what was going on around me. I
really tried to get into the micromovements. I’ll get back to that. So during the deep
flow I really felt very embodied I felt very centered. I didn't feel angry that went and I
think it really helped with all the deep breathing.

2) Describe how your body felt during the Deep Flow session.

3) Describe the sense of Deep Flow
My body felt strong it felt centred it felt very focused and the sense of deep flow which
is question number three was really strong today that's because I focused and I felt as
if though the flow was in me. I found it after a couple of breathing sessions, like
breathing in a number of times and I stepped into it and I kept I kept it there and I
managed to keep that sense of deep flow I didn't even think about my skeleton I sort
of just went into the deep breathing after a couple of cycles of breathing in and out
really good, the yogic breathing, my arms started lifting and then as I stayed there for
quite a while before stepping onto the mat because I felt as if the I want you to slow
down I was aware of time there was a clock ticking behind me. I must get rid of that.
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But I really just focused and listened to my body and listened to every micro movement
that was happening in my body and I think the slower I go the better it becomes and
I'm not thinking about what's coming, predicting anything other than just being in the
moment.

4) What is going on in the back of your mind right now?
What's going on the back of my mind right now is that I'm feeling a lot better. I need to
get away from the study today. I'm also trying to find a situation where I can just run
through the different exercises within two hours and I seem to be doing well with time.
It just takes a lot of time now after this to export it so the actual session the routine I've
got has got 15 steps and then after that I want to you know then have to export it and
then send it to Daniel.

So it's a long process yesterday it took me the whole of the whole day basically,
because of a lot of disturbances but I have to figure out this routine and I have to be
able to go from step to step without worrying about things working or not working which
I think is much better this time and then with Pilot Study Three (a pretrial) things
weren't working. This time I know that things are working and I know that I've got r-r
files, so I think it I feel a lot more confident in the back of my mind in terms of where
this project is accessing the electro-cardio choreography as I like to call it. Actually,
this is electro-cardio choreography what I'm doing right now.

5) What thoughts, feelings, sensation passed into and through you? What
remained?
Thoughts feelings sensations have passed into through you and what remained. I think
a lot of and a lot of anger passed through me today and the sensation of being heavy
and weighted has also finally lifted and what has remained is that I'm feeling a lot more
centered and I just sort of letting go.

6) What new materials came up during the experience?
New materials that came up was lights. I felt like big lights were coming out of my
hands. Like big beams and that really helped me when I was moving and then that
beam passed out through the top of my head so I feel like that that was a material I
could work with them in that in that visualization and the slowness with it all that feeling
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big and powerful in the space felt like some way of that, empowered my listening so
that became a material to work with feeling really thick I don't worry about the air today
as much it was more or less about just feeling this big lights at felt like big beams
coming out of my arms and then finally out of my head.

Another thing that also happened was something, a sort of a material, I sort of thought
of caressing my heart and I started to play with thinking of the heart literally having a
visualization of my heart between my hands and just giving it a bit of a massage I think
it's quite tired after two days of not sleeping correctly, although it's not as yeah mmhmm yeah it's not… as… it feels better already because I gave it a sort of imaginary
massage so it's feeling a lot softer.

7) How did you find yourself dwelling in the experience? How absorbed were you in
the experience?

Number seven. Very very absorbed because I was pulling focus and really
concentrating on these visualizations rather than trying to be formless today and I
dwelled a lot more I dwelled in an expanded way so that time… I didn’t worry about
the time until the last minute or so when I suddenly realized that it would be nearly ten
minutes and actually I stepped off the mat and sort of started to come out of deep flow
and there the alarm went off and I thought - well I'm starting to realize when it's 10
minutes. So already even after one session or two sessions 10 minutes for me is no
longer…. I can actually start to evaluate and feel within my body what is 10 minutes.

8) If you became formless could you describe what does it feel like be formless?

As I said I didn't feel formless today. All I was concentrating on I was, I slipped into it
once or twice and I thought oh it's this formlessness and I thought no it's not and I think
it's because I was trying to hold on to an image and not and listen to the micro
movements of my body rather than thinking about myself being formless. That's what
came up. That was the materials

9) How did you find yourself listening the deeper echoes of your body?

Well definitely listening to the deep echoes. I felt as if I was this big echo chamber
umm and I was listening really deeply internally because I had to focus so hard
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because there's so much going on in my outer lived experience, outer world
experience. I really had to go back into the somatic it's probably more somatic than
fascial. And I think fascia release came up once or twice. And the sort of sensorial and
felt experiences became and the imaginative ones became much more important
today because I had to hold on to something to keep me in it because there were a lot
of distractions and a bangs and noises and yeah, it was quite beneficial in some ironic
way.

10) Describe if anything felt seemed resonant or potent?
I think what was potent was the fact that I wanted to massage my heart even though
it was just at like an air massage but I really felt it helped keep me within the flow, so
did the lights but definitely this potent image of massage and literally saw that my heart
between my hands and I was massaging it and that is that has really made me feel as
if though there is something of value about connecting to heartfelt values and heartfeltedness. I was very aware of my heart today when I was doing exercises and I think
thinks because of tiredness.

11) Describe any transformations that you experienced during Deep Flow?
Yes I've moved out of this bitter and angry place I just feel a bit tired but also I think
I'm quite pleased with the process of the deep flow because I'm definitely beginning to
feel much more confident with it the more I slow down the more I listen the more I tune
myself to the state of presence of the state of being the better it's going to be and I just
need to I think that I think I need to do many more sessions to be really confident with
it.

12) Describe the movement sensations in terms of weight space time and flow
and gravity?
I don't think I actually even felt that. I was very heavy today… I felt quite heavy, yet I
was flowing completely flowing. It didn't it didn't seem to be so difficult to walk today I
walked forward as well as working backwards so that wasn't such a big issue. Spatially
I just felt like I was expanding in the space to the point of not overreaching and going
beyond my space because I was concentrating on my hands with the beams of light
and my heart. So those issues, Laban’s analysis, I don't even think I can even begin
to negotiate that today.
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13) Describe what the air felt like during the session

I wasn't even aware of the air today. All I was aware of today was streaming of energy,
so called energy or these lights coming out of my hands and my heart and umm very
quickly becoming into the state of deep flow.

14) What associations or metaphors or images came up in your body or feeling
and thinking?
I think I've already described that enough

15) What emotional tone arose from the experience of Deep Flow?
Emotional tone I think I've already described that

16) What energy or force did you experience during Deep Flow?

I think the force in the making was overturned by the image, the strong image of these
big beams of light that came out of my hands or stream whatever it was what and out
of my head and as well as the um the desire to caress my heart so… I think it overrode
everything.The force? I felt as if though it was quite powerful but I didn't feel that
typography I didn't feel melting I didn't feel merging I just felt absolutely dead center
and a big being I felt like if I was a huge big being with lots of energy and lots of power

17) How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the tools used in this cardio
electro choreography?

Today this watch didn't give me any problems I didn't feel it at all. I wasn't some…the
only time I get is about the camera, when I start, I think that camera picks up the sound
of this watch and when I click the record button and it makes another noise when it
actually has connected with see heart rate monitor on my chest and so I get a bit
concerned and a bit worried… I worry about the recording when my hands my arms
start moving upwards but I think that's very clear and I think… that's also when I'm
finishing the session obviously with the alarm goes off I think it think it's quite clear.
Maybe I should switch off the alarm and then do the heart rate monitor or do the heart
rate monitor and then the alarm. Maybe that's the way to do it.
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18) Did the wearing of the biosensor affect you in relation to the state of flow? How did
the wearing of the biosensor sense affect me during the performance?

No not at all. Actually the only time I really thought about it was because I know now
how it works, so I, turn on the camera, turn on the alarm clock and then I turn on the
heart rate monitor, at the end I think I need to turn off my heartrate monitor and then
switch off the alarm.

In that way I refine the beginning points of the end points and other than that I don't
feel as if though it gets in any way and the only time I'm actually aware of it is was
today was towards the end, which I said before, I'm getting better at figuring out where
the end is.

19) How did you experience my heart rate and HRV during Deep Flow?
I think the mere fact that I wanted to massage my heart, I don't experience my heart
rate I experience it during my exercise routine but I don't experience of doing deep
flow at all. I'm doing a lot of deep breathing. If I looked at the data yesterday when I
was doing the yogic breathing, my heart rate variability went up, so in some way I'm
really trying to force the breathing to emphasize deep flow.

20) When and how did it start and how did you maintain it?
As I said I had to breathe in and out quite a few cycles, a number of cycles and then
after that, after a long time I got into it mainly because I was really focused because
of all of the issues that have happened today and last night and then I wanted to stay
on the edge of the mat before stepping in and then I stepped in quite quickly and I
stayed a long time on the outside just really trying to focus really trying to centre really
trying to just really dig deep down to further and further into my sensations and the
feeling of being in the state of deep flow.

21) How did Deep Flow make you feel?
Not answered

22) Describe how your breathing patterns and your breathing affected your
performanceNot answered
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23) How was the improvisation experienced?
As I've said, I didn't experience forcing anything in the minute that I did I just went
away. Today it was really just about listening and allowing the images, the images to
lead the… from feeling and sensation and the sensorial and the felt and the echo and
the listening to imagery leading the way, that's all it was in terms of the improvisation.

24) How was time experienced during the performance?
Not answered.

25) How did the visualisations make you feel?
The visualizations made me feel really powerful the ones coming out of my hands and
the one of my heart, really felt as if that was really really good and nurturing and oh
the last final visualization actually there was a very important one. I suddenly thought
I feel like I'm back in the womb, and I felt like I was a foetus and I felt like I was in the
amniotic fluid and everything became really really fluid and I was floating and I never
felt a sense of gravity I really felt as if I was in this really soft place where everything,
there's no care there's no worry there's no connection with the outside world basically
and you're just in this really really soft present state. So that's three visualizations I
had the big beams, the heart and being the foetus in the in the womb is a really
powerful and very convincing and very calming experience

26) What did your skeleton and fascia feel like to you?
Didn’t even think about that today, just went out the window and basically I was so
centered in on my breathing that I dreamt, ag, felt as if my feet were down into the
center of the earth and out of my head was growing all these branches and leaves
and I then stepped into deep flow, and I was listening to my breathing so much that
skeleton and fascia didn't even come up

27) What was the atmosphere like and how did that affect your performance?
I closed the door and the window, so I didn't feel so cold. It felt much warmer today.

28) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to your attention?
You know this is a question, I don't know think is quite redundant. I think that's the one
I needed for Pilot Study Two (Study One). I don't remember any smells, as it's not
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about location anymore, the location is inside of me. Sounds yes there were lots of
sounds - somebody's hammering outside, somebody was sawing outside, the post
was delivered and there was traffic on the outside in the distance but that just when
the sawing started I just thought, nope it can just go float around past me, concentrate,
some more, keep breathing and I just carried on quite centered and quite focused.

I really think that the yoga session beforehand helps a lot in the exercising and the
walk gets me sort of grounded and I can focus in something just getting rid of a lot of
probably electricity in the muscles and the fascia, all these ions can pass through my
system first before I start and begin to settle down and listen to my body. It'd be
interesting to see what happened… just coming in cold without doing all that the setup
in the warm-up before hand, I don’t think that that would really help.

29) What if any memories came to your attention?

I remember being a foetus basically. I think. Can’t remember anything else.

30) What emotions came to your attention?

Just being very satisfied, being really really warm, comforting and tender just trying to
be as tender as possible I think that came up…

31) What affected your levels of concentration during your performance of Deep Flow?

Like I said already, focus and concentration was really really good. I felt really
grounded, really intensively listening and that then allowed me to emerge into these
other vistas of what was going… subconscious imagery and listening to micro
movements

32) How was the experience of this performance different from previous performances?

From yesterday I'd say much more grounded much more focused. Not worrying about
time if time is passing correctly and just far deeper and far more satisfying.

33) What else do I want to say about this experience?
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I think I said everything I wanted to say. I think I'm on a good path. I feel as if
though…how can I say… Deep Flow is beginning to be like a sensation of softness
like being in a big duvet of the experience in the sensation of the body and I think it's
Maxine Sheets Johnstone or Fraleigh talks about the juices again…. I think that's
what's coming out. It’s like a thickness of being in this experience and more thick it is
the more you're in your embodied experience and the minute that you start to think
you know, yeah I just I don't know what it is, but it just feels as if though you stopped
time and the experience becomes really thick and paradigmatic as they say, the
thickness it's like a thick gooey gel and it's not being in a thick gooey gel actually and
that's a very satisfying in a very all-embracing ten minutes of time where the outside
world even that can carry on you know that you can actually be in this thickness of
experience and it's a good experience and it makes you feel much more calm and
much better actually.

08 June 2019
Feedback on Dwelling and Deep Flow
Dwelling
Okay so this is a third day 8th June. This is feedback from Dwelling. It's very late in the
afternoon. I'm also very very tired I've just been out shopping. I can actually feel my
heart rate thumping. I don't know I'm feeling extremely stressed and burnt after about
all of these issues with these apps.

As I was doing my dwelling now suddenly the alarm went off and it said that it
disconnected and it needed to start again and I don't know whether to trust this heart
rate variability app, because it always says it's processing and then it processes and
processes something for one minute and like the full eight minutes or for ever how
long dwelled for. I didn’t dwell for very long. I also did set the timer of my alarm
incorrectly, said the whole days just been an absolute waste of time. Trying to adjust
to Elite HRV but and was going to give myself ten days in all rather than a week
because I wanted to test you know test the difference and establish some sort of
routine.
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So the first two days I think were really good because I used my wristwatch my Polar
wrist watch, but honestly been completely rattled with this Elite HRV app. It's
processing its method its way if of….it doesn't negotiate, I can't negotiate my Deep
Flow with it. It's too disturbing and the issues of I think it's the issues of being, I don't
know whether, you know it connects with via Bluetooth but I think there's a lot of users
probably online and then there's an issue with I think anyway, I think an issue probably
within number of uses that are probably online and they busy I don't know but you
know it since its processing in the processes for like two hours the data and I don't
have time to wait for all this data and especially for me if I’m going to be working with
Daniel and I'm going to be doing something weekly I want to process in a method that
I can do the exercise, export the data, send it as a text file, CSV file etc etc and then
he's got it.

I don't want to be worried whilst performing doing Deep Flow whether or not it's working
or not. I’m also just perspiring like anything. So I’m feel very agitated. I'm feeling very
irritated however when I was in it (dwelling) and it's still cold. It took me a long time…I’m
still very in my body. I’m hungry. I'm irritated, things going on in the back of my head,
I'm feeling very unsettled and questioning all the time whether or not this is a good
way to go.

So I think I'm going back to Polar and I'm going to resort to that and work out on what
those figures and numbers actually mean because Elite HRV tells you whether or not
you've had a good score and it gives you an average, well it gives you a HRV score.
Then you can judge it against the time before whether or not it's better. With Kubios, I
think it's a much more elaborate professional system and it's giving you a breakdown
of your heart rate variability in different formats so you can analyze the data from them
and that I'll have to learn to read to see how I’m performing.

Because of all of this disturbance I'm now suddenly aware that maybe in Deep Flow
it's not a viable thing that I'm doing I'm not sure to keep the heart rate variability up
because with the you know, because sitting and breathing my heart rate variability
definitely goes up but maybe because I am tired and I am stressed I could feel my
heart beating my heart rate was very high and I tried to slow this down with a lot of
breathing and I think potentially I'm quite unfit, and I'm very stressed and I'm a whole
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lot of things are happening today and happened over the week with new people
moving in downstairs and they've been awful. So there's been a lot of other things
around me sort of psychologically that have been have affected me and affecting
probably the data of my performance.

So I think from tomorrow hopefully I'll have a good night's sleep again I will go back to
the Polo app and just trust that system of analysis and gathering data because I can't
bear they're standing around waiting for a minute for this thing to connect. I think it's
connecting - I think it's connecting to a to their server and I think that's what's you know
they're saying they're making a standardized reading standard reading of your heart
and you can wait there for a minute and then I'm going to put it down and make sure
it connects before it start it's too complicated and I'm gonna go back to the r-r test on
the Polar.

Ja just before the alarm clock went off though, I did however manage to feel thickening
in my body, thickening in my in my hands but nothing like I felt this morning so the
dwelling I didn't dwell at all, and too preoccupied too much stuff going on in the back
of my mind and so I never really got much out of this session.

Deep Flow
Okay so this is now day 3 the 8th June I'm going to be using instead today my Elite
HRV app which is on my phone and trying to see if this one works. I must say in the
other test for my exercises it disconnected and it's still working in the background in
the app. I'm not sure if I want to use it for the exercises but definitely I think I want to I
want to test it today using it here rather than having my wristwatch on.

I will say that it takes a while for it to connect, it takes at least a minute which is another
thing it doesn't start immediately with the recording so you have to wait a whole minute
so HRV exercise so…. here we go with the minute… start…. so what it's doing now is
getting a heart rate stabilization period which is good I suppose…. it just means it
slows down my process. Today I'm just using this because I'm not sure in the
background if it can run my alarm clock so I don't even know if this is actually a very
good system.
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I just like the output and I like the data that comes up because gives you an instant
reading of heart rate variability and it's an easier process than using Polar. So I've still
got 24 seconds. This has now got to be changed here. This is all very annoying um
it's very very very annoying. I don't have to do this I mean… it's driving me crazy…
right two seconds one second and it's this is now recording but my arms will float up
when I'm in the state of flow as we know now right.
<cut>
So I actually abandoned that test because I got a text message in between, I didn’t
have the right mat on today. I'm a bit all over the place today so I'm restarting this and
I deleted what happened on here. I think there's just so much background information
going on in my head right now because of all these inconsistencies in these in these
apps and still try I'm still trying to decide by which one to use so. I'm now going to try
again and see what happens… is this working? (looks at camera)

Yes well my heart rate variability is now down to 36 because I've been a bit stressed
that's crazy and the minute I start to breathe my heart rate variability has gone up to
48 whereas before just now was on 32. So, there was definitely something with heart
rate variability and breathing in a state of calm. 23 seconds to go. Variability is on 40,
HR is 92.

Answering questions:
All right it is day 3 and it's the 8th of June 2019. I've just completed my Deep Flow
session and I'm going to answer my questions.

1) Describe how your body feels now, after the Deep Flow session. Do you feel
different after this experience? What has changed in my body, mind, feelings,
sensations?
My body feels not very warm. I feel a bit scattered today. I've had a change of apps
and that's and that's been that was playing in the back of my mind so I'm feeling, also
feeling hungry right now and cold on my peripherals. Today's bit chilly it's not the
summer at all and so I'm feeling that the Deep Flow didn't change me specifically in
my state of embodiment and I don't feel any better for coming before or after so nothing
really as has formed or shifted me even though I worked very hard with the breathing
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2) Describe how your body felt before the Deep Flow session?
I was pretty much aggravated because I was trying to figure out if oh because after
the exercise routine the (HRV Elite) app disconnected with my cellphone so my heart
rate monitor disconnected and I think I lost a whole training session. It only captured
one minute of it because I was in the session not normally lasts about 20 minutes and
I hadn't noticed that it disconnected. So it's a very unreliable app in some way I'm not
really happy about and not too convinced that I should use it despite the fact that the
reading on the other end on the export is, it's much more readable for them, much
more usable for the user.

3) Describe how your body felt during the Deep Flow session. Describe the
sense of Deep Flow?
I dipped in and out of it. I can much more easily step into it at the edge of the mat as
soon as I do a couple of breaths, I'm in it and actually walking today was fine. Today I
felt that a bit like an astronaut, gravity went away but the Deep Flow just did not feel
very deep today. I think it's because there's so much going on in my head in terms of
what…..that's in the back of my mind, which is related to question four.

4) What is going on in the back of your mind right now?
I need to resolve this issue because I think the issue of… if these apps don't work and
I'm really trying to do this variable choreography or heart rate variable choreography
or Electrocardiography, depending on which one I call it the apps have to work and so
today I was really specifically thinking about well am I being variable? Is the variability
being read by the apps and that's a concern. So my brain is not actually embodied and
I'm thinking you know in the prefrontal cortex and rather than going back to the limbic
system and that then disturbed the sense as opposed to yesterday maybe because
yesterday I was so tired but last night I had a good night's sleep…. but now because
of the apps again, which happened to me in Pilot one, I'm worried in the back of my
mind, is the timing on, because I put my alarm clock on, because I couldn't use my cell
phone timer, because I was worried that that could somehow influence the app, I'm
using on my phone which then speaks to the Elite HRV online.

So playing in the back of my mind was all of this information as a noise and not knowing
if the tool was going to work and not knowing about the timing it was I was in maybe
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in a very confused state I don't think I followed through as I did yesterday in that
emergent space. Today nothing emerged.

5) What thoughts, feelings, sensation passed into and through you? What
remained?
Well thoughts feelings I didn't really feel anything I thought to myself feeling any
emotions today I'm just very very tired I'm not tired but because I slept well but I'm just
irritated about all of the the lack of consistency with tools. And after yesterday of
exporting data to Daniel he then wanted things in a CSV file format because he's in
Taiwan, and this he can't read the data in a singular file, as he gets the data all in a
nonlinear format. So all of that was playing in the back of my head and so nothing has
really remained except a sense of irritation and it has to do with formatting it has to do
with data collection and it interferes with one's performance of this notion of being
absolutely embodied or chiasmically involved with the technology. If your technology’s
not going to work it's going to interfere completely all the time with the deep flow so
you have to be absolutely secure and convinced that your data capturation is working
or the trusion that I’m that I'm working with right now is working and it's not! So, I’m
actually feeling quite angry right now not angry but I'm irritated!

6) What new materials came up during the experience?
I must say the material of being streaming again seems to come out quite literally
like little dots maybe that's the irritation and the notion of being an astronaut could feel
the sensation of the coldness of the floor maybe because it is colder today and the
materiality of being floating or floating and being an astronaut came up

7) How did you find yourself dwelling in the experience? How absorbed were
you in the experience?
Dwelling hasn't come up yet as I wasn't really absorbed because I so really worried
about what are these apps I feel as if though this was a bit of a waste but I think it
brings up again the importance of the embodied technologies art should be playing in
the background if you fall in these background relations with it must they must be very
secure as done Ihde says so it's about finding complete trust in your apps I have
complete faith and trust in my deep flow but I don't have a complete trust and faith in
the apps that I'm using so it interferes with the performance did I become
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8) If you became formless could you describe what does it feel like to be
formless?
Formless no I don't think I stepped into formlessness my mind was far too preoccupied
listening that I didn't find myself listening.

9) How did you find yourself listening to the deeper echoes in your body?
Not listening at all I was I was it was a sensation not a somatic sensation so much I
did feel the corporeally the cold I mean maybe eating on to warm space at first before
and I certainly didn't feel warm like I did yesterday

10) Describe if anything felt seemed resonant or potent?
Nothing really felt potent except the feeling of being an astronaut and just sort of
floating a little bit

11) Describe any transformations that you experienced during Deep Flow
I didn't feel transformed at all by the Deep Flow. I did feel a lot of saliva in my mouth,
Maybe it's because of the breathing the yogic breathing. Maybe that's just a
physiological thing but I didn't feel anything. I haven't felt transformed but I felt as
hungry it's later on in the day.

I was trying to figure out something. There's, so many steps to do. You know there's
so many different steps to relay the information, to export the findings to Daniel who
wants a CSV file. So, there's a step of syncing the data from the phone to the app
online, to the readable format to Kubios to Daniel in a format like in a CSV. So there's
several stages. Whereas with elite HIV system you get the more data and you get the
pdf printout immediately. But the thing is that if at the baseline, if it's going to disconnect
then it's an entirely useless tool. I can't exercise and I can't do my practice if that keeps
on crashing. Its's not a very usable user-friendly.
12) Describe the movement sensations during the session – weight, space, time,
flow, gravity
Once I stepped into the I feel very heavy today I don't know why. I think it's the third
day of exercising and they usually say the third days the most difficult. My body feels
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very heavy and I felt very flowy though and light at times like an astronaut as if there
was no gravity but my body feels heavy even though I was sort of floating strange
strangely enough so gravity wasn't there but my body felt heavy.

13) Describe what the air felt like during the session
Like I said it was quite cold move when the session was just going to go back again

14) What associations or metaphors or images came up in your body or feeling
and thinking?
Yeah, I suddenly thought about this association with HRV and opening up this black
box. It's funny and thought about Andrew Dewdney and I thought about my suggestion
of opening up this black box. Cassini mentions La Tour’s notion of opening up the
black box of biosensor technology. So, I’m opening up this black box with my
qualitative experience and making that become the electricity that's being recorded,
making that…. you know in the back of a mind it’s that variability I'm trying to force
upwards by breathing deeply, so that is what is dictating my choreography. So that's
a very very interesting finding I suppose out of these exercises, even though some of
them aren't working… but I think just that process of actually opening the black box
and saying what is it that I'm looking for? what is it that I'm trying to stretch? or what is
it that I'm trying try to investigate? So for me today I'm investigating somehow that
capturation, that knowledge that I'm making heart rate variability go up, by breathing
deeply and going into at state of Deep Flow that is what is actually creating my
movement and that is probably a new materiality, or a new way of scoring your
choreography. Like I said I felt like I was an astronaut bouncing around but also felt
like these like streams of dots or that somehow came out of me

15) What emotional tone arose from the experience of Deep Flow?

I didn't feel anything. Somewhere I just thought about it today and I didn't feel anything
I thought why am I not feeling anything? Yesterday I felt a bit sad and I thought today
I didn't experience any feelings whatsoever and thought maybe I'm just too hungry
maybe I'm just irritated and so I couldn't connect emotionally with it.

16) What energy or force did you experience during Deep Flow?
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Quite heavy and dense without gravity though, so I was heavy and dense all the way
through.

17) How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the tools used in this
cardio electro choreography?
Well yes like I said the worlding was not there today. They didn’t feel very tentacular.
My own ego was in between all of this. My consciousness kept on going “Well I hope
it's working. I hope the time is was working. I hope the app is working online and the
irritating thing of having to wait a whole minute before I start, whilst the app is busy
giving a stable POV or snatch of my heart rate, is a bit… I don't know what to do about
that? I find that very disturbing. So one has to wait before one starts. So there's pros
and cons for each app. So with the heart rate variability app on the wrist monitor, I can
start straight away. With this other one I'm sort of looking at it (the online Elite HRV
app) to see when I can start. So, I must literally look at it, then wait and then go to
Deep Flow. So, I'm questioning now and querying and um, I'm glad I've done this
exercise. I mean I could you know instead of just doing a week, I could go through ten
days and revert back to the Polar wrist monitor, which I might actually do tomorrow. If
it's unreliable I can't use it. It's irritating me in the back of my mind. I don't want to use.
So this worlding, in other words was tentacular not in a state of Deep Flow and
certainly not staying with the trouble. It was more troubling and worrying and irritating
than staying with the trouble of making them work together and investigating that
variability. Yeah

18) Did the wearing of the biosensor affect you in relation to the state of flow?
How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the tools used in this
cardio electro choreography?
Most definitely as I've just described. I mean just generally you know, it disconnected
whilst I was doing my exercise and I was just thinking, in my Deep Flow, where I
should not be worried about, thinking about, has it disconnected now and is the the
reading still happening? You know that's not an embodiment of a tool. That is not
therefore performing a trusion. It's not, it's not tentacularly involved in my worlding. It's
sitting on the outside of my world and that's sort of niggling on the inside.
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So this cardio electro choreography was too interfered by the interference by the tools.
Maybe I have to re-question everything because you can't you know, on such sensitive
biodata in order to try and create these electric cardio choreographies and open up
the black box, it felt like the black box just kept on holding itself away from me and
teasing me and not allowing me in because it's got its own, it's got its own coding and
it's got its own manner of working and it locked me out and enforced a separation
rather than an embodiment of my sense of expanding my embodiment with the use of
the tool.

19) How did you experience your heart rate and HRV during Deep Flow?
I think actually I think I managed to push it because I think I was breathing quite
deeply despite all that the irritation. I wasn't aware of my heart rate today, like I was
yesterday. I was aware my heart rate during my exercising but not during the state of
flow.

20) When and how did it start and how did you maintain it? I
It started quite relatively quickly like I said but it dissipated and then I had to start again
whilst us on the mat and then I stopped at about eight minutes because I couldn't
maintain it anymore. I think the levels of irritation just got so overwhelming that I just
thought well what am I doing this for and obviously with this sort of sensibility the
discipline of doing dissolved completely. Plus, I got incredibly hungry

21) How did Deep Flow make you feel?
Not very good, not very comfortable and the tools got in the way, yeah.

22) Describe your breathing patterns and how that affected my performance?
Yeah my breathing pattern. I really tried to force it trying to keep it deep. I was thinking
of my heart rate variability and I want to push my heart rate variability up and so you
know, become the quantified self and that's not what I want to become. That's not what
am I trying to achieve. I'm trying to expand my sensibility of being chiasmically involved
in the world and the state of our flow. And I'm not. So I became very quantified today
and thinking about I'm making a heart rate variable choreography and that's what
Btihaj Ajana…. you know I was thinking about othering myself another than being
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completely in my presence. Btihaj Ajana talks about that, the way that your data, your
constant reflection is you know the output, you thinking about the output and so your
quantified self overtakes the state of presence and I don't want to do that. I want the
tools to reflect back at me and deepen my sense of presence in the state of awareness
in the world rather than you know trying to, as if I'm running after the tools of trying to
allow the tools to dictate how I how I should be feeling. They should be an aid for me
and not something that's taking something away from me.

23) How was the improvisation experienced?
I mean I'm quite good at it and today I didn't feel like I was being led I was I think I
performed it much more slowly I was possibly just slowing everything down and taking
time and experiencing it but you know I was worried about the timing you think yeah

24) How was time experienced during the performance?
I was really worried about the time um and I kept thinking you know I wonder if it's ten
minutes now? Oh no it's not ten minutes. I even looked at the time and saw it was only
six minutes and yesterday I just carried on… today I just wanted to finish.

25) How did the visualizations make you feel well?
As I said the astronaut made me feel very good I thought there was a new one and
also the electro cardio choreography but then I became this quantified self so there
was a bit of othering that happened there and uh yeah that's what Ajana’s notion of
what the quantified self does, you other yourself rather than you know you see yourself
in the data, I was actually reflecting myself in the data which is ridiculous you know
this whole thing is about expanding my sense of flow my state of presence and yet I
was worried about numbers again.

26) What did your skeleton and fascia feel like to you?
They now quickly get over and done with. I just do a couple of breaths and I did think
about my fascia at one point and I thought about the transegrity, the three-pointed
structure that I think is really really helpful. Buckminster invented this transegrity
structure that can stretch and bend in several different directions at the same time but
I think that's about a form and I think that's probably what you know if that's what
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science needs I need to have a concrete form, but in terms of my body I don't I thought
of it and then you know just think of fascia release and then it just sort of goes.

27) What was the atmosphere like and how did that affect your performance?
Like I said it was cold well not cold but it's chilly and I was aware of that and it didn't
feel womb-like like I did yesterday.

28) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to your attention?
None in particular. I removed the clock, so I didn’t hear that. I just heard my own
breathing.

29) What if any memories came to your attention?
No memories came to my attention

30) What emotions come to your attention?
Irritation

31) What affected your levels of concentration during the performance of Deep
Flow?
Obviously I’ve described this. It's the it's the reliability of the apps and the quantified
self that kept on…ja so definitely today I was worried about heart rate variability, trying
to push that up and trying to really force flow which is not what I need I need to just fall
into it and be in it and rest in it and dwell in it and allow for materials to arrive and if
you've got the quantified self and the tools on the outside in the back of your mind you
know you're othering yourself into another whole discourse and you're not actually you
know within your own echo chamber of your body.

32) How was the experience of this performance different from the previous
performances?
Completely and utterly different. Being a quantified self and worrying about your, the
quantitative data whilst you're trying to do qualitative data is not a very good thing.
Compared to yesterday I completely forgot about the apps I like I didn't know I wasn't
worried about it I was completely immersed, completely you know, I was in the womb
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I was the foetus you know and today I was the astronaut for a small while but
completely worried about the apps and just worrying worried about my quantified self.
So I think I found three states there's the quantified self, there's this state of being in
the world existentially, the lived experience of being a body in the world which I
experience first of all in the park, but also in the park suddenly becoming chiasmically
involved with the world. Then there's that merging place and suddenly I feel like the
world becomes a real-life entity it's a really strange switch that happens to one and
you feel as if the world is answering back at you and it comes alive and it's like having
a double stated consciousness you know. I feel the world that the world feels me so
and I slip in and out of that when I do my walk and this I think that's from seeing and
that's very really interest interesting because in the Deep Flow I've got my eyes closed
and when I'm in the state of Deep Flow and it’s much more visual in a much more
imagined state and so I don't worry about the outside world, I just worried about this
internalization in this internal space and I don't know what to call that yet I don't know
what that is that is.

This is that really listening felt sensorial expanded even dematerialising in a way
because I feel like sometimes my body disappears so even if you like you know the
world, the world is there, but I don't have that same chiasmic feeling and although I
think I'm step over that chiasmic thing. I think it starts out with us quantified self and
then it goes into this body in the world this Leib the lived experience so it's a Körper
corporeally and sensorially being in the world, experiencing the world and I am in the
world to suddenly my body is living in this world chiasmically and I feel as if though it's
become it's a living entity around me and then when I'm in this meditation it's as if I
even step even further away from that further into my own sense of psyche, my own
sense of flow and my own sense of my body completely being in the world and then it
actually just all flowing all together such as if it all just flows completely together. It’s
such a progression. That's definitely as I see this starting to happen with Deep Flow
and I said that is very satisfying in that very liberating if it happens. So the more you
think about numerically but quantities and if apps are working and not working and
our lives are full of this all the time and I think this is answering question number 33.

33) What else do I want to say about this experience?
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Our lives are constantly about you know self-care and self-awareness in the world and
being online and passwords and making sure you're updating all your apps and this
preoccupation with quantifying ourselves. I think this has become massive and you
know the notion of clicking buttons. You know I sit down afterwards and I edit and then
have to change file names and render this and render that and wait for the timing of
this it… oh I don't feel I don't the sensation of being in Deep Flow is just so liberating
because all of that quantified self just disappears and I think that's the gift of being
able to facilitate that in a state of intensity and in a state of not worrying about am I
updated am I quantifying myself correctly is my is my profile correct online have my
settings been updated, has my app been updated, is my online presence alright? I
mean it just is overwhelming and it takes you completely and robs you completely of
a sense of ownership of yourself and there’s days when I just want to actually just
discard every single app online that I have and every single bit of social media,
because this an intense focus on lifting this corporeal sensorial and emotive and pre
reflective self is just diminished and pushed down and I think that this pre reflexivity is
taken away by all of this online obsession of putting ourselves in numbers and that's
why this whole notion of opening this black box…

what is actually happening there? What can I take from this black box of the biosensor
and say right let's pull this apart? Ask what is happening between myself and being
online? What is actually happening to me? So it's like we want to pull this apart say
well do I really need this app anymore? But it is nice to see and get and it could possibly
affirm my belief of this one I've just described, you know, this othering of the quantified
self. You know dispel that! Get rid of that and what actually are we are we dealing with
us, being as a human being on this planet and being as a human being in our
imagination and being in the human being in our minds and our bodies and I lived
experience not chiasmically lived experience being in a state of deep flow and being
completely aware of being alive within an alive planet.

I think that this quantified self is just taking everything ever said that you just don't feel
alive anymore. You know I'm sick of it. It makes me feel very angry. So I think I'm
politically motivated within and I want to write this in my report back. You know it’s a
complete irony, by using and being online essentially using these apps is making us
question ourselves of being alive to mingle. It's about being alive in this planet and
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being in and having embodied present and thinking about these minor pre reflective
moments you know, that quantified data give us. It’s not there. Why should we
measure that you know? It's robbing us of that and it's a fight. Aluta continua. I think
that's where my political activism must take place. It's about opening-up this black box
and asking right what is it actually doing to me? What is it streaming away from me,
rather than me pulling it back in. So, instead of being amplifying apps you know
amplifying my state of quantified self I want them to become reflective technologies
that can reflect back at me and possibly deepen my state of presence and state of
awareness and pre reflexivity. That's it.

09 June 2019
Feedback on Dwelling and Deep Flow
Deep Flow for Elite HRV
I just wanted to report now that I'm here, I'm just about to start this reading for Deep
Flow with the Elite app and my heart rate variability started out at 63. I think it's
absolutely vital that I understand this that this I've just been speaking to the camera
about my experiences and it's actually all it's working so well. Anyway, I'm not my
variability is not 51 so that's gone down. I just had a session again with Deep Flow
thought I'd redo the experiment using the Elite HRV. I started under the very high score
of you know you can see your score instantly you can see your score instantly…turns
off alarm….

Starts again 9 June
I just had a session again with Deep Flow thought I'd redo the experiment using the
Elite HRV. I started under the very high score of you know you can see your score
instantly you can see your score instantly…
<gets up to turn off alarm>…. My alarm just went off. I thought I’d do another session
of Deep Flow using Elite HRV just because it's an easier system and you come up
with them what is presented with an average, instantaneously with a live feed.
However ,it's happened again today, after about six minutes there's a disconnection
that happens with the Bluetooth connection between the heart rate chest monitor and
the app on the phone and so therefore it's totally unreliable. I started out extremely
well with an HRV score.
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So I was very pleased myself at about the 60-61 score and when I started the session
I went down to about 57-58. It's also busy now processing, so it takes a while to
process so you can watch it sort of live but I'm certainly not longer than six minutes it
appears and I don't know why it disconnects. It just suddenly disconnects, and you
have to start again and then you have to wait another minute before it connects again
and then you have to stop… so that's not very good for deep flow at all.

However in this session, I must say I became colder. I can feel my body core
temperature lowering down after all the masses of exercise and my skin, my toes, are
really really cold, my fingertips are cold and I was interestingly, I was playing with the
light and because I can still it actually through my eyelids and through the eye mask I
can still see sense the notion of light so I was like a big radar playing with the light and
trying to sort of switch and move the light and the light was go through me and past
me and I was absorbing the light and was pushing light back at the light and this
became sort of a choreography with that. I didn't think about the data and I think what
was interesting was that I looked at the monitor just to see if it was working that was
after five minutes and it was and then I started walking out backwards at one stage
and I was I thought I was walking on backwards but walking sideways and I've banged
into the cupboard which means I've lost I lost a bit of orientation and I don't know why.
I wasn't sensing the floor so much I think.

So… it's just these apps you know. I mean the thing is yeah I think I must drop the
Elite Flow HRV App for the actual Deep Flow exercises and just use Polar and use
Morning Readiness use Morning Readiness just to find out my heart variability for the
day and the breathing app. So I’ll just use that with the Elite HIV because that's
definitely working and that's definitely valuable but it's not working during Deep Flow
and I'm not even going to try Dwelling because after six minutes it just disconnects
completely with my chest monitor. I'll do this for a week and then unsubscribe.

Deep Flow using Polar
1) Describe how your body feels now, after the Deep Flow session. Do you feel
different after this experience? What has changed in my body, mind, feelings,
sensations?
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I feel much more relaxed today. I'm not so worried about the apps working not working
anything. The only thing is that I didn’t put on my alarm clock. That was that was fine.
I looked once at my wristwatch but honestly they just became, I had background
relations with them and really it wasn't interfered with at all so it was really a sensation
of Deep Flow. My body now feels much more relaxed. I feel like I've gone into my
skeleton and I've gone into my fascia I've even gone into my bone marrow. So, I really
have a lot of visualizations and I feel a lot better even better than I did actually this
morning.

2) Describe how your body felt during the Deep Flow session?
I felt very relaxed like I said. I feel like I've had a good warm-up. My body feels a lot
stronger. My body felt as if it was very powerful. I think my muscles have come back
to themselves as they were formerly. So I feel as if though my body feels quite powerful
at the moment.

3) Describe how your body felt during the Deep Flow session. Describe the
sense of Deep Flow?
Right it was really strange because I've got into the deep breathing and was really
concentrating today on a lot of long cycles of deep breathing to try and really push for
Deep Flow as quickly as possible. It took me quite a while and then I slowly went into
Deep Flow and I seemed to work a lot with my arms and I suddenly thought about this
Metric Culture that we live in, Btihaj Ajana’s notion of Metric Culture and this ontology
that we’re busy subscribing ourselves to, Metric Culture. I want to call it Metricity
Ontology and I suddenly thought about all of these different data fields that are flying
around me. I thought about moving in data moving my whole body moving within data
itself and that just suddenly became bone marrow and I felt as if I was moving in my
own bone marrow so That was a chiasmic relationship and I was moving this data
around with my body and then suddenly became bone marrow and that was a very
very satisfying time just to be in as, bone marrow or myself being bone marrow or
floating in bone marrow. So I became very very soft and very very malleable whilst all
the time keeping my breathing going.

4) What is going on the back of my mind right now?
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That I'm hungry and that my sister's about to fly off to Copenhagen. I hope she's okay
and, in the background, now, is that I have to go and redo these tests. I want to retest
with the Elite HRV app just to make sure that I am on the right track here and that this
disconnect, the thing that happened yesterday, is that it disconnected with my heart
rate monitor on my chest so that is why I have now resorted back again to Polar. So
that's sitting in the back of my mind, but it wasn't in the background when I was in
Deep Flow which is great.

5) What thoughts feelings sensations passed into and through you and what
remained?
Well with…uh… it was funny because I should be talking about Dwelling as well
because with the dwelling I didn't breathe deeply at all. I was really concentrating a lot
on touch and I wanted to touch the mat, I wanted to touch my carpet, and I suddenly
realised I have different three different sensations of touch, whether I can do with my
hands and it's my feet and it's an indicator which direction I am I can also even see
(as a form of touch) the light actually with my mask and my eyes I still can see through
my eyelids more or less where I am in the room, so I can more or less locate myself,
although I try and disturb that, so I try to turn around a lot in the dwelling and try lose
myself in the room so to speak. But I became very aware of the bubbles on the yoga
mat, the hot yoga mat and aware of the carpet and sounds that it makes and the
stickiness of the yoga mat and the slipperiness of the other carpet and then this dry
carpet thin pile carpet on the outside. So geographically I know where I am but they
just give you different sensations and different associations not that the word yoga
came and I'm not the word like carpet or thin carpet but just different sensations and
then I start touching my body and reaching all the way up I started touching the air. It
sounds really really dwelling and then I sat stilI for a very long time in dwelling and just
a lot of time to pass and what that felt like and um I thought about the data again and
I felt like yeah we all just rushing and the body takes a long time to slow down and
listen and that's really became very peaceful listening and touching playing within this
Meetricity.

6) What new materials came up during the experience?
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So the material that came up were the notions of touch sensation and touch. This
notion of being on of being malleable or like a bone marrow being in the field of data.
It's funny it became me and data I didn't I didn't see myself as the data I just saw
myself within the data So it was me and “other”, this otherness. Umm that Ajana talks
about um. I'm exporting myself into this otherness or seeing myself in this otherness.
7) How did you find yourself dwelling in the experience? How absorbed were
you in the experience?
I've already explained that.
8) If you became formless could you describe what does it feel like to be
formless?
I mean I think I became formless to an extent that I was this bone marrow, so again I
think it connects with this transegrity , this enmeshed fascia like substance. That was
easy for me to go into and the minute I visualize that or see that, the words don't come
up. It's all pre reflective and it's imagery and sometimes it just starts happening. I must
say sometimes I've chased the movement and as soon as I see that I have to sort of
stop and then just allow for the flow to sort of start happening where I don't know who's
leading you and that's like a contact improvisation with the pre reflective and the
sensations.

9) How did you find yourself listening to the deeper echoes in your body?
What I definitely was listening and dwelling in my body, dwelling in the space and just
listening. I was really trying to listen far away. So aurally but also sensationally in my
body and allowing those echoes to reverberate throughout the body.

10) Describe if anything felt seemed resonant or potent?
My body felt a really strong today. I think it's getting stronger with this daily exercise
routine because I've not being I'm not been doing a routine for quite some time and
um yeah so it's quite good that that I'm starting this.

11) Describe any transformations that you experienced during Deep Flow
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Well I definitely transformed from just sort of being somatically present in the world,
like Heidegger’s notion of being in the world, the Leib. I sort of went quite
instantaneously into the feeling of being chiasmic and then being absolutely within a
field of enmeshing myself in the world or merging with the world and even with the
data. That was really strange and also when I was walking. So in the back of my mind
when I was walking I was thinking there's a lot of data existing within this bone marrow
and probably affecting my bone marrow as well.
12) Describe the movement sensations during the session – weight, space, time,
flow, gravity
Huge and powerful and gravity always meeting me. So I had the sensation of my
putting your foot down and then gravity would meet me or I put my hands in the air
and then the air would touch me but the sensation of gravity all the time meeting me
and pushing me up and me pushing down so it was complete and balanced motion
and in dwelling I tried to push that a lot more by walking and if I think about placing
my foot down through gravity pulling me downwards I feel heavier. But if I think about
putting my foot down and the earth meets me, then there's an equality and I feel as if
my body and my sinews and my fascia start to absolutely balance themselves. And
that actually helps the sense of flow. That happened to me in my walk as well.

13) Describe what the air felt like during the session
Well today I'm quite satisfied with the air it's not warmer but it definitely it's a lot softer
there's quite a lot of dampness in the air and it's cool but I'm not so irritated today so I
think it was fine being in this II don't how many degrees it is now, but it feels like its 12
13 14 or 15 degrees and it feels very very comfortable.

14) What associations or metaphors or images came up in your body or feeling
and thinking?
Like I said it was bone marrow. It was data. Those are the two major ones today that
came up and my skeleton…yeah my skeleton came up and my family came up
pictures of my family… from long ago…also came up.
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15) What emotional tone arose from the experience of Deep Flow?
It's funny when I do the glottal breathing, I sometimes want to elicit a tear or cry or
sadness because that's where first I register when I'm about to cry. But I know how to
control that man just change it a little bit and then that disappears but otherwise just
generally feeling it on tone much more relaxed and much more focused today than it
was yesterday because the tools I know are working.

16) What energy or force did you experience during Deep Flow?
Not forceful at all, just very very light but very flowy… extremely flowy, flowing. I didn’t
feel like I wanted to force anything I took my time but at the same time my body felt
strong.
17) How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the tools used in this
cardio electro choreography?
I just have to be very careful that I don't enter into the dance mode so that tends to
override the same sensation or the notion of worlding so I’m allowing different parts of
this worlding to become an actant, so not hierarchical in a way that the dancer’s ego
overrides everything else. It's a matter of listening and placing oneself within the
swirling and allowing my fascia to arrive, awaiting for the data. I have to register the
data, and know this heart rate monitor is there and they're all playing an equal part
within this room rhizomatic field or worlding and the point is that in this entanglement
in this rhizomatic field, and also chiasmic field where I'm staying with the trouble,
Haraway’s “staying with the trouble”. So, it's about allowing these different forces or
elements or actants to come into play and to keep them all in harmony and keep them
all in a balanced state. So, there's no subjectivity and objectivity and everything starts
to sort of float. Whether or not this is affecting my electric cardio or cardio not decided
yet cardio electric choreography… this is the cardio electric choreography where I'm
choreographing all of these things and as Haraway says staying with the trouble and
that's just about you know what is what is happening between my heart rate you know
and my heart rate variability is also there that I have to acknowledge so it's a very very
expansive field. I must say these sessions are quite draining and quite exhausting
because it is a massively expanding field to suddenly you know to concentrate on
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nothing. You know my limbic brain is working overtime and its capturating and trying
to sense my sense data is working extremely hard.
18) Did the wearing of the biosensor affect you in relation to the state of flow?
How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the tools used in this
cardio electro choreography?
The biosensor this time didn't affect me wearing it in relation to the state of flow. The
only thing was the timing and in dwelling I suddenly just got tired of it. There just comes
a point where just can't carry on and I think I've done enough and maybe you almost
try and break that habit and maybe it's just to stop and see what happens again and
that'll be quite enriching. So instead of just trying to jump out of it I should just dwell
and stay but the biosensors at least didn't irritate me and I wasn't worried about them
stopping or disconnecting.

19) How did you experience your heart rate and HRV during Deep Flow?
Well yesterday I could actually feel my heart rate and that was because of two nights
of bed sleep and then last night I slept very heavily despite being woken up by the
neighbours but….all I saw was data and a data-field that was my heart rate variability
but I certainly was not aware of my heart thumping today.

20) When and how did it start and how did you maintain it?
Yeah like I said I had to do a lot of breathing the first lots of long cycles of breathing in
and out at least five or six seconds breathing in and breathing out before I felt I could
then focus on fascia release and then I started spending a lot of time outside the mat
before I shifted weight and I think what really helps her in a shift weight is to think
about the earth meeting me rather than me stepping down onto the earth so when I'm
ready the earth is really really…. gravity's there, but there is a sort of pushing upwards
against me and I think that that when that starts to happen, I don't feel as if I'm sinking
down into the ground. So I feel like there's a force meeting me upwards and supporting
me and then I stopped I think at about six minutes and I was worried about the time
and then I just went back to the breathing again and very quickly and went back into
into Deep Flow.
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21) How did Deep Flow make you feel?
lt made me feel very powerful. Made me feel as if I've opened up this black box again
and yeah this notion of data you know.. the milliseconds that are going past I think
becomes another field to examine because I don't think we think about ourselves in
milliseconds we think about ourselves in five to ten minutes or hours or days or weeks
or seconds but certainly not milliseconds and I think that Deep Flow opens that notion
for you so that you’re thinking… even time there sort of expands and I think that's why
I suddenly just have enough of it because that expansion of time is quite exhausting,
actually.

22) Describe your breathing patterns and your breathing affected your performance?

Like I said already it really helped me especially in the dwelling, just to not breathe
heavily and just to move very lightly…I was just playing and being in the space and
touching and I was just aware of touch. In the first one I was really trying to reinforce
the push, the breathing as much as possible. I was really thinking about heart rate
variability and I thought I've got to get it higher, because in my morning readiness the
heart rate variability was very high because I think that a good night's rest so my
parasympathetic nervous systems much better today.

23) How was the improvisation experienced?
Like I said I was improvising very well until you know as a dance person you sort of
think well the movements going there, let me keep on going with that or I'm going to
take it over there and that’s a sort of cognitive space. We think well, I haven't explored
that before, let's go over there. Instead of actually just being with it and you don't know
where it's going to go before you know it back into the pre-reflective and its about Erin
Manning talks about pre accelerations so you know, you can start to think well it feels
like it's getting in there, should it go there, shouldn't it go there. Before you know it
actually is going there and that’s staying with the trouble. It's to stay with this
choreography, cardio electro choreography. That's what heart rate variability is making
me choreograph. So staying with that and not pre-empting or pushing it forward we're
saying yes this the direction I'm going to go. So it's really just staying in the back part
of your brain and allowing yourself that time to perform that.
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24) How was time experienced during the performance?
As I said all the seconds and milli seconds start is through expand and get and get
wider so that time eventually is quite long.

25) How did the visualizations make me feel?
I think that the notion of using the data, playing in the data, which is constantly moving
all around me, using the notion of bone marrow… really just makes you feel like you’re
entangled. It always feels like it's like ropey but it's not it's more spongy, or it's more
porous or it's like a gel, it's like your body's gel and the environment is gel, it’s thicker.

26) What did you skeleton and fascia feel like to you?
My skeleton also felt like this gel my skeleton felt this soft and pliable even though the
strong and fascia was just moving in but just yeah just felt like a gelatinous mass.

27) What was the atmosphere like and how did that affect your performance?
Atmosphere atmospheric like the temperature and I said calm today it's Sunday it's
not much traffic. It feels like everybody still sleeping that's peaceful. So the atmosphere
is rather thick and peaceful and that's good.

28) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to your attention?
Sounds… all I could hear was my little clock ticking, couldn't even hear my heart.
colours, all I was just aware of was the light, a little bit other than that no colours, no
smells, nothing.

29) What if any memories came to your attention?
As I said I think I was in Deep Flow and I suddenly about my family. I think it's because
what's happening in the back of my mind, is that my sister is flying and she's going to
be in Copenhagen, or at least Arhus on Tuesday and I think because I've been talking
with her quite a lot, she's been preparing to go to Copenhagen and Arhus, that my
family sort of suddenly came up, all of us, and then it sort of disappeared.
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30) What emotions come to your attention?
As I said very tranquil, very calm, not irritated. I just felt a bit of sadness because I
used my throat in a certain way and then I finished that off because I changed my
breathing button and relaxed my throat and then that disappeared.

31) What affected your levels of concentration during the performance of Deep
Flow?
I cut my concentration was really strong today and I think it was because I wasn't
worried about the apps stopping and starting so I think that affected me a lot.

32) How was the experience of this performance different from previous
performances?
Definitely much more in a state of flow, much deeper in a state of flow, waiting for
things to happen you know… wanting to explore some more. It was really enriching
really really potent really really strong and not being irritated and not being tired. I don't
feel so extraordinarily tired, as I did yesterday. My body still feels light and strong. I
feel energized, compared to yesterday which was really just one of irritation and
exhaustion and wasn't a really good experience.

33) What else do I want to say about this experience?
I think that obviously definitely I think heart rate variability which has to do with your
your parasympathetic nervous system, heart rate variability increases, when your
parasympathetic nervous system has had a time to rest and that's why sleep is so
important and I had a good night's sleep and the apps weren’t messing me around
and the apps were all working so that person that my parasympathetic nervous system
rose and that means how my heart rate variability rose. So yesterday my sympathetic
nervous system kicked in, because of my anger and that's why my heart rate variability
went down
So heart rate variability in this choreography today, in this worlding and in this cat’s
cradle and staying with the trouble of this is that….you know… even if my sort of metric
self is there, my biometric self is actually also embedded within the sensational self
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within the felt experiences, within the pre reflective experiences and that is really
enriching really rewarding… but I can very easily say that you know, getting the
morning readiness every day and wondering what was my score today? because my
score was actually very high today, I ended up with a fifty eight at some point, my heart
rate variability in morning readiness went up to 60, 62, and that's extremely high
because the average good rate should be 59 and yesterday was down at 47, so I don't
know something like, that so it's proof which is what I’m looking at.

What I'm trying to look at is how does the experiential affect heart rate variability and
how does heart rate variability affect the experiential. So this choreography is
entangled with each other, these two elements, and they both affect each other. It is
obviously, I’m measuring my nervous system and my nervous system is affected by
what I eat, what I think, what I feel, how I move, who I talk to, how I’ve slept, how my
digestive system is working. All of these elements affecting your nervous system and
therefore affect your heart rate variability. So with definitely some conclusions I can
draw from this analysis and from this data, that the phenomenological and doing
phenomenology of the walk and do your phenomenology of these dances or these
cardio electro choreographies, I'm busy doing they are revealing some facts about
how the nervous system, even though I’m quantifying myself, even though I'm
subscribing to Metric Culture, I'm not allowing it to override me so that I think that the
two have to be worked together. I mean so easily we could say, wow I want to look at
my heart rate variability, and ask how did I score? So, you feel as if you’re always
othering yourself. But like I said yesterday we need to bring it back and to give yourself
time and presence within this combination of the quantified self and the qualified self
the an experiential side and see how those two can operate and work together in this
in this choreography.

5.3 Drawings
5.3.1 Hieroglyphs
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5.3.2 Figuring-Figures - Small Paintings
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5.3.3 Figuring-Figures - Large Drawings
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5.4 Still Images – tools

Polar V800 Wristwatch HRM

Polar H10 Chest Strap HRM
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STUDY 3
Date: 19-25 June 2019
Aims: The aims of this study was to find a relationship between HRV, Deep Flow, the visual
imagery and verbal translation, and to be able to describe what it feels like to be in a tentacular
worlding of human and non-human materials that can only be sensed through our moving
bodies as a whole entity. Study three was a series of seven iterative research events from 19
to 25 June 2019 to explore a performative tentacular worlding of subjective experience,
biometric data, Deep Flow, embodied biosensors, and human and non-human materials.

Location:

Home of Jeannette Ginslov

Method of Practice: Study three explored a ten-minute session of Deep Flow using all the
elements of the methods of practice including formlessness.

Data Collection Methods: Documentary videos, Movement hieroglyphs, FiguringFigures and biometric data from a HRM.

6.1 Documentary videos
Playlist: Dance videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA4s5mstLhEqO5uiEfrEPv8Q
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Playlist: Verbal feedback
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-byKtwPMjA6WAeI0R05fSl1KM-sTQgzC

Dance videos
June 2019
19 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/iMVPErZoaUo
20 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/FrqAys6-P4I
21 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/5P5E7l2RD58
22 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/lBlITN06E_o
23 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/MEvz1W5py44
24 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/sE5bKrL-CFU
25 June Deep Flow https://youtu.be/WB9dGbSZ3PY

6.2 Transcriptions of verbal feedback
19 June DAY 01: Deep Flow and Dwelling verbal feedback
19th June 2019 and the start of pilot study number five I have let go of pilot study 04
as there were so many iterations, too many complex situations and things that
didn't work out and I was using two different apps. So because I was crossing over
from two different platforms and measuring my HRV, so I have decided to simplify and
also only use one, Polar Flow. I've also dropped a number of the exercises that I was
doing and a number of the tests that I was doing because there were way too many. I
felt that was holding me back and stressing me out, as I was trying to export all these
different data sets and I spent many hours after its exporting them labeling them and
sorting them out and this gave me a lot of stress and as my project is about diminishing
stress I thought I would simplify. So, the study for now is:

One. Use of only HRV Elite that sets my morning readiness and that gives you a
score
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Two: Go for a walk
Three: Draw an analogue hieroglyph
Four: Do an orthostatic test using Polar app, which is a recording of lying down for a
minute and then standing up. So, there's two sets of baselines that one can then
work from
Five: Another baseline by doing six minutes of Trampoline, walking and jumping
and slowing down coming to cool down and that is also recorded using r-r recording
Six: Deep flow session, 10 minutes
Seven: A hieroglyph
Eight: Answer the qualitative questions that I'm about to do now and I feel a lot better

I must say as a note, new neighbours have moved in downstairs and for the last 10
days my sleep cycle has been disrupted to such an extent, that last night I went and
slept at a friend's house and I slept for 10 hours. The day before and a few days before
this I had looked at my morning readiness and my sympathetic system was too high
and the app was informing me that I needed to do something about it. I needed to rest
or exercise or combination of the two. Basically, I think I needed to rest I have now
rested and this morning my parasympathetic nervous system is at a very high score.
..meaning that a good rest good sleep is very very good for your parasympathetic
nervous system. I then I looked at my timing which is also another thing which is not
connected to my set of questions, is that my sense of timing now with Deep Flow is
now more or less at the stipulated time that I wanted which was 10 minutes and today's
Deep Flow session was 10 minutes 36 possibly because I did an introduction with a
timestamp so that Daniel knows when my recording has started. This also caused
problems before in the previous study. So, I'm now going to answer some of the
questions.

1) Describe how your body feels now after the Deep Flow session.
Definitely feels much more relaxed today I feel embodied I feel very comfortable. I feel
very relaxed. I feel very extended. I feel very within and I feel as if though I'm very calm
and very relaxed after this sensation of the Deep Flow and I feel as if though my mind
and the mind the brain fog that happened with the lack of sleep has cleared up and I
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can actually start to articulate myself a bit more clearly and my memory is feeling a lot
better.

2) Describe my body felt before the Deep Flow session?
I must say because of the long sleep that I had I did feel a lot more relaxed and much
more open to the experience and hence I think it amplified the sensations that I was
feeling within my body in my state of embodiment.

3) Describe the sense of Deep Flow
Well it was incredibly full of flow and full of waiting and full of dwelling and full of
listening and I think the readings from Jean Luc Nancy and from Gendlin looking at
the mores of the body, what

are the mores inside the body and dwelling from

Heidegger, has really opened my whole sense of being and to exploring those notions
and once I infer those within the Deep Flow and slow down and stop analysing,
whether I’m in flow or not, I just you know repeat to myself Deep Flow, release the
fascia, go into the bones, fascia and if I start to move too quickly, I say to myself, I
must slow down and I must listen. And to listen to your body is a completely different
sensation than actually listening with your ears. It's like an aural listening, it's a waiting
for the prereflective to catch up with you because the cognitive is always working and
driving you forward with whereas if you're listening with your body with Deep Flow and
waiting for them for the mores of the body to come out you have to slow down
incredibly and it's and then suddenly when you do slow down and you do feel that you
feel this rising, well I put a lot of arm movements that sort of rise up, and an
acceleration sort of starts to happen and then I have to slow that done again, so it sort
of comes in waves.

4) What's going on the back of your mind head right now?
I'm interesting enough I heard the neighbours she follows me around the flat so I think
I heard her during the Deep Flow session and she loves to thump on the floor
whenever I'm doing something, so I’m really just trying to ignore that and just carry on
with the Deep Flow and it's really possible to focus in on that and that is sitting on the
back of my mind …always sitting in the back of my mind that I have a deadline to meet
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and try to also sort out what am I going to do about my living conditions so that I'm not
feeling stressed all the time because of a lack of sleep. So that's always sitting there
in the back of my mind.

5) What thoughts feelings sensations passed into you through you? What
remained?
I must say there wasn’t much, the only thing you’re thinking like I said it was about the
mores, about listening, about slowing down and dwelling and allowing the pre
reflective to catch up with me and allow that sensation of the floating arms. You know
this thi really is something that is as a signature of this Deep Flow is that the arms
to start to move by themselves… it's now started to go up into the top of my head
and my head and my chest and my hips the legs moving, the locomotor centre is very
very difficult to maintain in the state of flow because you're changing weight and you're
transferring weight from one foot to the other and that becomes incredibly difficult so
probably have to practice Deep Flow a lot more for them.

And what remains? The sensation of being absolutely present I think that that's what
the deliciousness of this state of Deep Flow is, is that it's allowing you to become totally
present and not thinking of the next minute and not thinking of the next moment but
actually just being in the moment in that place, situated in your body, being enveloped
within the space, either chiasmically or merging and intense merging. That just being
the sense of time slowing down, being absolutely aware and absolutely present at that
time and I'm feeling that right now and I think it's resonating in my voice. After I’d
spoken to my sister today who's in Arhus at the moment getting her passport, because
she's got to emigrate to Canada, said that my voice has changed completely. I think
it's probably gone down an octave. It really is resonating, and I can feel it resonating
in my chest so this tension that was in my chest is now lifted and that was after one
night's sleep. So ,there you go. One night’s sleep and a lot of deep breathing always
helps. I must say I do you feel bit dizzy today and don't know if it's the climate or just
a sense of actual protracted tiredness.

6) What new materials came up during the experience?
Well this was exciting this is question number six. I felt I saw a big beam of data that
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reminded me of the Matrix. I could just feel the data and I thought wow if I could dive
into this… I think it came from Cassini's mentioning of La Tour’s opening up of the
black box and giving this electrical agency… what is happening between my nervous
system that is giving off Hertz and electrical stimuli to the app and what is happening
between my sensibility of Deep Flow and the app that's taking this out into Metric
Culture. It's taking it out online and presenting itself up there.

But what is what is happening in that interstices between, the trusion actually, between
the transference of the electrical agency to the online platform and that is what's
actually started to interest me in a lot now and it's it provided me a means to sort of
suddenly think of what is happening my body at that moment, when I think about that
and I saw a material of this data field and I was swimming in it and I also saw my whole
nervous system as a blood capillary system actually and that was moving and again
in the womb. There was this exhibition once called Bodies many years ago and I
remember there was, just floating in formaldehyde, the nervous or venous system I’m
not sure, and that's what I saw today. So that was a brilliant material to work with
because it just felt as if I was just floating within that and I just had to wait basically
you know it's not about pushing them in formaldehyde, it’s not about enveloping
them…it was just about being and listening I have no other words to describe that.

7) How did you find yourself dwelling in the experience what absorbed you in
the experience?
So this is what I've described before felt myself if I just wait and have a sensation of
dwelling and just remaining, just allowing and allowing and allowing and allowing and
the more you allow, the more present you become and the slower you become and
the more you dwell then you dwell and you listen the more you listen so it's about really
slowing down and taking the time and trusting that and trusting that experience, those
experiential moments, that become wider and bigger and expanded.

8) If you became formless can you describe what does it feel like to become
formless?
Um amorphous. No, I think I was in shapes today and I saw a lot of shapes. I saw a
lot of images today rather being absolutely present to the sensations. So between the
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ideokinetic, between the imagery and the movement, there's definitely a shift that
happens in my consciousness and as I said I'm not trying to move the venous
system or the nervous system, but I just see it and then the movement sort of
starts to take shape so or else the image goes away and allow the shape to then
take over.

9) How did you find yourself listening to the deep echoes in your body?
This was a wonderful experience because a sense of there's a resonating chamber
when I do the dwelling so there’s a dwelling and then you've just got to listen to the
echo I didn't find the word echo today though so I can’t really answer that.

10) Describe if anything felt seemed resonant or potent?
Yes I think this idea of the data this was this there was this enormous big field
of….(gestures with hands) I don't think it was numbers, it was just something that was
streaming and that seemed very potent to me and then obviously this is again it's back
again to this floating very clearly, very cleanly, floating within the womb and this
nervous system that's really just floating and allowing it to float and then let it present
to me whatever it wants to present and not forcing it to do anything else other than
what it wants to do.

11) Describe any transformations that you experienced during Deep Flow?
Yeah, I think today the transformation that was my head felt as if I could move my
head and expand upwards as well in a state of flow and then I wanted to dive down.
So I just dived down and suddenly my arms were rising up again so even if felt very
very dance like, it was done absolutely effortlessly and all I did was listen to those
moments, listen, to the weights and the fluctuations of that timing and that
expandedness and the luxury of just being able to float in and out of it and not feel
held back by anything that was going on around me so totally absorbed in that in that
moment.

12) Describe the movement sensations during sessions weight, space, time
and flow
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Well yeah, I think the timing is starting to get better. I finished at 10 minutes 36. So in
other words the more I listen actually them was the longer I'm in it and the more I
realise when it's up, feels around about 10 minutes. The weight issue or transference
of weight is difficult, but like I said, it's always the floating, a sensation of
floating…spatially a lot of up and down today not much in terms of diagonals but really
concentrating on the up-and-down… not feeling gravity at all. I really felt like I was
held, held by, by the flow, by the Deep Flow. I didn’t even encounter gravity at all.

13) Describe how the air felt during the Session?
I didn't even feel it. It's not cold. It's not warm today, so that was not even in my
consciousness.

14) What associations or metaphors surfaced?
I think I've described these already.

15)

What emotional tone came across from the experience?

I’m actually calm, no irritation, lots of silence, a better attitude towards everything
because of my better sleep last night.

16) What energy or force did you experience during Deep Flow?
As I said completely calm, not even strong, light, floaty yes yet absolutely not “out
there” but absolutely aware a sense of being absolutely aware and very open.

17) How did you experience the worlding of Deep Flow and the electro cardio
choreography?
Well as I said, I suddenly became aware of the data and the data field but amazingly
enough I never feel the heart rate monitor on my chest and I never feel heart rate
monitor my wrist and I didn't think about the camera today. I did in the beginning you
know this always this idea and I think it comes from years of being a screendance
maker, that there's the front and I hope my movements are being captured and after
about a few minutes, that dissipated and it went right down into the background of my
consciousness. So I think now I have embodied both heart rate monitors and I'm not
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aware of the visuality or the visualizing mediation and that is a relief because I can just
dispense of those, there in the background and I can really just focus in and hone in
on what the Deep Flow and what I’m meant to be doing.

18)

Did the wearing of the biosensors affect you in relation to the state of flow?

No, like I said early on in the last question it's been a repeat question and they went
to completely out into the background. I had a background relations with them as Don
Idhe has described.

19) How did you experience your heart rate and heart rate variability?
Not aware of my heart rate but when I'm in a Deep Flow I don't really think about that
the words never ever come up to mind especially in this last one. Funnily they do come
up when I'm when I'm running or when I'm on the trampoline and I'm thinking well I
wonder what my heart rate variability is right now because I’m trying to get it up.

20) When and how did you did it start and how did you maintain it?
By slowing down, by listening, by dwelling, by observing, by feeling, by just being.

21) How did Deep Flow make you feel?
Made me feel completely relaxed and trusting and can trust the process again now
and know that the tools are working. I really feel as if I can go back into Deep Flow
and work on that.

22) Describe your breathing patterns and how the breathing affected your
performance?
My breathing patterns. I started off with very deep yogic breathing when you close the
glottis a little bit to extend the length of the out flow. I know that heart rate variability
does go up for you we knew lengthen your out breaths, so I really concentrated on
that and probably think about after two minutes, I stopped that and I went onto the mat
and I walked on and then I just allowed any old breathing to happen. You're breathing..
I mean, I actually didn't force the breathing I just went with it… I was so focused on
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Deep Flow and I will have to see the results if there is anything, if there's any sort of
difference that are starting to recur there.

23) How was the improvisation experienced?
I just had to slow down and listen and not think, oh I feels like the movement is going
to go there. It's been ingrained in one as a performer, as a dancer you know, you follow
the movement, follow the movement through. Where is it going? Oh it that feels like
my elbow wants to go and it's coming in, now it feels like it wants to go over there…
so you’re always listening. I think it’s the Laban and you know sensationally and the
proprioception… Oh it feels like um, it feels like, follow your hand, follow elbow, follow
your wrist you know and this (Deep Flow) negates all of that following. I keep on using
the arrow. It’s like Zeno's arrow that never really arrives… so it is flowing, but it's not
got an endpoint and you're not sort of going ahead of the arrow, you're not saying I
want to go there, I want to go there, you're just floating within this miasma, like a
miasmic pool and I think that that's that relational pool that you're just in, it feels
like you’re just in this…. like big jelly mass, that um you know the worlding, is
just there going between all these sensations and feelings and you’re just within
that worlding.

24) How was time experienced during the performance?
I think I’ve already noticed. I slowed down and reached 10 minutes 36. So my timings
have gotten better

25) How did the visualisations make you feel?
Well like I said they surprised me. I mean I didn’t think The Matrix in my head, but I
suddenly saw this field of data and I wanted to play in the data and I think it's because
of this reading from Cassini and from Bev Hood, from their performance and mobile
choreographies and La Tour, talking about the gap between the tool and the
experience and the biosensor and the human, and what exactly is happening there?
What electrical agency is there? So, you know instead of the biosensor closing down
that discourse, what's happening there it's actually? It's a way to kind of open it up and
figure out what more can be experienced, other than being a quantified self and
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looking at the data and referring to that. So how can this relationship between the
experience and the data and the biosensor, be opened up and examined? What could
that then say about our conditioning by biosensor tools and being quantified or othered
by these tools out there in the cloud and what does that say then about us and can
one then perhaps make these more of reflexive technologies, experiential
technologies rather than reflective technologies or rather than technologies that are
quantifying us and othering us. So I want to turn it back to the tool of not othering but
a tool of the experiential and opening that door rather for experience rather than for
what's the word I'm looking for not for experience and the experiential but for qualitative
metaphorical self. We're not quantitative selves, we are full of experience and I think
that this is what's beginning to open up to me because this nervous system is being
measured and extrapolated and moved into other means of metaphorically
representing us and that's standing outside of ourselves and but I want to reinvestigate
this notion here, rather than being a quantified self, I have become an experiential self,
even through the use of this usual domain of taking it out of extrapolating the data
outwards so it's actually coming back at us and how can we then explore the data
that's there but then how can it reference towards the sense of the experiential self or
open doors and vistas within the experience of ourselves and make us trust ourselves
again.

I think this othering in this quantified self has made us less reliant on and how we feel
and how we trust ourselves and I think as I deepen my sense of Deep Flow and trust
in this process I can make a standpoint for that rather than say well the data is saying
that and I could say no actually what the Deep Flow is saying to me is that I can say
this about that and it's backed up by the streams of data.

26) How did your skeleton and fascia feel to you?
As I said they dissolve immediately now and I no longer need to worry about that.
I do hear my bones click though whenever I take a step which is interesting this is the
weight of transference of weight…I’m getting very hungry right now.

27) What was the atmosphere like and how did that affect your performance?
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Atmosphere was pretty calm except for the woman upstairs it keeps bashing on the
ground. She’s now opening and closing drawers.
28) What if any colours, sounds or smells came to your attention?
No smells, I didn’t hear sounds apart from the woman upstairs and that just actually
made me focused some more …. colours the green Matrix figures apart from that no
colours came up whatsoever although it felt like the white background that I've got now
feel like sometimes I’m in that time capsule which is really strange.

29)

What, if any, memories came to your attention?

Absolutely no memories today

30)

What emotions came to your attention?

Very calm like I said no other deep emotions

31) What affected your levels of concentration during the performance of Deep
Flow?
The woman upstairs typical…and then towards the end I suddenly thought I'm sure it's
nearly time I was going to take my eye mask off and then I thought to have a look, but
then I thought no trust that it's nearly 10 minutes and I was correct.

32) How is the experience of this performance different from previous
performances?
Well I'm in Deep Flow right now and I still am in Deep Flow I think and Deep Flow in
there completely different… I'm not worried I was not worried about the online apps
the cell phone app breaking connection. I trust these tools right now and that worry
then is placed in the background and it becomes diminished.

33) What else do I want to say about this experience
It is a very good one and I think study 3 is probably going to become one of the most
fruitful ones. I hope. I'll do this for a week and see how that goes and then for Daniel I
can then continue with the experiment or with the study and only do the R-R file the
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data and not do so much of the other qualitative work. I will do some feedback to
camera but not so extensive and just shorten the workload so that I can just also
concentrate on finishing because I have to be finished by, I want to be handing in, I
don't know if that's possible by September, October and also in the back of my mind
is also moving and I don't really want to move (cups mouth with hands and whispers)
even though I have to keep quiet about it cos this woman upstairs is completely mad)
right that’s it.

20 June DAY 02: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
Okay so today is the 20th of June so day two and carrying on of my study three. I was
meant to answer how my body felt before and I think due to the fact that I had a bit of
a sleeping tablet last night my body feels very heavy. I feel quite slow even though we
for a walk or try to sort of give up oxygen in my body, lack of sleep because of these
neighbours yeah. I think the City Council might just get a…I might just call the City
Council in again and get them to review the situation and maybe set up some sort of
meeting with them and they find every £100 for their interference in my well-being here
on the flat.

Okay so I'm gonna start up now with questions going on from questions three and up
get a note from Zoë she's saying that I'm looking for the experiential, and
phenomenological data, states of Deep Flow and basically she should have said that
these questions are prompts and probes. So I won't read them all that you know go
through the lot just try and remember and recall what it actually feels like because she
says they're not full questions but there are about they are about helping me describe
the experiences in the richest detail.

So during the Deep Flow I seem to be getting engaged them very very quickly despite
u trying to distract me with alarm clocks and things like that. I mean it's completely
ludicrous! So yeah actually Deep Flow, because of the distraction that's actually going
on upstairs I can actually inculcate this within my worlding and actually use it as a kind
of music because of a thickness became a sort of background music to what I was
doing.
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So the Deep Flow today was… it really felt as if the… I stepped into it quite quickly I
felt my arms moving and then I started and wanted to propel myself forward and
trusted the fact that I would move in a flowing manner. I didn't feel as if though my
transference of weight was going to be difficult and surprisingly enough, I didn’t even
hear the clicking in my bones and my feet, that I've had previously, and I feel as if the
yeah I feel my tone of voice right now is gone really down and down again and that's
possibly because of a good night well, supposedly a good night sleep. I didn't really
get that, I still was disturbed by the neighbours start stay slamming doors in fact one
o'clock and five o'clock in the morning. They seem to think it's a lot of fun as does my
neighbour upstairs but I'm trying to sort of overcome these difficulties.

So, the Dwelling I kept on saying to myself dwell dwell dwell and I stayed within the
experience. Suddenly thought again I'm moving around in this volume of data and
fields of data and then suddenly I popped this idea of I don't know how to best describe
it but my body becomes a nonentity or a force or a flow and I was suddenly flowing
again between big balloons and that really helped me just to not consciously guide my
arms but become completely immersed in this field of materials and the materials
today I felt like they were these big balloons and then little swirls started sort of
happening on my arms. I moved into my chest a little bit and I moved into my hips and
into my legs so it really like I was a immersed once again in imagery. My body felt very
flowing… it felt the timing… actually the timing again was perfect. I finished at ten
minutes thirty seconds and I could feel that at one stage when I wanted to drop out of
it and I thought not really finished with dwelling and I don't think over the time of 10
minutes. So again, there's something about understanding real time and connecting
that with body time. So that connection is now becoming much clearer. So these
thoughts, these issues of time and of weightlessness and formlessness, you know are
there you know. I’m trying to still all of the theoretical in my mind, so that I'm actually
just part of the experience and the experiential and not trying not to be influenced by
the outside by notions of dwelling or the echo.

However there was one time where I suddenly saw an horizon and I think that comes
from Jean-Luc Nancy, so again it's interesting how that information filters through and
I wanted to bring in the notion of listening is rather than an internal perspective
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whereas with visuality it tends to disappear into the horizon which is one of his
(Nancy’s) notions. So sound or tension or friction or what’s the word I'm looking for
vibrations… that's what sound is…it tends to be and sends echoes in the body
whereas a visuality will eventually just be diminished as disappears, it dissipates.
Whereas resonance can constantly echo and reverberate within the body and that's
what this is starting to feel it's like a reverberation.

However I did feel there was one stage I actually visualized the horizon and I was in
fact trying to invoke that, very metaphorically, trying to bring that inside of me and it
started to stretch and bend and so this thin line became very very malleable and again
at like this worlding, this cats-cradling more from visuality and with this data flowing
with these experiences are feeling heavy and completely in flow… my toes were
feeling, I could feel the mat a lot today maybe because it's was a little bit chilly… they
are still are cold but my hands and my fingers were very dexterous they felt like they
were plant like they were describing the sensation of being absolutely floating and
free. It reminds me of that granadilla plant that has these little tendrils that reach out
and then you know where they are using other plants or objects as hosts and entwine
themselves onto the plants and I felt like one of those. Everything was entwining with
the imagery, with the thinking, with the landscape, with the echo, with the horizon and
it all felt as if it was all entwined within this field of being entwined with technologies.
And completely entwined with technologies, that are ubiquitous and everywhere and
how are we supposed to feel ourselves as human beings?

There's a shift of our ontological frame, of being human, on the planet being so
entwined with these technologies. Not being aware of the watch, not being aware of
this tight chest monitor. I only feel the chest monitor after I come out of the
experiences. So it's as if that all dissipates and goes background relations. The only
thing I'm aware of constantly is my breathing and I’m really tried today to keep the
breathing really deep and slow and it'll be interesting to see what happens with the
data and how that turned out.

The transformations are that, it just feels if that the focus is deeper if I concentrate on
the breathing a lot, which I do in meditation. This amplifies hopefully and maybe
amplifies this notion of Deep Flow and you just focus on one thing rather than being
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distracted by many things around you even though that is cats cradling and you're
trying to bring those all in equal role plays and different actions and they're all
performing and together. So this notion of the performative worlding is becoming a
performative gesture which is my HRV heart rate variability which is the electrical
component of the project, as a material that's becoming performed and performative.
So it's doing something it's changing the way that I see I see myself and my ontological
framing in the world so it's about again putting that black box apart and examining
where do you insert the body into that, I mustn’t call it mediation anymore, so where
do you insert your body in this data presence, state of being within this reflective and
very experiential and experimental time with technology. So the worlding is
becoming much more of a relational field where nothing is taking over from the
other and it's just about allowing constantly in listening and dwelling and staying with
the trouble and I don't know I mean so sort of saying how????

What's the purpose of collecting this data?
I've got to find out my research aims I suppose. But anyway, this is all my qualitative
data and should ask at least now, how my body feels right now? has it changed my
minds feelings and sensations?

Well I was very upset this morning and that has to do with lack of sleep and a split and
as well as the fact that I had a meeting with Andrew yesterday and that has really
disoriented me because he's shifted the goal posts again. But other than and for my
research and says I have to extend it beyond the time of September this year. I feel
as if the Deep Flow really assists me in trying to calm down and trying to keep focused
I think the thing of being focused and not being overwhelmed and also just taking
things one step at a time despite all the hindrances and intrusions and harassment
that I'm experiencing. I think I managed to maintain a sense of well-being and calm
and hopefully this can assist me even further.

21 June DAY 03: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
Before Deep Flow
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So today is Day 3 21st of June part of my study 3, the last pilot study I'm going to be
conducting. This is a note some words before, how I’m feeling right now before I go to
Deep Flow.

I'm extremely exhausted from neighbours. I have complained to City Council so I'm
trying to do something about that and seeing if the socio-political can now play a part
whilst I wrestle in my Deep Flow and my descriptions and my writing as a reflexive
researcher. I was researching today, and I thought that during my walk, I didn't feel
entangled. Maybe once or twice I wasn't aware really of my heart rate I was just really
aware of my own emotions and emotionally I'm drained, exhausted, tired and fed up
and quite angry at the moment and quite sad. I get a little weepy but I'm also quite
stressed because I'd like this all over and done with now. I need to get cracking and
start writing. I did want to also explore Mark Rowland’s notions of the 4 E’s in terms of
context of the philosophy mind in cognitive science whereby he talks about that the
mind is organized around not by the brain alone, but in combination of the ideas and
mental processes that are embodied and embedded, enacted and extended. I am I
think this notion of extension is something that I want to dispel. I don’t think our brains
are extended through the use of technologies.

Rather well for me, for my purposes, instead of being extended out into the world
there’s definitely a feedback system. So, the notion of extensions I want to question
and bring that to the fore, because I think it's time that we change that because that
becomes a sort of a mediator or a mediation and that's exactly not what these tools
are. These tools are non-human information technologies biosensors are non-human
information technologies. They do not require any human (manipulation whilst
recording) they may just sit on your body and capture data all right that's it.

So, my body's not feeling very centred, although I did feel a bit nauseous. I'm very
tired even though my heart rate variability was very high this morning. So, my heart
rate variability is very good, my heart rate is very good and that's only because I slept
at a friend's house again last night. So, we'll see what happens when I sleep tonight
in this space, in my own home and see how the door knocking and behaviour from
upstairs actually transpires and if that has any effect.
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Feedback after Deep Flow
Day three 21st of June 2019 Jeanette Ginslov study 3. I've just finished a state of Deep
Flow. I did give some voice to it my sensations beforehand saying I was tired and
irritated and emotional and angry and because of all the commotions that's going on
in these flats at the moment. I’m having to stay and rest at a friend’s house because I
need some sleep. I just wanted to report back on the Deep Flow, and I think because
of the sensation of being so tired and being slightly nauseous from the lack of sleep
and I mean my head is buzzing. I’m absolutely physically, emotionally and mentally
exhausted but the Deep Flow certainly has helped. I think it's calmed down my anger
I think the breathing and focusing in on the breath is a really meditative experience
and definitely calms you down and centers on not the emotional but the quality of your
state of being, senses of the feelings of being. So first of all I felt a bit nauseous then
I felt hungry so definitely I need to be eating something.

As always my body was moving very slowly as soon as the Deep Flow comes in it
started activating again with my hands and I didn't have any fear of stepping out onto
the mat and it felt very I felt very comfortable and very embodied and very embedded.
I wouldn't say extended. This is the thing. I feel enacted upon which is true, by the
biosensor. I do feel enacted upon by the biosensor although it's in the background
relations, it is a non-human information (although produced by humans) technology
that is really just performing an extrusion but it's shaping and or giving voice to our
languaging and what my nervous system is doing in terms of in response to Deep Flow
and not just to a real-life situation. So I’m literally forcing the nonhuman and that is a
non-neutral information technology, to extrapolate and to mark my nervous system in
response to a very specific dynamic within the world and that is the dance world and
that is about forcing flow basically because basically I'm examining that state of flow
that one doesn't really experience in real life.

Deep Flow which I found today, was really significant. I thought I'm dropping into the
Deep Flow heavier and heavier. I spent a lot of time going downwards and letting go
completely. My shoulders are now released, and I forgot about the woman upstairs
and I was totally immersed. I didn’t feel gravity at all and today I think actually dropped
my arms much more quickly so I was learning to let go a little bit more rather than
always just suspending because I must say when I lift them up to here and actually
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feel gravitational forces and I thought well let the gravity take that and then I forgot
about gravity again and let myself hang down over my hips and suddenly I was rolling
up again. That happened twice and my arm just stopped and started a few times in
terms of time it was really, really slow apart from the brief moments of my arms
enjoying this new relaxed speed or acceleration of the flow and that acceleration then
led into another state of flow which was as if as being pushed and buoyed by these
big waves of balloon gel-like materials. Those are the visualizations that I had. I
certainly feel and I think probably my voice sounds a bit more resonant and that
hopefully that it gets reflected at in the R-R files which is something that I did think
about today. I thought I wonder if the R-R is being captured.

I thought about the mores again. I thought about the echo.. I thought about who's
Gendlin. I must go back and research Gendlin. I think that I'm feeling a lot more
engaged with Deep Flow and that Margaret Sara Gudjonsdottir study came into the
conversation and she was talking about it's a very fine sensibility and a fine
entunement to the sensations and the felt experiences. So I was just trying to be as
fine as possible, as slow as possible, despite feeling very very heavy compared to how
I used to work with it when I was there in Berlin. There I was flinging my body around
the floor and that's just purely somatic combination of the mind or the cognitive and
felt sensations being entwined in this Deep Flow and constantly creating a cat's cradle
off one of those entities as well as staying with that trouble, trying to figure out what is
there more? Is there more within this entanglement?

So it stopped and I stopped in between and I waited for the next pre reflective moment,
because I'm not instigating it. I'm not initiating it. It just suddenly feels I've got to move
and it moves me consciously. I feel consciously engaged with this sensation, of the
sensation of being moved by the pre-reflective and I have to constantly say to myself
whoa, because suddenly the movements of the dancer comes up and I've got an
intention and I think this intentionality just has to be calmed down and then suddenly
this pre reflective, complete felt state just becomes like a deep lake. Today I felt like a
deep lake. So it's just about constantly addressing that those moments of negotiation
with the conscious self and this pre reflective self and allowing the body to be in that
state and not taking it over and with intention to form a line or with intention to fulfill
that movement, so that you're constantly staying with the trouble they're trying to figure
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out well am I constantly, am I in this state, am I in this state, in the state of presence?
Rather than going oh wait it feels like my arm wants to travel off this way.
So, it’s about holding back. It's about being in this dense deep of place and I think I've
shifted quite a lot today with the with the Deep Flow method and that is worthy of noting
that it's about waiting and it's about allowing for the pre-reflective and stilling the notion
of intentionality, that is so part and parcel of not only of our Quantified Self and within
Metric Culture that we find ourselves in as a person in this posthuman condition but
also in terms of being a dancer in the world and worlding this technology as well as
worlding the pasthuman condition, but stilling the voice of that conditioning of the
dance which is to fulfill your movement and just allowing for these pre reflective places
and resonances, the echoes, the affects of this moment, to be absolutely instilled and
absolutely encountered and embedded within that experience.

So you know it's not a yes it is about being embedded, embodied and enacted upon,
so I'm allowing Deep Flow to enact on me and I enact on Deep Flow so there's a
reciprocity there and there's a bio relational feedback. I'm not even thinking about the
tools but definitely there's going to be some sort of trusion that's happening and
meaning-making that's going to happen, not through my sensibility but through the
export of the data that comes out. That is non neutral and that is going to be negotiated
by myself and I will have to make reference to that in relation to these experiential
states of Deep Flow.

22 June DAY 04: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
Before Deep Flow
This is day four study 3. It is the 22nd of June today. This is the pre Deep Flow report
just before going to Deep Flow. I think I slept quite late last night, and I was woken up
again at about five. I also went out to an art exhibition and I had a few glasses of wine.
I then woke up and had lots of coffee. I spoke to my sister. So, a lot going on before
my morning readiness and I can actually feel my heart thumping and I feel very light
though. Strangely enough though as it's a warm day and on my walk today, I was a lot
more entangled, a lot more chiasmic within my own registration of the space around
me and my worlding in the space. My body right now feels it feels quite tingly. I feel
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my heart is pumping quite a lot to think the coffee was very strong so hopefully the
Deep Flow will bring me back into an immersive more fluid like formlessness then me
conquering the dizziness and the wooziness that I feel. It serves me right for going out
and having a few glasses of wine while I'm doing a test but then again you know, I can
I can measure again what these effects have on one's body. Yeah feel very scattered
um but next week I go away for two weeks on a House Sit so I'll be out of this scenario
and I'll be able to write and just that decision alone of handing in what a list of my
progression that I see until the end of the year, I've done that and I've now plotted up
to the timeline as well and my contents list and I know what I need to refer to now in
my paper and I'm well on the way to finishing within six months. I’m absolutely
determined. This has calmed me down as well however in the back of my mind I'm
really worried about a job I need to find something to cover the expenses. So there's
a lot going on in this world right now I'm but anyway I'm gonna go do Deep Flow and
hopefully that will bring me back into the state of calm that I really seriously need today.

Feedback after Deep Flow
Right so this is now feedback from Deep Flow. Its study 3 22 June. So I'm not gonna
answer the questions so literally because I think it stops my process of doing the
feedback. So I'm just going to start and instantly I'm going to start off leading with how
things felt like, as I’ve done before.

So, I'm going to describe exactly what I felt. So basically, my tone register’s gone
down, my heart feels softer now. It doesn't feel like it's racing anymore. There was a
lot of noise around me but that also dissipated… the traffic noise…I left the window
open and I also forgot to put the clock away. So I put the clock away. So I’m very
misguided today. It’s like a can’t really focus properly, but that'll be interesting to see
in the in the in the data. I did however stop and start. It was difficult to get back in but
once I got in, I was doing a lot of circles.

I also noticed that I tend to do circles in the front and then a habit starts to form how
to start to do circles and investigates in the back and that seems to be one of my
dances traits and offered a dancer’s is trained to such explore the back space and the
front space. So, I was getting quite analytical and I thought I must drop that and then
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I sort of restarted because I was attempting to go down and I came up and a bit dizzy.
I had to at the floor. I’m out of sorts today. I’m not really centred.
I think in the back of my mind I’ve been worried about not only of the writing of the
PhD, but my sister’s going off to Canada and over the last two weeks has been
formalising the change of name on her passport and her identity and all her identity
issues and now she's finally on the plane to go to Canada and be with her husband
because we've had conversations in the morning and in the afternoon and I’ve really
being quite anxious for her. Anyway, that's now all sorted out so now that has drifted
out of my consciousness and it's no longer worrying me so much and the troubles of
the PhD have lifted because I know what the direction is now.
The sensation of being rounded today was really prevalent. I felt as if I wanted to
explore with my fingers, as well as with my toes and that's the first time that that's
happened. Then I suddenly thought, it was the second take into Deep Flow, I thought
about bone work and my fascia again and then everything started to float and that was
amazing and was quite uplifting. I didn't feel the heaviness anymore and so I was quite
a light and vibrational and yet completely formless and completely free. So there's
something there I must remember and that is about the fascia.

I think the trigger is to define the language for where you need to go with the meditation
and you know there could be little tick boxes or little things that I should, you know I
could wait for things to come up or else I could go right away to explore this or if I'm
developing this method to sit for pedagogically then I'll need to be able to say right
now go into fascia flow, you know, because I'm never taking it in to the psychological.
So, it's always within a sense of embodiment.

I didn't feel, ever feel the watch and the heart rate monitor on my chest was initially
quite in the forefront of my mind but that also always goes away and timing with the
with the app is always getting better. Today was 10 minutes 19 seconds. So that's also
getting better, my sense of timing. I think of that's about all that I could say but the
experiences.

I am in the throes of finishing this off and so becoming I'm going to slowly become
more and more reflexive but however this is the more embodied research and the self208

reflexive recent research, auto ethnographic and hermeneutic. So this reflexivity this
phenomenological reflexivity well I’m doing a phenomenology of dance, the
phenomenology of science and together with this, trying to find that space in between
non-human trusional interfaces. So, this is an interface of all of these human and nonhuman elements and that's causing enactments and these interfaces capture rather
than you know I'm not using the technology personally per se, handling the device.
Yes, it is on my body, but I'm not consciously guiding it. The intentionality is not there
from my consciousness, that's why I can only call it an interface, a trusional interface.

23 June DAY 05: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
So today is the 23rd of June. This is study 3. This is the report on my body and how it
feels just before Deep Flow.
I'm feeling pretty tired so I'm feeling really relaxed. I had a good walk and a good
jumping session. I don't feel very immersed. I was quite aware of my heart rate
monitor. I'm aware of it now yeah. I'm just sort of looking at it other ways, thinking
about a post phenomenological use of technologies and media theory. So that's sitting
in my background right now, but I think it's more of a fusing or merging fusional
technologies or nonhuman technologies as Andrew keeps on mentioning non-human
photography.

So, as I'm talking, I feel the resonance and my body quite deeply today. I did sleep
well. My heart rate variability reading this morning readiness was actually quite high.
So that was good because I did wake up but I didn't sleep yeah, so I'm feeling quite
relaxed and heavy. Maybe that will help in terms of the fascia release today. I'm just
constantly going to consistently now work with fascia release I think that was the main
element that came up yesterday. I also noticed my one the shoulder is dropped
incredibly. This has dropped more than my left side and I know that starts to happen
when I'm very tired.

Feedback after Deep Flow
After Deep Flow my body after the experience is feeling so much better and I feel as
if though I've released a whole lot of ….. I can hardly even articulate what I’m feeling.
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I'm feeling a lot softer but more rounded. My hands feel spongy. I'm feeling quite warm.
I'm feeling very disfocused it's because the Deep Flow quite immersive today and I
was in largely in a big bubble and a new thing that happened today was I wanted to
speak whilst I was doing it. So hopefully there's a recording of that and I can actually
hear what I'm saying. I recorded the fact that I was working I a big circle. I felt as if my
feet were very light, I dematerialized and I was flowing quite rapidly but I was kept on
turning today so I thought as if there was no gravitational force, no gravitational pull
and I wanted to start speaking. So I started speaking what I was visualizing and saying
words like dwelling, listening and resonances and as I said that and vocalize that
induced even more a state of flow seems to maybe that becomes part of the
performance.

Then I stepped out I had only 40 seconds left to go and I thought I'd do some more
and I did another two minutes and this time my body became like, my upper torso
became like a cat's cradle ,like a piece of string that in a wife some stage I was thinking
about my own dance and a dance like manner of making lines and my body then I
stepped away from that and a little bit cats cradling and it seemed as though this notion
of the bubble changed and the world had gone inside of me. I dematerialized so to
speak.

When I was in the bubble and I also mentioned that I could feel the world touched me
and I was touching it back so I was really embodied and really in the worlding of the
world around me and another within the dance. So the felt sensation and being felt, I
don't know, I keep on articulating this incorrectly but anyway I became very aware of
the malleability of the world and also I'm the staying with the trouble and this is what
has produced this morning is that I think that in my final performance, I'm going to talk.
I'll need a little microphone and I'll talk whilst I'm doing it and because it actually
reinforces the state of flow and perhaps gives the viewer an understanding of what's
internally happening and maybe you know that'll be the qualitative data stream, as well
as the data stream from the from the app itself.

So pretty much, I think that this investigation today, has led me to that qualitative data
stream performed live as well as looking at non-human photography as well as new
media theory where technologies are no longer even, as Don Ihde explains, sort of in
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the background or embodied or where we form background relations with them. They
have actually become much more immersive and fusional and that's why I want to talk
about them becoming an enactment on the body and a nonhuman enactment or a
more of a, not a contract, but a fusional relationship with the body, so that it we are no
longer touching a mediation (tool). We are no longer.. I think I'm on the right track. I'm
not sure. We are no longer in control of that mediation and what has it become? It's
become a connection point, non-human trusional interfaces and enactments. They’re
siphoning data from us without our real control. They get switched on, like a camera
like surveillance cameras, and basically are just capturing data. So I'm immersing
myself within that cat’s cradling within the actual d Deep Flow. So that's what's actually
sitting in the back of my mind right now but because I've been in Deep Flow, I can’t
actually remember very much and it's a very relaxing, because I'm very tired it's a very
relaxing experience and the rest of the day has to go on.

24 June DAY 06: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
Today is 24 June. Study 3. This is a feedback session just before I go into Deep
Flow. Its much later today. It's now 11:35. I've just been a way to go teach a ballet
class, 40-plus ballet class. I've been instructing with numbers. I've been instructing
with lines putting names to two sequences and names to steps. I'm feeling quite sort
of cognitive at the moment. My perceptual field is not really in my body. It's sort of
engaged with the language of dance and within form and so it would be great to see
what happens if I can get back into the lower brainstem to work again and the limbic
system and yeah I feel a bit rushed. I can actually hear it in my voice members to
keep on breathing in and out. We'll see what happens. So, I don't feel embodied. I
just feel like my brain cerebral cortex has been working pretty extensively alright

Verbalisation during Deep Flow
My bones feel like playdough
I don’t feel much gravity
The mat is a bit cold, the bubbles
I can hear trucks going past
I’m aware of my heartbeat
I’m aware I’m going too fast
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and I don’t think I’m listening…
Now I feel like in this miasma in a chiasma
I feel like I’m in the playdough
Really soft and malleable. I can hear the click of my bones. I feel the edge of the mat
And still my fascia feels released
My bones are still dissolved I see horizons and my body flies out to those horizons
And I meet the horizon with my consciousness
And I feel like I’m floating out above the earth as an astronaut
Weightless without form
Without time I hear noisy neighbours below
And it doesn’t bother me
My body becomes like a big volume
I am Michelin Man
Formless
The venous system
Moving Vagus Nerve
Moving
Only now am I aware of the watch I know where the front is
My hands feel enormous I dive down into the bowels of the earth
And feel heavy
My back is like a river
Flowing upwards
Out through my arms
Space between my hands is warm but small
It’s like a little earth finding its own pattern around the sun
Streaming through my fingers I feel it is time.

Feedback after Deep Flow
During the Deep Flow today I really felt as if though and I was talking about it during
my experience, I felt as if though, I saw horizons, my body was floating out towards
the horizons. I became an astronaut in space. I felt totally weightless. I became
Michelin Man. I was a big bubble, like playdough, I was immersed and later felt
chiasmic. I felt enormous. I didn't really breathe very heavily but I could walk and I was
really smooth and no emotional tone but really just floating in a sensation of lightness
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and there was a couple of times I felt really heavy I allowed my back to become like
water. Flowing upwards to bring me upwards again. So it was a really imaginative
journey and I never thought that I would get there because I had just been teaching a
ballet class and had become really linear and focused online today and taught with a
lot of counting and time with a lot of steps and naming of steps and then just suddenly
step into this, despite the neighbours bouncing around downstairs with their slamming
doors and screaming at each other, managing to focus in completely on these
sensations and without prompting them, these ideas come up. So it’s as if my body
feels these actions as the sensations of the felt experience of being in the world and
dwelling in the space and then suddenly you know I feel as I've seen the image of a of
a Michelin Man. Then that disappears and suddenly I’m in this playdough and it's not
as if though I’m deciding, I want to be playdough. It’s as if my sensorial element of my
perceptions are not cognitive, not inspired by cognition but they're actually coming
from my body so I sense this and then suddenly I have another metaphor in my head.
That’s a brilliant step because it means I don't have a score. The score comes from
the sense of embodiment, a sense of being and chiasmically involved in the space
and even blurring with it. I get to that point where I feel as if though my nerves…
I'm just the vagus nerve that's floating in space or the venous system that's floating in
space. So the skeleton very quickly dissolves and so does the fascia you know.
Thinking about fascia right in the beginning as I found yesterday, just really sets the
tone and sets the tone and sets the so-called journey of this wonderful Deep Flow.
I went over time by about a minute and 50 seconds and that’s because I had no issue
about time today. I wasn't worried about time. I just dwelled as much as I possibly
could. I didn't feel like I had to stop. It was actually very forceful and very and very
powerful and very potent and the resonance in me right now, I'm feeling right now, I'm
feeling very hungry, I didn't feel hunger whilst I was in there. I felt the floor the plastic
bits of my yoga mat and one stage I did feel the wrist monitor. The one around my
chest disappeared into the background. Or it merged within this worlding.
I think that these tools for me is that, I’m beginning of to understand that they are
merging and they're blending in completely with what with what one is doing, not in
embodied relations as Ihde would say but Verbeek is actually suggesting they sort of
melt or dematerialize within one's state of being, chiasmically engaged in the world
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and this really heavy sense of deep sense of flow and deep sense of engagement has
been chiasmically with the world and I would like to call that a worlding so it's pulling
in all of these thoughts sensations, feelings, visualizations, sounds from the outside.
My perception is that I’m gathering all of these and I'm not responding to them. The
only thing that I am responding to is sensation and that's the biggest actant I think and
one of the most important actants is that it's as if the you know it's something that's
often absent in our in our state of being in the world of present and where we are
intentionally going forward with the state of consciousness and a state of cognitive
forwardness.
(Note: no active agency to reach and maintain the state of Deep Flow – goes against
the aims of metric culture. This is what meditation does – dwelling, resting, is calming)

This actually stops you from that state of intentionality and rather waits for the body to
find itself and reconfigure itself and find its centeredness and find its potent ability to
do or ability to be totally present and embodied in the world and this is a very
welcoming calming sensation and it and more particularly if you’re just attentive and
you're listening completely to the body, it's like slowing time down, slowing down this
forward rush, this thing of fear of missing out, and not even really thinking about Metric
Culture of the Quantified Self. Am I better than yesterday?

You know you just it's like you've taken parentheses in life and bracketing this time out
and you are within this worlding of all these different materials, be they imaginative be
their visual be they analogue, be they digital, be they instruments, they are all part of
this worlding and this staying with the trouble. This notion of staying with the trouble is
what you know when I'm in the Deep Flow and suddenly I'm in the horizon you know I
feel like I'm flying towards the horizon and suddenly the horizon leads me and I'm in
their horizon meets me and I'm now floating in space and that's and sort of an
immediacy of sensation.
That’s got nothing to do with preparing myself saying; I'm going to craft this and I'm
going to follow a score. I just feel much better now after than when I started. I am
slightly disturbed in the back of my mind I've still got to finish all these papers and
documents, but I'm determined to do it. I have a sense of direction but I'm just very
annoyed as I didn’t sleep again last night. I was woken up three times as the
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neighbours downstairs really concerned me. They’re still screaming and shouting and
banging doors. So that's constantly sitting here in the back of my mind. However, you
give yourself a little bit of space and the parenthesis. I'm really trusting the process
and realizing the benefits of it and that really is beneficial.

25 June DAY 07: Deep Flow and Dwelling Verbal Feedback
Before Deep Flow
Day seven study 3. The last day of this study with all this quantitative and qualitative
data sets being registered.
My body right now is feeling pretty heavy. The atmosphere is warm, yet the humidity
is very high. So I feel very heavy in my centre. My core is not energized. I'm very tired.
Again, I was woken up at five o'clock. At least that was continuous. I feel a bit emotional
today because I'm drained, tired and exploring now towards the end of this research
the way that technologies influence our lives, bodies, code and computer software and
what that implies. So this new research is making me ask different research questions
which may be good. For instance; why use these technologies when Deep Flow, is so
fundamentally analogue and is a system in itself, that supports an investigation of
being embedded and embodied in the world without the use of technologies. It's
absolutely possible. So this is opened up whole new can of worms in terms of
understanding the extended mind, being embodied, of being enacted upon and even
how this research process is enacting on me! Embodied and embedded enacted and
extended according to Rolands. So that's sitting quite heavily in my mind and that's
having an effect on my body. However, my morning readiness scores were very high
and possibly because I did have a continuous sleep. Right. Onwards.

Feedback after Deep Flow
I've just come out of Deep Flow. My body at the moment feels even heavier. I'm feeling
quite dizzy. I'm exhausted. Woken up again at 5am. Had six hours sleep. I can't focus
on anything I can't remember anything. Can't get back to bed now I've got a whole day
research to do. So, I’m feeling a bit fed up. I feel like crying. I'm completely actually
just exhausted and I think it's affected my performance.
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Although it was quite interesting it slowed me down in some way and really made me
feel as if there was an absolute flow. All my bones disappeared I was in formlessness
a lot towards the end. I was in the beginning thinking that I should just give up and
there didn't want to continue and I sort of restarted again and went back into the
breathing and soon dropped. I started speaking again sensing that this was probably
the way to do it for my final presentation and that it induces and I can still step out of
myself and I can actually feel the enactments of my body. I can step out of my body
and cognitively understand and reflect, at the same time be self-reflexive whilst I'm
doing it. Later on, towards the end I needed nine minutes forty including the start point
and an end point so possibly only nine minutes this time, but I managed to feel as if
that my body was formless. Especially my upper torso I couldn't move very much
because I was very dizzy. I'm feeling…I think my blood my blood pressure is very low
and I'm very tired. I didn't dare walk around too much or go up and down. So basically
I concentrated on my arms and what was really really interesting is that they found
their own momentum and they became completely malleable, I felt as if I was in this
miasma and I wasn't controlling in control of them at all. They were merely moving of
their own accord. Sometimes I saw data streaming out of my hands, but I think I've got
to the point where I could feel my skin and I felt as if this binary entity began.

I didn't feel as if my body was entangling with the environment but I think what was
interesting ,when I went into the Deep Flow, I lost the sensibility of my skin and I
became formless and feels as though that sense of flow without any resistance from
the muscles, in going in any directions, in other words the tensions of my muscles
were all equally balanced out, and I've just felt as if though they were in water like kelp
just moving without any resistance and equally balanced in terms of their flows of
energy and the resistance, the contractions and releases, were all completely
balanced and that was quite a wonderful sensation.

After doing that a few minutes my stomach then grumbled which means that
something was busy being digested, which in a way means that your parasympathetic
nervous system is working. So, the indicators were there. I did mention that in the
video. So, what's interesting. I'm able to through self-reflexivity talk about what actually
is happening to me when I’ve embodied these technologies.
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Sitting in the back of my mind right now are all the irritations of the space. It's very
damp, it's very humid, it's not very warm. I was woken at five o'clock. As I said I need
I need at least seven hours sleep. I'm not getting it. I think I've got accumulated
tiredness for about two years and this has just been exacerbated by these people
moving in downstairs and I am absolutely exhausted. So now I’m thinking. How do I
get through the day today? So, this is sitting in the back of my mind.
I'm quite angry. I'm quite absent I could cry any minute and so I'm sitting on the edge
because of this tiredness. However, also sitting in the back of my head is this new
work that is lined up for me. My deadline is in September. So I've got something to
race towards and I'm now looking at why am I using these technologies in the first
place. So that's my big question at the moment and I'm trying to find a way that can
explain how we are embodied and embedded, enacted and extended by these
technologies and that's looking at Rowland's and looking at Hayles. That’ll all come up
in the paper. I've got a list of Rowland's, Hayles, Chalmers, Verbeek, Smith and
Hanson and bodies in code. This is all sitting in the back, resonating in the front of my
head and I suppose that also comes through in the in the way that I address each time
I am find new reference points for the research, the theoretical side of the research, it
plays in the back of my mind even in states of Deep Flow.

So, it's quite nice and maybe not. So maybe Deep Flow is really just trying to still, find
a place where I can ignore the technologies so to speak, or really become a sense of
being in the space or embodied or even embedded in the space and embodied in a
space, entangled in the space, chiasmically involved in the space and in the actual
dance itself, without the theory, without the technology interfering with the process. So
then that then makes the question then why am I doing this research and I think that's
quite a big question and that's something that I'm going to have to answer in the next
few weeks because I have a deadline. Possibly going to have to extend it now until
the end of September for a rough draft. So, this is the end of the study 3. I will continue
with Daniel Spikol. That's also sitting in the back of my mind. How do I continue with
this research on a daily basis as a daily practice?

6.3 Drawings
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6.3.1 Movement Hieroglyphs study three: 19-25 June 2019
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6.3.2 Figuring-Figures small paintings study three: 19-25 June 2019

19 June 2019

20 June 2019
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21 June 2019

22 June 2019
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23 June 2019

24 June 2019
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25 June 2019
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6.3.4 Figuring-Figures large drawings study three: 19-25 June 2019

19 June 2019

20 June 2019
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21 June 2019

22 June 2019
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23 June 2019

24 June 2019
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25 June 2019

6.4 Still images - tools

Documentary Camera
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Trampoline

Yoga Mat and eye mask
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Polar V800 Wristwatch HRM

Polar H10 Chest Strap HRM
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6.5 Images of exports: biometric data from HRM
6.5.1 Elite HRV Morning Readiness

19 June 2019

20 June 2019
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21 June 2019

22 June 2019
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23 June 2019

24 June 2019

25 June 2019
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6.5.2 Polar to Kubios Exports

19 June 2019
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20 June 2019
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21 June 2019
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22 June 2019
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23 June 2019
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24 June 2019
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25 June 2019
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Description of the Deep Flow Method
Jeannette Ginslov
Deep Flow method of practice.
25 November 2019

Set up your heart rate monitor to measure heart rate variability.
Start then session.

Stand on the floor, bare feet, with your mat in front of you. Close your eyes or place
an eye mask over your eyes.

Let your eyes melt into their sockets.
Your eyelids melting onto the eye.

Breathe in and out a few times.
Now take your mind’s eye into your body. Visualise your entire body just standing.
From the outside just see your body.

Now see/feel your body from the inside.
Become aware of your whole body just standing on the earth. Let your knees be soft.
Let your thighs be soft. Let your stomach be soft. Let your buttocks be soft. No
tension in your legs, arms, stomach and buttocks. Just allow yourself to balance on
the soles of your feet.

Now breathe deeply, filling your whole body with air. Breathe in and hold your breath
for a few seconds without any tension and then breathe out again slowly. Breathe in
and expand your body like a big balloon and then release the air out again slowly.
Do this a few times. There is no rush.
Now, in your mind’s eye, travel down to the soles of your feet. Feel how soft the
soles of your feet are against the floor. Shift your body weight slightly forward toward
your toes. Then slowly shift the weight back onto your heels.
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Now shift your weight to the right side and then slowly to the left.
Do this a few times.

Now make a small circle on the soles of your feet by shifting the weight slowly
around in a circle, to the right and then to the left. Try and touch all the places you
felt previously.
Make a few circles. To the right and then to the left.
Eventually come to a standstill and find your centre.
Now gently press all those points you have reached into the floor equally.
Breathe.
Now in your mind’s eye, think of long roots shooting down from the soles of your feet
into the centre of the earth, anchoring you.

Then gently push the floor away from you with the soft soles of your feet.

At the same time, think of the earth supporting you, meeting you, pushing you gently
upward.

Breathe in and out a few times.
Now in your mind’s eye, travel up your calves, your knees, through your pelvis. Allow
your pelvis to soften. Now travel up your spine. Think of the bones of your spine as
being soft with air between each vertebra. Your spine becomes soft like the tail of a
kite.

Allow the arms to hang, your elbows soft, your hands soft, doing nothing.
Keep travelling up your soft spine.
Breathe deeply into your stomach and the press the belly button and stomach as you
breathe out.
Now travel up your spine. As your spine lengthens, travel upwards to your shoulders.
Allow them to feel heavy and free. Keep letting your arms just hang, doing nothing.
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Travel up to your heart and breathe into your heart and then allow the breath to flow
in and out of your heart.

Do this a few times.

Now travel back to your shoulders and now reach your ears away from your
shoulders. The back of your neck lengthens, your head upwards, filled with helium
gas and your spine is like the tail of a kite, soft and loose.

Now travel to the top your head and reach up into the sky. There are branches and
leaves and flowers growing out of the top of your head into the sunshine, through the
clouds.

Your head keeps floating upward. Your feet are anchored in the earth. Your belly
button is gently pressing into your belly and your heart is open.

Breathe deeply, into your entire body.

In, hold and out.

There is no rush.

Enjoy feeling your head your body float upward.
Enjoy feeling your feet the soles of your feet being anchored to the centre of the
earth.
Enjoy feeling your belly button rise and fall as you breathe in and out.
Enjoy feeling your heart feeling open and calm.
Enjoy feeling present and free, safe and calm.

Now, think of your muscles and let them become soft and melt away.
Now think of your skeleton and the bones become soft and melt away.
Think of your fascia and see it connecting your entire body under your skin.
Let it feel soft and free.
Think of your skin and allow it melt away into the air around your body.
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Think of your fascia becoming part of the air around your body.
The air, skin and fascia all melt into each other.

You feel your arms, your legs, your torso and head connecting through your heart
and belly button holding the body together.

You feel the air on your skin.
You feel the earth disappear.
You feel your entire body expand into the room, upwards outwards, sideways, to the
back of you.
You feel your entire body reaching to the corners of the room, upper corners and
lower corners.
You body expands into the universe, but you hold it together in your heart and your
belly button.

You feel like an astronaut, as large kite flying but connected to the earth anchored
through your belly button and your fascia to the centre of the earth.

Now see if you can connect your entire body with the image of your body being soft
fascia, big balloon like, soft, warm and comfortable.

Keep breathing.

Keep focusing on the centre of your body as well as your arms and legs being
connected to the centre with your head balancing and reaching away from your
centre.

Keep pressing the floor gently away from you and the floor push you gently upwards.

Drop the tongue in the mouth. Relax your jaw, then top of your head, your eyes, then
skin on your face.

Keep breathing in and out with your entire body. Connect this to your centre. Feel
the connection to your centre. Your body is one whole.
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When you feel this, your arms may feel lighter and start to drift upwards away from
your body. Allow them to float outwards and upwards. Do not force this. They should
feel connected to your belly button and heart.

You may feel your body become particles, dissolving into then air around you.
Allow this happen.

See your body in your mind’s eye, from the inside and then outside. Now feel your
skin disappear as you melt into the air around you. Feel the world around you and be
in you.

Now listen deeply to your body. Listen and feel deeply.
Listen see and feel your body as part of the world around you.
Allow any images to float into your mind. Do not hold onto any of them.
If they wish to leave let them go.
If you want to hold onto them, then dwell in them.
Play with the images that arise. Moving your body very slowly, gently playing,
dwelling in the images in your body, in the images.

Do not question what you see or feel. Just allow yourself to play in the sensations of
your body.

Keep breathing deeply, evenly, slowly.

If you are able, try and step forward onto the mat.
Slowly peel the soles of your feet from the floor and transfer your weight on that foot.
If not, that is fine.
Take one step forward and feel the mat under your feet but also feel yourself floating
and dissolving into the image that arises.

Dwell in these sensations and images.
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Keep breathing.

Keep listening to new sensations and images.

Keep breathing.

Keep dissolving.

Be present and playful.

Enjoy the lightness of being.

Do this for a few minutes.

(------)

(start at 2 or 3 minutes, slowly increasing this to 5 to 10 minutes)

When you feel you have had enough, step back off the mat.

Breathe in and out deeply at least three times.

Open your eyes slowly on the third out breath.

Breath normally now for a few breaths. You are back in the room and you are
standing in your body.

Turn off the heart rate monitor.

You have completed a session of Deep Flow.
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